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Fo correlates of tonal word 
accents in spontaneous speech: 

range and systematicity 
of variation 1 

O/le Engstrand 

Abstract 
Fo contours correlating with the Swedish tonal word accents were quan
tified in a first attempt to examine their variability and predictability in 
spontaneous speech. The range of variation along various dimensions is 
found to be excessive. The results nevertheless suggest the possibility that 
phonetic, phonological and syntactic factors conditioning the variation can 
be disentangled with a fair amount of success. This is consistent with our 
previously reported findings related to determinants of spectral variation in 
vowels in spontaneous speech. 

1 Introduction 
In a series of experiments (Engstrand and Krull, 1988a,b; 1989), we are 
investigating various phonetic aspects of "spontaneous speech", i.e. speech 
which is not experimentally elicited in terms of particular phrases, words or 
syllables. At the present stage of our project, we are paying special attention to 
the range of phonetic variation and its possible systematicity of distribution 
along various dimensions. We are guided by the general hypothesis that the 
systematic relationships between linguistic-phonetic variables frequently ob
served in conventional laboratory experiments will show up also in spon
taneous, and even highly casual speech. It can be assumed, however, that the 
variation will generally be greater and its predictability less straightforward in 
spontaneous speech than in experimentally elicited speech. The reason is that 
spontaneously produced utterances are typically influenced by several factors 
which are, by defInition, out of the experimenter's control. Nevertheless, in 
spite of its apparently excessive phonetic variability, the spontaneous speech 

Expanded version of paper given at Fonetik-89, the third annual Swedish Phonetics 
Symposium, held at the Department of Speech Communication and Music Acous
tics, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Stockholm, May 11-12 1989 (Speech 
Transmission Laboratory, Quarterly Progress and Status Report 2, 1989, 95 -1 00). 



2 Engstrand 

data analyzed so far seem to display a high degree of interparametric predict
ability. For example, the above-quoted papers by Engstrand and Krull demon
strated 1) that duration-dependent "formant undershoot" in vowels (cf. Lind
blom, 1963) was regularly present in a spontaneous speech sample produced 
by one subject, and 2) that part of the remaining variation, which could not be 
explained in terms of duration-dependence, was related to whether the vowels 
in question occurred in semantically focal or non-focal contexts. It is our 
intention, at a later stage of the project, to compare these data with compatible 
data from elicited speech where hypothetically significant variables can be kept 
under careful experimental control (cf. Lindblom and Moon, 1988). 

This paper is a progress report from an ongoing experimental investigation 
of phonetic variation relating to the so-called acute and grave tonal word 
accents in Swedish (accents 1 and 2) as produced in spontaneous speech. 
Functionally, the grave accent marks lexical contiguity by connecting a primary 
stressed syllable with a later (strong or weak) secondary stressed syllable. Its 
characteristic fundamental frequency (FO) correlate is a sequence HIGH-LOW 
associated with the primary stressed syllable. Sentence-stress, or focus, is 
signaled by a second HIGH associated with the secondary stressed syllable 
(Bruce, 1977). In contrast, the acute accent does not perform such a lexically 
connective function. The status of the acute accent as a positively marked word 
tone can therefore be debated. According to Bruce (1977), however, the acute 
accent correlates with a pre-stress sequence HIGH-LOW whereas sentence
stress is marked by a second HIGH associated with the lexically stressed syllable. 
In the data survey to follow, principal attention will be focused on parameters 
derived from Fo contours related to the grave accent. A somewhat smaller set 
of data pertaining to the acute accent will be included for reference. 

2 Methods 
A typical recording in this project is made while the subject and the experi
menter are engaged in a conversation over some topic that evolves in a 
relatively natural way during the course of the recording session. It is the task 
of the experimenter to support the conversation with brief comments and 
questions, leaving as much as possible of the actual talking to the subject. It is 
our general experience that, very soon in the recording session, the topic of the 
conversation rather than the experimental situation starts to dominate the 
speaker's interest. The data presented below are based on a sample from such 
a session with a male native speaker of the Stockholm dialect of Swedish (subj. 
1S). The total recording time with this subject was approximately one hour, 
divided into two half hour sessions during which the subject speaks, quite lively 
and with frequent style shifts, for about 90% of the time. The recording was 

PERILUS X. 1989 



Tonal word accent 3 

made using high-quality equipment with the subject seated in a sound-shielded 
recording room (see Engstrand and Krull, 1988a, for details). 

A total number of approximately 155 grave words and 65 acute words (all 
grave and acute words occurring in the selected sample) were digitized at 10 
kHz, analyzed, and measured for FO correlates. Figure 1 illustrates the criteria 
for the selection of measurement points in the grave and acute contours. The 
utterance segment shown is bestiimma sig for att gora ndn(ting) 'decide to do 
something', with a relatively strong degree of stress on both the acute bestiimma 
'decide' and the grave gora 'do'. The portion of the right hand contour marked 
by arrows represents the word gora 'do'. The Fo curve is unbroken since the 
word contains only sonorant sounds. The GRAVE mGH (GH) and GRAVE LOW 
(GL) represent the respective starting and termination points of the grave 
accent fall (which is relatively slight in this example). Note that GL is within the 
oscillographic segment associated with the consonant Ir/; in sonorant 
sequences, the measurement criteria are thus defined independently of vowel 
or consonant segment boundaries. The FOCUS mGH (FH) in the right contour 
represents the maximum Fo value associated with the secondary stressed 
syllable. The high Fo associated with grave FOCUS HIGH is frequently carried 
over to the right as exemplified here. The left contour represents the acute 
word bestiimma 'decide'. The first empty interval is associated with the voice
less consonant sequence 1st! following the unstressed prefix be-. AL stands for 
ACUTE WW and FH, again, stands for FOCUS HIGH, both pertaining to the 

Hz ! I---- 1310 ms 

3001---------------------4 FH 
2001----�---I---·-���fir-�---1 

1001--�----·----·��=---�1 

OF===================� 

Figure 1. Measurement points used for quantifying word accent and focus contours. 

linguistics, Stockholm 



4 Engstrand 

primary stressed syllable in acute words. The high Fo associated with FOCUS 
HIGH in acute words is, however, frequently carried over to the second, 
phonologically unstressed syllable as exemplified by this utterance. Fo in 
post-stress syllables of acute words was measured half way through the vocalic 
segment. 

3 Results and discussion 
Table 1 shows means, standard deviations and ranges for Fo parameter values 
in all grave and acute words measured so far. Values for grave words are to the 

Table I. FO-related values (Hz, if not otherwise indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters in grave and acute accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Values 
for grave words are to the left of the slashes and values for acute words are to the right. 
Subj. JS. 

Parameter N Mean Std.dev. Min Max 

Grave High/Acute Low 152/65 133/121 22/18 96/96 200/179 
Grave Low/ 
Acute Focus High 152/65 110/143 13/39 91/91 179/208 
Grave Focus High/ 
Acute Unstressed 145/64 131/125 25/28 94/89 196/189 
(Grave) Fall Height 152/65 23/-22 16/32 �/-89 83/ 22 
(Grave) Fall Time (ms) 152 86 36 18 213 
(Grave) Fall Rate 
(Hz/ms) 152 0.27 0. 18 -0. 11 1.1 0  
Rise Height 145/64 20/-18 23/31 -54/-101 89/18 

Table II. Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters in 
grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 145). Subj. JS. 

Grave Grave Fall Fall Fall Focus Rise 
High Low Height Time Rate High Height 

Grave High 1 .00 
Grave Low 0.69 1.00 
Fall Height 0.80 0. 13 1.00 
Fall Time 0.32 -0.04 0.47 1.00 
Fall Rate 0.71 0.26 0.76 -0. 12 1.00 
Focus High 0.35 0.39 0. 15 0.24 -0.01 1.00 
Rise Height -0.01 -0. 13 0.09 0.28 -0. 16 0.86 1.00 

PERILUS X, 1989 



Tonal word accent 5 

left of the slashes and values for acute words are to the right. The overall mean 
grave Fo pattern conforms to the sequence GRAVE HIGH ( 133 Hz), GRAVE LOW 
(110 Hz) and FOCUS HIGH (131 Hz) as expected. The opposite, one-peaked 
pattern for the acute accent is also as expected: ACUTE LOW (121 Hz) and 
FOCUS HIGH (143 Hz), followed by a low unstressed syllable (125 Hz). The 
dispersion in the data is, however, considerable as seen from the standard 
deviations and ranges, but note the relatively low standard deviation for the 
GRAVE LOW (13 Hz) suggesting a somewhat greater stability at this point than 
at the GRAVE HIGH (s = 22 Hz) and FOCUS HIGH (s = 25 Hz). 

This tendency is also mirrored in the correlation matrix in Table 2, based 
on data for the grave words. The matrix displays a statistically significant 
correlation (r = 0.69, P < 0.01) between the GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE LOW; on 
the other hand, the statistical correlation (r = 0.80, P < 0.01) between the 
GRAVE HIGH and FALL HEIGHT (defined as the FO distance in Hz between the 
GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE LOW) suggests that the tendency to a perseveratory 
Fo effect of a relatively high-pitched GRAVE HIGH on the subsequent GRAVE 
LOW is counteracted by a tendency to stabilize a relatively low-pitched GRAVE 
LOW. Whether this reflects a biomechanical response to the heightened glottal 
tension typically associated with a high Fo or an active neuromuscular reorgani
zation to an acoustically constant end is a matter of speculation at this stage. 
An indication of the time-frequency interaction underlying the observation is, 
however, given by the statistical correlation between FALL HEIGHT and FALL 
RATE (as measured in H7/ms; r=0.76, p<0.01) and between FALL HEIGHT 

SO 
80 0 

" 

N 
::I: 70 
0 60 
u. 
'-' 50 
f- l,O J: 
l!) ...... 30 
w 
::I: 20 
...J 
...J 10 
<I 0 
U. 0 0 

0 -10 100 120, 140 160 180 200 
GRAVE HIGH (FO, Hz) 

Figure 2. GRAVE HIGH VS. FALL HEIGHT (FO, Hz) in primary stressed syllables pertaining to 
grave accent words. 
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6 Engstrand 

and FALL TIME (defined as the time lapse between the GRAVE HIGH and the 
GRAVE WW; r = 0.47, P < 0.01), suggesting a combined effect of rate adjust
ment and truncation of the falling Fo curve in primary stressed grave syllables, 
truncation notably occurring at voiceless obstruents but also as abrupt Fo drops 
at voiced obstruents. 

1.2 

0 0 
" 

1.0 <-l 0 

{ 
N .B I 

0 .6 
ll.. 

l1J .4 
I-
<I 
0:: .2 
..J 
..J 
<I 0 ll.. 

0 
-.2 

0 20 40 60 BO 100 

FALL HEIGHT (FO, Hz) 

Figure 3. FALL HEIGHT (FO, Hz) vs. FALL RATE (HZ/ms) in primary stressed syllables pertaining 
to grave accent words. 
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Figure 4. SECOND (FOCUS) HIGH VS. RISE HEIGHT (FO, Hz) In secondary stressed syllables 
pertaining to grave accent words. 
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Tonal word accent 7 

Note also the strong correlation (r=0.86, p<O.OI) between FOCUS HIGH 
and RISE HEIGHT (defined as the difference between GRAVE ww and FOCUS 
HIGH). Apparently, a high-pitched FOCUS mGH is not strongly anticipated in 
terms of a raised GRAVE WW, although we also find a weak but statistically 
significant correlation between GRAVE WW and FOCUS HIGH (r = 0.39, 
P < 0.01). Some of the Fo distributions underlying these calculations are il
lustrated in Figures 2-4. 

Frequency distributions for the FO change in the primary stressed syllables 
in all measured grave and acute words are shown in Figure 5. The Fo change is 
defined as the difference between the initial and final Fo values measured as 
illustrated in Figure 1 (AL-FH for the acute words and GH-GL for the grave 
words). Positive and negative values thus indicate Fo lowering and raising, 
respectively. The height of the bars represents the percentage of occurrence 
within consecutive 20 Hz intervals. (For example, -90 below the diagram 
stands for the Fo interval -90sFO<70 Hz, etc.) We first note that the filled 
bars (Fo change in primary stressed syllables of grave words) display a much 
narrower range of variation than the dashed bars (Fo change in primary stressed 
syllables of acute words). We also note that the filled bars are almost exclusively 
at positive values demonstrating the predominance of a negative slope for the 

....... f", 

Co .... ot} 
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............. 
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Figure S. Frequency distributions for Fa change, expressed as FO(init-fin), in the primary 
stressed syllables of grave (filled bars, N = 152) and acute (dashed bars, N = 65) words. 
Further explanation In text. 
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Tonal word accent 9 

grave accent. The acute distribution tends to be bimodal with a negative slope 
in well beyond 40% of the cases. The latter observation may partly be due to 
an initial Fo raising effect of the presence of pre-vocalic voiceless consonants 
in the data. The tendency to bimodality may reflect a focus vs. non-focus 
alternation, i.e., FOCUS mGH as reflected by the mean values in Table 1 is 
concentrated to a subset of the cases. 

The overall grave vs. acute difference illustrated in Figure 5 is not surprising 
since Fo is known to perform different functions in the primary stressed syllable 
of grave as opposed to acute words. Whereas an Fo fall marks the grave word 
accent in grave words, a function of Fo in the primary stressed acute syllable is 
to mark the degree of salience given to the word in the sentence context (Bruce, 
1977). This is also a function of Fo in the secondary stressed syllable of grave 
words. More similar frequency distributions might therefore be expected when 
comparing the secondary stressed syllable in grave words to the primary 
stressed syllable in acute words. This assumption is partially borne out by the 
data illustrated in Figure 6. In Figure 6, RISE HEIGHT refers to the FO differ
ences between measurement points as shown in Figure 1: FH-AL, FH-GL. 

Positive values indicate an increase in Fo and negative values indicate a 
decrease. The group intervals are 20 Hz. The grave words have a lower F 0 on 

Vlt-'· ..................................................... • .... • .............. • ................ · ........................ . 

� ......... I:Q .............................. .. 

30 
RISE HEIGHT (F0), 10 Hz intel'vals 

• Following Modifiel' � No following Mod if 

Figure 8. Frequency distributions for RISE HEIGHT, expressed as FO(fln-lnit), In grave accent 
heads followed by a modifier (filled bars, N = 25) and grave accent heads not followed by a 
modifier (dashed bars, N = 71). 
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the secondary stressed syllable than at the GRA VB LOW of the primary stressed 
syllable in about 20% of the cases, suggesting the absence of a FOCUS HIGH. 

This tendency is, however, less pronounced in grave words with a phonologi
cally strong secondary stress than in grave words with a weak secondary stress 
as shown by Figure 7. (Strong secondary stress is a feature of most Swedish 
compounds and certain derivations). The bimodal distribution of RISE HEIGHT 

associated with the secondary stressed syllable in grave words carrying the 
strong secondary stress appears quite clearly in Figure 7. 

The observations made so far have mainly concerned phonetic and phono
logical relationships. It is also, however, of a certain interest to find out to what 
extent syntactic categories and relations contribute to the prosodic variation 
patterns observed in spontaneous speech. Such effects can, in fact, be demon
strated relatively clearly as exemplified by Figure 8 which shows the frequency 
distributions for RISE HEIGHT in all measured grave heads which are followed 
by a modifier (filled bars) and all measured grave heads which are not followed 
by a modifier (dashed bars). The former construction clearly tends to concen
trate RISE HEIGHT to the interval 0 -10 Hz whereas the latter, complementary 
set, where such a construction is not the case, displays a less compact distribu
tion with a stronger tendency to bimodality. Further syntactic determinants of 
FO variation in spontaneous speech will be discussed in a forthcoming publica
tion. 

4 Summary and conclusions 
We have hypothesized that phonetic variation observed in natural spontaneous 
speech, although apparently excessive, may tum out to be predictable to a 
considerable extent in terms of phonetic and phonological factors. In this 
experiment, FO contours correlating with the Swedish tonal word accents were 
quantified in an attempt to examine the systematicity of interparametric tonal 
relationships. The results of the analysis provided some promising evidence in 
support of our hypothesis. It was further suggested, and to some extent demon
strated, that syntactic variables may constitute supplementary determinants of 
phonetic variation in spontaneous speech. Clearly, however, these findings are 
preliminary ones that need to be checked at a larger scale before considered 
conclusive. It is likely, however, that the ultimate outcome of such an under
taking will bear significantly on models of speech production and perception. 
In consequence, it will also provide a basis for developing empirically well
founded methods of synthesis and automatic recognition of natural connected 
speech. 
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Phonetic features of the acute 
and grave word accents: data from 

spontaneous speech 

aile Engstrand 

Abstract 
Range and systematicity of fundamental frequency (Fa) variation were 
explored for the Swedish grave and acute word accents as produced in 
spontaneous speech. Lively and stylistically variable monologues pro
duced by three male speakers were analyzed for Fa correlates of the word 
accents. The results largely corroborate previous conclusions suggesting 
an extensive but systematic variability in most Fa parameters. The grave 
accent is consistently marked by a falling Fa contour in the primary stressed 
syllable. In contrast, the phonetic correlates of the acute accent were less 
constrained and largely predictable in terms of Fa events determined above 
the word level. The data were thus compatible with a traditional notion of 
the phonologically unmarked character of the acute accent. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Range and systematicity of Fo variation 
In a recent experiment (Engstrand, 1989 a,b), fundamental frequency (Fa) 
contours correlating with the Swedish tonal word accents were quantified in an 
attempt to examine their range and systematicity of variation in spontaneously 
produced connected speech. It was found, among other things, that the Fa 
pattern related to the grave accent (accent 2) included a sequence HIGH - LOW 

(associated with the primary stressed syllable) frequently followed by a second 
HIGH (associated with the secondary stressed syllable). In the grave accent 
words, we could thus frequently observe the familiar two-peaked Fa pattern in 
these spontaneous speech data. The opposite, one-peaked Fo pattern for the 
acute accent (accent 1) was also amply exemplified in terms of a sequence 
LOW -HIGH (associated with the primary stressed syllable) followed by a 
second LOW (associated with one or more subsequent unstressed syllables). 
For the grave accent words, we further observed a relatively stable Fa correlate 
of the GRA VB LOW; i.e., Fa for GRAVE LOW turned out to vary relatively little 
with the surrounding Fo values. The height of the grave fall could thus be 
predicted as a function of the more variable GRA VB HIGH. Moreover, the rate 
of the fall could be predicted as a function of its height. Likewise, the amount 
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of rise from GRAVE LOW to SECOND HIGH could be predicted from the variable 
Fo at the SECOND HIGH. In other words, the data suggested both a relatively 
weak perseveratory effect of a high-pitched GRAVE mGH on the following 
GRAVE LOW, and a relatively weak anticipatory effect of a high-pitched SEC

OND HIGH on the preceding GRAVE WW. The results of these analyses thus 
provided some evidence in support of the general hypothesis that even the 
excessive phonetic variation observed in spontaneous speech may turn out to 
be quite predictable in terms of phonetic and phonological factors; previously, 
this hypothesis had found some corroboration in studies of phonetic variabili ty 
in vowel spectra (Engstrand and Krull, 1988a,b; 1989). The previous Fo study 
was, however, limited to data from one single speaker. The first purpose of the 
present study was therefore to extend the experimental data base relevant to 
the previous, tentative conclusions. 

1.2 Fofeatures of the grave and acute word accents 
The particular focus of the previous Fo study was on the fall associated with the 
primary stressed syllable in grave accent words. The presence of such a fall 
turned out to be a very robust effect. The second purpose of the present work 
was to test whether a similar, equally consistent Fo correlate could be found to 
characterize the acute accent in spontaneous speech. The phonetic-phonologi
cal rationale for raising this issue was the following: 

Functionally, the grave accent marks lexical contiguity by connecting a 
primary stressed syllable with a later (strong or weak) secondary stressed 
syllable. The characteristic Fo correlate is, as mentioned above, a sequence 
HIGH-LOW associated with the primary stressed syllable, and a second HIGH 

associated with the secondary stressed syllable. The latter HIGH is, however, 
optional in that it primarily marks sentence stress (Bruce, 1977). In contrast to 
the grave accent, the acute accent does not perform a lexically connective 
function. This has been one reason for questioning the status of the acute accent 
as an autonomous feature of the word. According to Bruce's (1977) analysis of 
Stockholm Swedish, however, the acute accent does have a marked phonetic 
correlate consisting of a sequence HIGH -LOW at the onset of the word, roughly 
coinciding with its initial consonant, whereas sentence-stress is said to be 
marked by a second HIGH. The Fo trajectory between the LOW and the second 
mGH roughly coincides with the vocalic portion of the primary stressed syllable, 
frequently extending into later segments. In Bruce's analysis, then, the crucial 
phonetic difference between the two word accents is one of timing: grave and 
acute have similar Fo shapes, but the acute contour precedes the grave contour 
in time. In his analysis, Bruce thus presents experimental phonetic evidence in 
support of a positive feature interpretation of the acute word accent in Stock-
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holm Swedish, whereas proponents of the traditional interpretation of the word 
accents (e.g. Elert, 1970, and references cited there; see also G�rding and 
Lindblad, 1973) have generally converged on the phonetic and functional 
markedness of the grave accent category, conceiving the acute accent as its 
unmarked complement (Le., non-grave). Under this interpretation, the acute 
accent label would apply to intonation contours signalling sentence stress in 
any non-grave syllable sequence with no particular reference to the word level. 

In summary then, if Bruce's interpretation of the Stockholm word accents 
is correct, we would expect an Fo fall roughly coinciding with the vocalic 
segment pertaining to the primary stressed syllable in grave accent words, and 
an earlier FO fall roughly coinciding with the initial consonant pertaining to the 
primary stressed syllable in acute accent words. In our previous study of the 
spontaneous speech produced by one Stockholm speaker (Engstrand, 
1989a,b), we did observe that the expected Fo fall for the grave accent showed 
up practically invariably on the primary stressed syllable. It is our intention now 
to examine (1) whether this observation can be extended to more speakers of 
the same dialect, and (2) whether an equally consistent, but earlier Fo fall can 
be observed for the acute accent words. If the answers to these questions turn 
our to be affirmative, we would be provided with an additional piece of 
experimental evidence for the hypothesis that the grave and acute accents have 
similar global Fo shapes, accepting the possibility that they are kept phoneti
cally distinct in terms of an overall time phase shift. If, on the other hand, the 
acute accent turns out to be phonetically less constrained, the traditional notion 
of acute as unmarked may have to be reconsidered. Whatever the outcome, 
however, data from natural spontaneous speech should provide a valuable 
source of additional information in the search for the phonetic and phonologi
cal essence of the Swedish word accents. 

2 Methods 

The data presented below are based on spontaneous speech samples produced 
by three male native speakers of Central Standard Swedish (JS, RL and PT). 
They were all born in the mid to late forties, and had lived in Stockholm 
practically all their lives. Subject JS was the subject used in the study reported 
in Engstrand (1989 a,b; some of the data from that study will be repeated here 
for the reader's convenience). The recordings were made while the subject and 
the experimenter were engaged in a conversation over some topic that evolved 
in a relatively natural way during the course of the session. The experimenter's 
role was mainly to keep the subjects talking by inserting comments and ques
tions as needed. The topic of the conversation rather than the experimental 
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setting soon dominated the speakers' interest. This resulted in what can be 
described as long stretches of informal monologue with frequent and rapid style 
variations on a phonetic scale ranging from highly casual to relatively 
elaborated speech forms. The main topics were the following: JS discussed at 
length the political situation and life conditions in an Eastern European country 
that he knows well; RL talked about gliding that he practises actively; and PT, 
went into the field of heraldic art in considerable detail. The recording time 
was approximately 40 - 60 minutes per subject. Fo analyses were performed on 
these samples until it was judged that an adequate amount of data had been 
obtained. 

Subjects JS and PT were recorded in a sound-screened recording studio 
using a Sennheiser 211-U microphone placed approximately 25 cm in front of 
the subject. The tape-recorder (Revox PR-99 reel-to-reel tape-recorder run
ning at 19 cm/s) was outside the studio. The operator monitored the recording 
visually through a large window and acoustically via head-phones and VU 
meter. Subject RL was recorded in an anechoic recording studio using a Bruel 
& Kjrer 4165 microphone placed approximately 25 cm in front of the subject. 
Again, the tape-recorder (Alpine AL-80 cassette tape-recorder) was outside 
the studio. The operator monitored the recording visually on a video screen 
and acoustically via head-phones and VU meter. 

Following the recordings, manuscripts of the subjects' speech were pre
pared using conventional orthography. These manuscripts were used to identify 
occurrences of grave and acute accent words. The following two sets of words 
were considered: (1) a set of grave accent words having any segmental com
position, and (2) a set of acute accent words where the initial consonant was a 
non-obstruent. The latter set particularly included the liquids and the nasals, 
but also the consonants /v/ and /j/ which were produced in a non-fricative, 
approximant manner by these subjects. The choice of acute words beginning 
with a non-obstruent consonant was motivated, of course, by the need to 
quantify a possible Fo movement associated with an interval prior to the 
primary stressed vowel; by using non-obstruent consonants, F 0 could be tracked 
throughout that interval. Out of the grave accent words, the majority, including 
inflected as well as non-inflected word forms, were disyllabic (JS: 70%, RL: 
62%, PT: 64%). Out of the remaining grave accent words, the majority were 
trisyllabic (JS: 52%, RL: 60%, PT: 57%). Primary stress was generally on the 
first syllable of the word, occasionally on the second or third syllable. The acute 
accent words were, with a couple of exceptions, disyllabic. They had, also with 
a couple of exceptions, primary stress on the word-initial syllable. It should be 
noted that neither grave nor acute words forming part of lexicalized phrases 
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(Anward and Linell, 1975 - 76), where the word accents are generally neutral
ized, were included in the material. 

The recorded speech material was digitized at 10 kHz and analyzed using 
an autocorrelation pitch-tracking algorithm. The selected words were seg
mented out and measured for Fo correlates. The number of grave accent words 
analyzed for each of the three speakers was approximately 150, and the number 
of acute words with a non-obstruent initial consonant ranged between 35 and 
75 for the respective speakers. 

The identification of suitable and reliable measurement points is, as a rule, 
a considerably more complex task in the analysis of spontaneous speech data 
than in the analysis of data from speech elicited under conventional laboratory 
conditions, where the speech material can be carefully designed to meet 
predicted segmentation requirements. In particular, we have encountered 
some difficulties in attempting to consistently adhere to a single, optimal set of 
criteria. The first principle used here to identify the measurement points was 
to give priority to direct Fo events over events specified on spectrographic or 
oscillographic grounds. The reason, of course, is that crucial Fo events, which 
are the focus of interest in this investigation, might easily be overlooked were 
the points in time specified according to conventional segmentation landmarks. 
In consequence, the GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE WW parameters to be used here 
are evaluated at the start and end points of the descending grave Fo contour 
even when this contour does not coincide precisely with the corresponding 
vocalic segment. The drawback of this method, of course, shows up whenever 
the contour in question does not materialize as expected. On rare occasions, 
for example, an expected grave accent fall is replaced by a constant Fo contour. 
In such cases, the GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE LOW points were identified with 
the onset and offset of the spectrographic vowel segment normally associated 
with the grave accent contour. (There were also some rare cases where the 
expected falling contour was replaced by a rise; those cases were treated 
according to the basic criterion resulting in a negative grave fall.) As far as 
possible, the Fo-based principle was applied also to the acute accent words. 
Thus, for an Fo trajectory moving through a sonorant consonant initiating a 
primary stressed syllable, the respective start and end points of the contour 
were selected even when the contour did not coincide precisely with the 
corresponding consonantal segment. When Fo was constant, however, the 
spectrographically defined consonant onset and offset were accepted as meas
urement points. For evaluating the SECOND HIGH parameter, the principal 
criterion used was a turning point (generally a maximum) in the Fo contour 
associated with the secondary stressed syllable in grave accent words, or with 
the primary stressed syllable in acute accent words. In several grave as well as 
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acute words, however, the contour displayed a monotonic rise (or, less 
frequently, a fall). In such cases, the Fo movement was frequently carried over 
far beyond the right word boundary. A reliable separation of the contour 
related to sentence stress from other possible sentence intonation effects was 
not considered possible in such situations. It was judged that the best way to 
cope with such a contamination was to measure Fo half way through the vocalic 
segment expected to be primarily associated with sentence stress. 

In addition to the basic Fo-related parameters, a second set of Fo parameters 
was derived. Those parameters were, for the grave accent words, GRA VE FALL 

HEIGHT (the Fo difference between GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE LOW) ; GRAVE 

FALL TIME (the duration of the GRAVE FALL) ; GRAVE FALL RATE (GRAVE 

FALL HEIGHT divided by GRAVE FALL TIME) ; and RISE HEIGHT (the FO 
difference between SECOND HIGH and GRAVE LOW) . For the purpose of 
testing the null hypothesis stated in section 1.2 above - that the acute as well 
as the grave accent is characterized by an Fo fall, and that this fall roughly 
coincides with the word-initial consonant - the following two Fo parameters 
were derived for the acute accent words: ACUTE FALL HEIGHT (the Fo differ
ence between the hypothetical ACUTE HIGH and ACUTE LOW), and RISE 

HEIGHT (the Fo difference between SECOND HIGH and ACUTE LOW). 

3 Results 

3.1 Evaluation of Fo parameters for grave accent words 
Tables I-III show measured and derived Fo parameter values in grave accent 
words produced by subjects JS, RL and PT. 

For all three subjects, the overall Fo pattern tends to a sequence GRAVE 

HIGH -GRAVE LOW -SECOND HIGH. The difference between GRAVE HIGH 

and GRAVE LOW is highly statistically significant (JS: t = 11.10; DF = 302, 
p<O.Ol; RL: t=11.95; DF=312, p<O.Ol; PT: t=14.50; D F  = 302, p< O.Ol). 
The difference between GRAVE LOW and SECOND HIGH is also highly signifi
cant (JS: t=9.14; DF=295, p< O.Ol; RL: t=8.34; DF=312, p< O.Ol; PT: 
t=8.45; D F=302, p<O.Ol). The Fo contour connecting the first HIGH-LOW 

sequence is located mainly within the vocalic segment of the primary stressed 
syllable, and the SECOND HIGH is located (by the above definition) within the 
secondary stressed syllable. The variability in these data is, however, consider
able as seen from the standard deviations, although we note a relatively low 
standard deviation for the GRAVE WW in all three speakers (s.d. = 13, 10 and 
8 Hz for JS, RL and PT, respectively), suggesting a somewhat greater stability 
at this point than at the GRAVE HIGH (s.d. = 22, 16, 15 Hz) and the SECOND 

HIGH (s.d. =25, 15,25 Hz). This tendency is also mirrored in the correlation 
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matrices in Tables IV-VI. On the one hand, we note statistically significant 
correlations between GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE LOW (r=0.69, r=0.71 and 
r = 0.65, P < 0.01, for JS, RL and PT, respectively). Thus, a high initial FO value 
to a certain extent entails a high final value suggesting a perseveratory Fo effect 
of a relatively high-pitched GRAVE mGH on the subsequent GRAVE LOW; on 
the other hand, the still higher statistical correlations between GRAVE HIGH 

and FALL HEIGHT (r=0.80, r=0.82, r=0.83, p<0.01) suggest that this per
severatory tendency is counteracted by a force tending to stabilize a relatively 
low-pitched GRAVE LOW. An indication of the time-frequency interaction 
underlying these observations are given by the statistical correlations between 
FALL HEIGHT and FALL RATE (r=0.76, r=0.76 and r=0.74, p<0.01, for JS, 
RL and PT, respectively). We observe, in other words, a rate adjustment effect 
such that the rate of the Fo fall increases as a function of its height. This implies, 
of course, that the relationship between FALL HEIGHT and FALL TIME becomes 
correspondingly weaker although statistically significant (r = 0.47, r = 0.47, 
r = 0.46, P < 0.01). 

In summary, the data suggest a relative stability in the GRAVE LOW para
meter, this stability being achieved primarily by adaptive variation in the FALL 

HEIGHT and FALL RATE parameters. We also note that these patterns are 
remarkably similar when the three subjects are compared. There are at least 
three possible explanations to this behaviour. One is that the apparent re
sistance against Fo perseveration from GRAVE HIGH to GRAVE LOW reflects 
an active neuromuscular reorganization towards an acoustically stable Fo target 
at the GRAVE LOW point. Favouring this explanation is also the strong corre
lation between SECOND HIGH and RISE HEIGHT (see Tables IV-VI; r=0.86, 
r = 0.79 and r = 0.94, P < 0.01, for JS, RL and JS). Thus, a high-pitched SECOND 

HIGH appears not to be strongly anticipated in terms of a raised GRAVE LOW, 

although we also find a weak correlation between GRAVE LOW and SECOND 

mGH which would suggest that a slight tendency to such an anticipation is also 
present (r = 0.39, 0.33 and 0.17). This effect is statistically significant (p < 0.01) 
for subjects JS and RL, but not significant for subject PT (p > 0.05). 

An alternative explanation of the correlation data given in Tables IV -VI 
would be in terms of a biomechanical response to the heightened glottal tension 
typically associated with a high Fo. A third possibility is that the observation 
arises from the consonant context preceding the grave fall. It is known that the 
initial value of F 0 tends to be higher after voiceless than after voiced consonants 
and that this effect gradually decreases during the vocalic segment ( LOfqvist, 
1975). It is conceivable that such an effect is added here to the basic, phono
logically motivated Fo fall in grave accent words. After a voiceless consonant, 
then, Fo would be expected to start at a relatively high value, and its fall would 
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be steeper than after a voiced consonant. This would produce a voiced/voiceless 
Fo effect of the kind observed here. In order to test this possibility, we examined 
the voiceless and voiced prevocalic contexts separately. The result is shown in 
Tables VII-IX. We first note that Fo for the GRAVE LOW parameter is not 
affected by the initial voicing condition. Secondly, there is, for all three subjects, 
a tendency to a higher Fo associated with GRAVE HIGH after voiceless than after 
voiced consonants. This tendency is, however, not statistically significant 
(p > 0.05) with the exception of subject JS (t = 3.84, df = 99, P < 0.01). Also, the 
voicing condition does not produce significant effects on FALL TIME and FALL 

RATE in any of the three speakers. It can not be concluded, therefore, that 
voicing condition provides more than at best a marginal explanation of the 
relationships between the observed parameters. 

Even though the GRAVE WW parameter is relatively stable, it is neverthe
less subject to some variability. To explain this variability we initially assumed 
that it be related to consonant type following the vocalic segment. 1 In particu
lar, Alstermark and Erikson (1971), Erikson and Alstermark (1972), and 
Bannert and Bredvad-Jensen (1975) have discussed Fo adjustments to a voiced 
vs. voiceless postvocalic consonant context in the Swedish word accents in 
terms of truncation and rate adjustment. Truncation of a vocalic segment in a 
voiceless context can be reasonably expected as a result of devoicing by 
laryngeal adjustment; i.e., even if the supraglottal transition towards a following 
consonant articulation were invariant across voicing contexts, the acoustic 
traces of this transition would differ due the variation in source characteristics 
(GobI and Ni Chasaide, 1988). In particular, the rate of Fo change might, in 
principle, be independent of this laryngeal maneuvre, whereas the F 0 end value 
of a falling grave contour would be higher in the truncated (voiceless) than in 
the non-truncated (voiced) situation. A rate adjustment, on the other hand, 
would tend to preserve a constant Fo end value at the expense of accelerating 
the Fo change over time. On this assumption, a higher rate of Fo change would 
be observed in the voiceless than in the voiced consonantal context. The present 
data seem to favour such a rate adjustment mechanism over a truncation 
mechanism. In Tables X -XII, the respective left and right columns show data 
for words where a voiced vs. voiceless consonant follows the primary stressed 
woweL On the one hand, we generally do not find statistically significant 

It has been pointed out to me-". Independently by Eva GArding and Diana Kru" that 
an Fo declination effect at the sentence level may be responsible for part of the ob
served variability. However, this possibil ity cannot be evaluated on the basis of the 
present data. 
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differences in GRAVE LOW or GRAVE FALL HEIGHT as a result of voicing 
condition (p > 0.05 in all cases except GRAVE LOW for subj. PT (t = 3.33, 
df= 147, p<O.Ol). On the other hand, both GRAVE FALL TIME and GRAVE 

FALL RATE display statistically significant differences between the voiced and 
the voiceless contexts (subj. JS, time: t=4.14, df= 150, p<O.Ol; rate: t=4.22, 
df = 150, P < 0.01; subj. RL, time: t = 4.49, df = 155, P < 0.01; rate: t = 3.98, 
df = 155, P < 0.01; subj. PT, time: t = 4.45, df = 147, P < 0.01; rate: t = 2.08, 
df = 147, P < 0.05).In summary, then, the variability in the GRAVE LOW para
meter is not significantly related to an Fo truncation effect. In evidencing the 
alternative rate adjustment pattern, these data rather emphasize the previously 
discussed notion of Fo at the GRAVE LOW point as essentially invariant across 
contextual transformation. 

Frequency distributions for the GRA VE FALL HEIGHT parameter are shown 
in Figures 1-3 for subjects JS, RL and PT. Positive values represent an FO fall, 
and negative values represent a rise. Perhaps the most noteworthy observation 
here is the robustness of the grave Fo fall. In only 3 cases out of a total of 464 
(0.65%), the Fo change is found in the negative class interval-1O�Fo< 0 Hz 
(meaning that Fo rises rather than falls). The frequency distributions are 
unimodal for all three subjects with the modes in the 10 s.Fo < 20 Hz interval. 
That interval also contains more than 1/3 of the data points for each speaker. 

3.2 Evaluation of Fo parameters for acute accent words 
We have addressed the question whether the difference between the grave and 
acute accents is primarily one of timing such that the hypothetical acute accent 
fall precedes the grave accent fall in time, roughly appearing during the 
consonant preceding the primary stressed vowel. We have further posed the 
question whether the acute and grave Fo falls are comparable in magnitude and 
rate of occurrence in the spontaneous speech studied here. In order to obtain 
data relevant to these questions, we have used non-obstruent initial consonant 
contexts as explained above. 

Mean values for some relevant parameters are shown for the three subjects 
in Tables XIll-XV. The respective values for the ACUTE FALL HEIGHT 

parameter (as defined in section 2 above) are 2, -5 and -4 Hz, where a positive 
value stands for an Fo fall (which is the case for subject JS) and a negative value 
stands for an Fo rise (which is the case for RL and PT). The variation around 
these means are, however, substantial as seen from the standard deviations. 

A more detailed picture of the variation in the ACUTE FALL HEIGHT 

parameter is provided by the frequency distributions illustrated in Figures 
4-6. Again, positive values stand for Fo falls in the non-obstruent consonant 
initiating the primary stressed syllable, and negative values stand for rises. Subj. 
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JS exhibits a slight tendency to bimodality with the modes in the -10 �Fo < 0 
Hz and the 20�Fo<30 Hz intervals, whereas the remaining two subjects 
exhibit clearly unimodal distributions with modes in the -10 =:;; Fo < 0 Hz inter
val. The proportion of rises is slightly higher than the proportion of falls for the 
three subjects. Thus, Fo rises during the initial consonant in approximately 
54%, 67% and 62% of the cases for JS, RL and PT, respectively. The data thus 
fail to support the notion of a robust Fo fall during the consonant interval 
preceding the primary stressed vowel in the acute accent words appearing in 
the present spontaneous speech material. 

To the extent that these data weaken the assumption of an independently 
controlled acute Fo fall at word onset, the behaviour of Fo around that point 
might be expected to depend on some alternative Fo requirement on the acute 
accent. Suppose, for example, that the presence of an initial ACUTE LOW early 
in the vocalic segment of the primary stressed syllable is such a positive 
requirement. The FALL HEIGHT parameter would then be expected to vary as 
a function of Fo at the ACUTE HIGH point such that a relatively high value at 
this point would lead to a correspondingly high fall towards the hypothetically 
marked ACUTE LOW. We would, in other words, expect statistically significant 
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correlations between ACUTE HIGH and FALL HEIGHT. This is, in fact, the case 
for all three subjects (see Tables XVI - XVIII; JS: r = 0.68, RL: r = 0.35, PI: 

r = 0.32, P < 0.01). For at least two of the subjects, however, this relationship is 
a rather weak one (cf. the much higher correlations between GRAVE HIGH and 
GRAVE FALL HEIGHT parameters shown in Tables IV - VI). However, the 
correlations between the ACUTE HIGH and ACUTE LOW parameters are 
stronger (JS: r = 0.73, RL: r = 0.75, PI: r = 0.51; p < 0.01) testifying a relatively 
strong dependence between the two parameters. 

A further indication of a less constrained acute as compared to grave Fa 
pattern is provided by a comparison of the Fo data pertaining to the SECOND 
HIGHs following the respective GRAVE and ACUTE LOW. In the grave words, 
these parameters correlated weakly although significantly for two out of the 
three subjects (r = 0.39 and r = 0.33, P < 0.01, for JS and RL) whereas the 
correlation was not significant for the third subject PI (r = 0.17, p >  0.05). In 
the acute words, on the other hand, the corresponding figures amount to 
r = 0.58, r = 0.84 and r = 0.74 (p < 0.01) for the three subjects. The low correla
tions for the grave accent words was taken above to suggest a resistance against 
an anticipatory effect of SECOND HIGH on GRAVE LOW. The higher correla-
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tions in the acute accent words would then suggest a correspondingly weaker 
resistance against such an anticicpation. Another way of stating this difference 
is in terms of RISE HEIGHT, i.e. the Fo difference between LOW and HIGH. The 
mean RISE HEIGHTs in the grave words amount to 20Hz, 11Hz and 19Hz (JS, 
RL, PT) whereas, in the acute words, the corresponding mean values are 
considerably lower: 3Hz, 1Hz and 1Hz for JS, RL and PT, respectively. It should 
be noted, however, that this difference is not readily explained by the values of 
the SECOND HIGHs (127, 116 and 106 Hz for JS, RL and PT in the acute words; 
131, 118 and 118 Hz for JS, RL and PT in the grave words). The respective 
acute and grave SECOND HIGHs do not differ significantly for two subjects (JS, 
RL) and differ rather little for the third subject (PT); the difference for PT is 
not highly significant (t = 2.55, DF = 181, P > 0.01). In summary, then, the 
hypothetical contextual independence of the ACUTE LOW parameter does not 
receive much support from these analyses. 

4 Summary and conclusions 
A general hypothesis guiding these experiments was that a considerable degree 
of phonetic regularity would show up in the phonetic manifestations of the 
Swedish word accents as produced in spontaneous speech. It was also expected, 
however, that the variability in spontaneous speech would generally be greater 
and less straightforwardly predicted than in speech elicited using conventional 
laboratory procedures. This is reasonable, of course, since spontaneously pro
duced utterances can be expected to be heavily influenced by factors that are, 
by definition, out of the experimenter's control. 

The first part of the study showed that the Fo pattern related to the grave 
accent included a sequence GRAVE HIGH -GRAVE LOW at the primary stressed 
syllable, frequently followed by a later second HIGH. This confirmed previous 
evidence (Engstrand, 1989a,b) that the well-known two-peaked Fo pattern 
frequently characterize grave accent words also in spontaneous speech. It was 
particularly noteworthy that the grave Fo fall showed up very consistently. We 
further observed that the low Fo end point, i.e. the GRAVE LOW parameter, 
varied relatively little with surrounding Fovalues. This was interpreted in terms 
of a relatively weak perseveratory effect of a high-pitched GRAVE HIGH on the 
following GRAVE LOW, and a relatively weak anticipatory effect of a high
pitched SECOND HIGH on the preceding GRAVE LOW. The height of the grave 
fall ( the FALL HEIGHT parameter) could thus be predicted as a function of 
GRAVE HIGH, and the rate of the fall ( the FALL RATE parameter) could be 
predicted as a function of FALL HEIGHT. These regularities were not highly 
dependent on the voicing conditions in the preceding consonant. The FALL 
RATE parameter varied as a function of voicing in the postvocalic consonant 
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such that there was a higher rate in the voiceless than in the voiced context. 
These results were taken to corroborate preliminary conclusions drawn in 
Engstrand (1989a,b) in suggesting an extensive range of variation in most 
parameters as well as a high degree of systematicity in the Po patterns for grave 
accent words produced in spontaneous connected speech. This is an interesting 
observation both from a perceptual and from a speech recognition point of 
view. Since grave accent words are extremely frequent in the Swedish vocalbu
lary, the almost invariably present grave Po fall should provide a useful word 
boundary signal in natural as well as automatic prosodic parsing of spontaneous 
speech (cf. House et al., 1987). 

It was the objective of the second part of the study to test whether similar 
patterns could be demonstrated for the acute word accent. The specific null
hypothesis here was inspired by Bruce's (1977) claim concerning a sequence 
ACUTE HIGH - ACUTE LOW as an early marker of the acute accent with a later 
SECOND HIGH as a marker of sentence stress, i.e. a largely similar Po contour 
as for the grave accent the main difference being an early onset of the acute 
relative to the grave contour. It was a particular purpose to see whether the 
hypothetical early acute Po fall and the previously observed grave fall were 
comparable in consistency and magnitude. 

For the acute accent words, we found a variable amount and direction ofFo 
movement during the initial consonantal segment in the primary stressed 
syllable. The direction of the Fo contour during that interval was largely 
interpretable in terms of surrounding Po events. The data thus failed to support 
the notion of a robust independent Po fall during the consonant interval 
preceding the primary stressed vowel in the acute accent words, but rather 
suggested a qualitative difference in the phonetic character of the two accents. 
Whereas overwhelming evidence is provided for a phonetically marked grave 
word accent, the phonetic correlates of the acute accent appeared to be much 
less constrained and largely predictable in terms of F 0 events determined at the 
sentence level. The present results would therefore seem to be compatible with 
the traditional notion of the acute accent as non-grave, i.e., as constituting the 
unmarked complement to the grave accent. Clearly, however, the generality of 
this conclusion will need to be tested using alternative methods such as analysis 
by synthesis of speech samples elicited under full control of phonetic-stylistic 
variables. In particular, the present data do not enable us to fully specify the 
set of necessary and sufficient acoustic conditions on the grave accent or the 
precise phonetic meaning of the unmarked, complementary nature of the acute 
accent. We want to know more precisely under which phonetic conditions a 
native listener perceives a word as grave or acute. Among other things, this 
question involves the problem of Po contour modification in relation to the 
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placement of sentence stress (Bruce, 1977). We will also have to consider style 
and rate variation. It has been shown by Gdrding (1975) and Gdrding et aL 
(1975) that the amplitude of the FO excursions in the grave and acute accents 
seems to vary little with speaking rate. In the present spontaneous speech data, 
on the other hand, this variation was considerable. It might be assumed that 
the variation observed here is determined by other factors than rate. In partic
ular, recent studies would encourage us to take a closer look at the 
"hyper/hypo" dimension, i.e. at phonetic variation interpretable in terms of a 
possibly autonomous scale from "overarticulated" via "neutral" to "underar
ticulated" speech forms (cf. Zwicky, 1972; Lindblom, 1983; Lindblom and 
Moon, 1988; Moon and Lindblom, 1989). 
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Table I .  FO-related values (Hz. if not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Sub] .  JS. 

PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 1 52 1 33 22 
GRAVE LOW 1 52 1 1 0 1 3  
GRAVE FALL 
HEIGHT 1 52 23 1 6  
GRAVE FALL 
TIME (ms) 1 52 86 36 
GRAVE FALL 
RATE (HZ/ms) 1 52 0.27 0. 1 8  
SECOND HIGH 1 45 1 31 25 
RISE HEIGHT 1 45 20 23 

Table I I .  FO-related values (Hz. if not otherwise indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Subj .  RL. 

PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 1 57 1 24 1 6  
GRAVE LOW 1 57 1 06 1 0  
GRAVE FALL 
HEIGHT 1 57 1 8  1 2  

GRAVE FALL 
TIME(ms) 1 57 59 23 
GRAVE FALL RATE 
(HZ/ms) 1 57 0.32 0. 1 8  
SECOND HIGH 1 57 1 1 8 1 5  
RISE HEIGHT 1 57 1 1  1 5  

Table I I I .  FO-related values (Hz. if not otherwise indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Subj. PT. 

PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 1 52 1 20 1 5  
GRAVE LOW 1 52 1 00 8 
GRAVE FALL 
HEIGHT 1 52 20 1 2  

GRAVE FALL 
TIME(ms) 1 52 68 25 
GRAVE FALL 
RATE(HZ/ms) 1 52 0.31 0. 1 5  
SECOND HIGH 1 52 1 1 8 25 
RISE HEIGHT 1 52 1 9  25 
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Table IV. Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters in 
grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 1 45) . Subj.  JS. 

GRAVE GRAVE FALL FALL FALL SECOND RISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT TIME RATE HIGH HEIGHT 

GRAVE HIGH 1 .00 
GRAVE LOW 0.69 1 .00 
FALL HEIGHT 0.80 0. 1 3  1 .00 
FALL TIME 0.32 -0.04 0.47 1 .00 
FALL RATE 0.71 0.26 0.76 -0.1 2  1 .00 
SECOND HIGH 0.35 0.39 0. 1 5  0.24 .Q.01 1 .00 
RISE HEIGHT -0.01 -0. 1 3  0.09 0.28 .Q. 1 6  0.86 1 .00 

Table V. Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters in 
grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 1 57) . Subj.  RL. 

GRAVE GRAVE FALL FALL FALL SECOND RISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT TIME RATE HIGH HEIGHT 

GRAVE HIGH 1 .00 
GRAVE LOW 0.71 1 .00 
FALL HEIGHT 0.82 0. 1 7  1 .00 
FALL TIME 0.27 -0. 1 1 0.47 1 .00 
FALL RATE 0.71 0.28 0.76 -0. 1 3  1 .00 
SECOND HIGH 0.40 0.33 0.28 0. 1 9  0. 1 8  1 .00 
RISE HEIGHT -0.06 -0.31 0. 1 7  0.26 -0.00 0.79 1 .00 

Table VI. Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters in 
grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 1 52) . Subj. PT. 

GRAVE GRAVE FALL FALL FALL SECOND R ISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT TIME RATE HIGH HEIGHT 

GRAVE HIGH 1 .00 
GRAVE LOW 0.65 1 .00 
FALL HEIGHT 0.83 0. 1 1 1 .00 
FALL TIME 0.22 -0.24 0.46 1 .00 
FALL RATE 0.74 0.30 0.74 -0. 1 9  1 .00 
SECOND HIGH 0. 1 6  0. 1 7  0.08 0.20 -0.02 1 .00 
RISE HEIGHT -0.06 -0. 1 7  0.05 0.28 -0. 1 2  0.94 1 .00 
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Table VI I .  FO-related values (Hz, If not otherwise indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters in grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Left column: words 
where a voiced consonant precedes the primary stressed vowel ; right column: words where 
a voiceless consonant precedes the primary stressed vowel. Subj. JS. 

VOICED VOICELESS 
PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 52 1 27 1 8  49 1 44 26 
GRAVE LOW 52 1 1 0 1 1  49 1 1 2 1 7  
FALL HEIGHT 52 1 8  1 2  49 32 1 9  
FALL TIME 52 80 32 49 93 36 
FALL RATE 52 0.23 0. 1 3  49 0.37 0.25 
SECOND HIGH 49 1 33 24 47 1 29 26 
RISE HEIGHT 49 23 23 47 1 7  23 

Table VI I I .  FO-related values (Hz, If not otherwise ind icated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Left column: words 
where a voiced consonant precedes the primary stressed vowel ; right column: words where 
a voiceless consonant precedes the primary stressed vowel. Subj. RL 

VOICED VOICELESS 
PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 52 1 22 1 6  54 1 28 1 6  
GRAVE LOW 52 1 05 1 1  54 1 07 8 
FALL HEIGHT 52 1 7  1 0  54 20 1 2  
FALL TIME 52 62 23 54 55 23 
FALL RATE 52 0.28 0. 1 7  54 0.38 0. 1 9  
SECOND HIGH 52 1 1 9 1 5  54 1 1 7  1 4  
RISE HEIGHT 52 1 4  1 4  54 1 0  1 4  

Table IX. FO-related values (Hz, if not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters in grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Left column: words 
where a voiced consonant precedes the primary stressed vowel ; right column: words where 
a voiceless consonant precedes the primary stressed vowel. Subj. PT. 

VOICED VOICELESS 
PARAMETERR N MEAN S.D. N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 55 1 1 8 1 6  33 1 23 1 2  
GRAVE LOW 55 1 00 8 33 1 00 7 
FALL HEIGHT 55 1 8  1 1  33 23 1 1  
FALL TIME 55 69 23 33 69 31  
FALL RATE 55 0.27 0. 1 5  33 0.35 0. 1 3  
SECOND HIGH 55 1 20 27 33 1 25 23 
RISE HEIGHT 55 20 26 33 25 25 
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Table X. FO-related values (Hz, If not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Left column: words 
where a voiced consonant follows the primary stressed vowel ; right column: words where 
a voiceless consonant follows the primary stressed vowel. SubJ .  JS. 

VOICED VOICELESS 
PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 1 07 1 32 20 45 1 37 27 
GRAVE LOW 1 07 1 09 1 1  45 1 1 3 1 6  
GRAVE FALL 
HEIGHT 1 07 22 1 6  45 24 1 7  
GRAVE FALL 
TIME (ms) 1 07 93 34 45 68 34 
GRAVE FALL 
RATE (HZ/ms) 1 07 0.24 0. 1 5  45 0.37 0.22 
SECOND HIGH 1 03 1 31 26 42 13 1  23 
RISE HEIGHT 1 03 21 24 42 1 7  22 

Table XI . FO-related values (Hz, If not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Left column: words 
where a voiced consonant follows the primary stressed vowel ; right column: words where 
a voiceless consonant follows the primary stressed vowel. SubJ .  RL. 

VOICED VOICELESS 
PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 1 09 1 24 1 7  48 1 26 1 6  
GRAVE LOW 1 09 1 06 1 0  48 1 07 8 
GRAVE FALL 
HEIGHT 1 09 1 8  1 2  48 1 9  1 2  
GRAVE FALL 
TIME(ms) 1 09 64 23 48 47 1 9  
GRAVE FALL 
RATE(HZ/ms) 1 09 0.28 0. 1 5  48 0.40 0.22 

SECOND HIGH 1 09 1 1 7 1 5  48 1 1 9 1 5  
RISE HEIGHT 1 09 1 2  1 5  48 1 1  1 5  
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Table XII.  FO-related values (Hz, If not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speech. Left column: words 
where a voiced consonant follows the primary stressed vowel ; right column: words where 
a voiceless consonant follows the primary stressed vowel. Subj. PT. 

VOICED VOICELESS 
PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. N MEAN S.D. 

GRAVE HIGH 1 26 1 20 1 4  23 1 23 1 7  
GRAVE LOW 1 26 99 7 23 1 05 1 2  
GRAVE FALL 
HEIGHT 1 26 21 1 2  23 1 9  1 0  
GRAVE FALL 
TIME(ms) 1 26 72 25 23 48 1 5  
GRAVE FALL 
RATE(HZ/ms) 1 26 0.30 0. 1 5  23 0.37 0. 1 4  

SECOND HIGH 1 26 1 1 8 26 23 1 20 23 
RISE HEIGHT 1 26 1 9  26 23 1 5  21  
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Table XI I I .  Fa-related values (Hz, if not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In acute accent words sampled from spontaneous speech; non-obstruent Initial 
consonant. SubJ. JS. 

PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. 

ACUTE HIGH 
ACUTE LOW 
FALL HEIGHT 
SECOND HIGH 
RISE HEIGHT 

44 
44 
44 
43 
43 

1 26 
1 24 

2 
1 27 

3 

25 
1 8  
21 
26 
21 

Table XIV. Fa-related values (Hz, if not otherwise Indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters In acute accent words sampled from spontaneous speech; non-obstruent initial 
consonant. SubJ .  RL. 

PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. 

ACUTE HIGH 
ACUTE LOW 
FALL HEIGHT 
SECOND HIGH 
RISE HEIGHT 

79 
79 
79 
79 
79 

1 1 1  
1 1 5 
- 5 
1 1 6 

1 

1 5  
1 5  
1 0  
1 8  
9 

Table xv. Fa-related values for measured and derived parameters in acute accent words 
sampled from spontaneous speech; non-obstruent initial consonant. Subj .  PT. 

PARAMETER N MEAN S.D. 

ACUTE HIGH 35 1 00 1 1  
ACUTE LOW 35 1 04 1 2  
FALL HEIGHT 35 4 1 1  
SECOND HIGH 31 1 06 1 7  
RISE HEIGHT 31 1 1 2  
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Table XVI. Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters in 
acute accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 44) ;  non-obstruent initial 
consonant. Subj. JS. 

ACUTE ACUTE FALL SECOND RISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT HIGH HEIGHT 

ACUTE HIGH 1 .00 
ACUTE LOW 0.73 1 .00 
FALL HEIGHT 0.68 0.00 1 .00 
SECOND HIGH 0. 1 8  0.58 -{).36 1 .00 
RISE HEIGHT -{).38 -{). 1 1  -{).45 0.75 1 .00 

Table XVII.  Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters 
in acute accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 79) ; non-obstruent initial 
consonant. Subj. RL. 

ACUTE ACUTE FALL SECOND RISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT HIGH HEIGHT 

ACUTE HIGH 1 .00 
ACUTE LOW 0.75 1 .00 
FALL HEIGHT 0.35 -{).36 1 .00 
SECOND HIGH 0.47 0.84 -{).52 1 .00 
RISE HEIGHT -{).28 -{).OO -{).39 0.54 1 .00 

Table XVIII .  Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO-related parameters 
in acute accent words sampled from spontaneous speech (N = 35) ; non-obstruent initial 
consonant. Subj.  PT. 

ACUTE ACUTE FALL SECOND RISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT HIGH HEIGHT 

ACUTE HIGH 1 .00 
ACUTE LOW 0.51 1 .00 
FALL HEIGHT 0.32 -{).65 1 .00 
SECOND HIGH 0. 1 8  0.74 -{).66 1 .00 
RISE HEIGHT -{).28 0.04 -{).29 0.70 1 .00 
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A note on hidden factors 
in vowel perception experiments 

Hartmut Traunmiiller 

Abstract 
The article "Static, dynamic, and relational properties in vowel perception", 
by Terrance M. Nearey [Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 85, 

2088-2113 (1989)}, contains a report on a vowel perception experiment 
that reproduces the previous finding that the perceptual identification of 
vowels is influenced by both extrinsic, contextual factors and by intrinsic 
factors such as fundamental frequency. The effect of fundamental 
frequency is, however, interpreted to be smaller than claimed in previous 
research. This appears to be due to a missing consideration of the per
ceiver's expectations. It is shown how the results are to be interpreted from 
the perceiver's point of view, and that they are compatible with those 
predicted on the basis of a relational theory of speech perception for cases 
in which intrinsic and extrinsic factors do not counteract each other. 

1 Background 
The paper by T M Nearey (1989) contains a thorough review of experimental 
results and theories concerning the various factors that influence the percep
tual identification of vowels. It also contains a report on an experiment in which 
subjects had to attach phonetic labels to synthetic vowel stimuli, specified by 
the frequency positions of their first two formants and presented in two 
different contexts at two different fundamental frequencies and at two different 
positions of the higher formants. The results showed that the perceptual 
identification of vowels with the same frequency positions of the first two 
formants was influenced by each of those factors. The observed effect of the 
higher formants was comparatively small, but it may have been restricted by 
technical limitations. We are going to leave it outside the following discussion. 

The observation that vowel identification is influenced by extrinsic factors, 
such as the preceding context of presentation and by intrinsic factors, such as 
fundamental frequency (FO), is in qualitative agreement with the results of 
previous research. However, Nearey arrives at the conclusion that his data are 
not in quantitative agreement with some previously published results, showing 
a larger effect of FO. This conclusion appears to be due to a type of omission 
that is not uncommon in research on speech perception: Descriptions of 
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perceptually equivalent stimuli are compared without consideration of what is 
going on in the perceiver delivering the data. 

The experiment reported by Nearey is an elaborated extension of an 
experiment previously reported by Ainsworth (1975). In the following, refer
ence will be made to Nearey (1989), but the criticism brought forward applies 
equally to both reports. 

In Nearey's (op. cit.) experiment, subjects had to attach phonetic labels to 
synthetic vowels. The stimuli were drawn from two sets of vowels, which were 
overlapping in terms of the frequency positions of F1 and F2. One set covered 
the ordinary range of F1 and F2 in adult male speakers. The other set had 
formant frequencies that were higher by 32%. Pitch was either 120 or 270 Hz 
at the beginning of the stimuli and falling towards 84% of those values at the 
end. 

The stimuli were presented in the format Ii a XI, where X is one of the test 
stimuli. Iii represents the vowel with the highest F2 (2250 or 2961 Hz) at the 
lowest F1 (250 or 329 Hz) within the same set of stimuli, while lal represents 
the vowel with the lowest F2 (1082 or 1423 Hz) used at the highest F1 (750 or 
987 Hz) within the same set. The subjects were told that the first two vowels in 
each triplet were intended to be tokens of the phonetic categories Iii and lal 
and they had to decide on the phonetic category of the third vowel. In the 
evaluation, Nearey (op. cit.) chooses to discuss how the different conditions 
affect the response category lui, which, unlike peripheral vowels, is not affected 
by ''windowing'' effects. Figure 1 shows the position of the center of this 
response category in the F1 X F2 plane, in the various conditions. 

The interpretation adopted by Nearey (op. cit.) appears to be quite straight
forward: If the formant frequencies in the precursor vowels are changed (from 
LL to HL or from LH to HH in Figure 1), the observed change in the responses 
is attributed to the influence of the precursors. If pitch is changed (from LL to 
LH or from HL to HH), the observed change in the responses is attributed to 
the influence of pitch. At first sight, it is, indeed, difficult to see anything wrong 
with this interpretation. It presupposes, however, that the shifts that appear in 
the data can be described as ordinary additive vectors. As we shall see, this is 
not the case. 

2 A different Interpretation 
The perceiver is not merely a passive receiver, but he has quite definite 
although unconscious expectations concerning the properties of speech sounds 
as produced under various paralinguistic conditions. In order to arrive at an 
understanding of the process of speech perception it is necessary to describe 
these expectations and to relate descriptions of stimuli not only with each other 
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but also with descriptions of such expectations. The challenge consists in the 
fact that these expectations are only accessible to indirect observation. 

The observed values of Fl and F2 may be seen as the weighted mean of two 
hidden pairs of expected values for Fl and F2. One of these pairs describes 
what kind of lui is expected on the basis of intrinsic factors, the other one 
describes the lui expected on the basis of extrinsic factors. Although the 
experiment gives us the results from four different combinations of intrinsic 
and extrinsic conditions, it does not give us all the information needed to find 
the two hidden pairs of values for Fl and F2. For this purpose, it would be 
convenient to do an additional experiment in which the test stimuli were to be 
presented at low and high FO, but without precursors and in such a way that 
context effects due to previous stimuli were neutralized. Such an experiment 
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Figure 1. Center of the response area for luI In the F1 X F2 plane In four conditions. In the 
symbols Ll, LH, HL, HH, "L" means "low" and "H" means "high". The first letter refers to 
the formant frequencies used in the precursor vowels. The second letter refers to the pitch 
used in both precursor and test stimuli. Based on Figure 5 in Nearey (1989). 
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would inform us directly about the intrinsic factors alone. Fortunately, such 
experiments have been done previously and we have evidence from ordinary 
speech communication that allows us to predict what the outcome of such an 
experiment will be (Traunmiiller, 1988). 

According to a relational theory of speech perception, the phonetic quality 
of vowels is given by the positions of their prominent spectral features (for 
vowels, these are the envelope peaks shaped by formants and FO), in relation 
to the respective positions that are to be expected at the given paralinguistic 
conditions. A listener's expectations in this matter are guided by all kinds of 
relevant information: Intrinsic and extrinsic, auditory as well as visual, bottom
up and top-down, although all of this goes on below the level of consciousness. 

While listeners have definite expectations for each vowel phoneme, these 
are largely dependent on each other. It is, therefore, possible to describe the 
process in approximation by relating the intrinsic properties of vowels to the 
expectations for an "average vowel". In this sense, the phonetic quality of 
vowels can be described by invariant perceptual quantities 'In' 

In = (Zn - Z1e)/ (Z3e - Z1e) (1) 

where Z1e and Z3e are the expected average critical band rate values of F1 and 
F3. Zn is the critical band rate value of formant Fn (F1, F2, F3). Equation (1) 
emerged first from an experiment on the role of F2' in the perception of 
two-formant vowels (Traunmiiller and Lacerda, 1986). The interpretation of 
Z1e and Z3e as the expected average positions of F1 and F3 and the application 
of equation (1) also to F1 is due to further considerations (Traunmiiller, 1988). 

Equation 1 is compatible with the hypothesis of invariant tonotpoic dis
tances (Bark-differences) between the spectral peaks as long as Z3e - Z1e is 
constant. This appears to be the case for speakers of different age, but it is not 
the case for within-speaker variations in vocal effort. In the perceptual model 
by Syrdal and Gopal (1986) this is not so severe, since it assumes that the 
distances Z2 - Z1 and Z3 - Z2 are of minor relevance as long as they remain 
above 3.5 Bark, and the discrepancy is not very noticeable for smaller distances. 
The inability to handle variations in vocal effort and those experimental results 
which clearly show the frequency-ratios F2/ F1, F2'/ F1 and F3! F2 not to be 
phonetically invariant (Traunmiiller, 1981, experiments 2 - 4; Traunmiiller and 

As for the perception of the phonetic quality of vowels. auditorily resolvable spectral 
peaks shaped by single partials above the first are not considered as separate 
peaks as long as their distance from each other is less than approximately 3 Bark 
(TraunmOlier. 1981). 
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Lacerda, 1987) is, however, one of the restrictions in the approach developed 
by J. D. Miller (1989). 

If the expectations are not influenced by extrinsic factors, or when the 
extrinsic factors lead to the same expectations as the intrinsic factors, then the 
expected average position of Fl (Zle) in voiced speech is given mainly by FO 
(ZO) as follows: 

Zle = ZleO + ZO/{ 1 + exp[2.5(2.5 - ZO)]} (2) 

where Zleo is the average position of Fl at low values of FO (Zle is almost 
independent of ZO for ZO< 1.5 Bark (150 Hz). Equation (2) describes the 
relation between FO and Fl in the same vowels produced by speakers of 
different age, and it fits various results from perception experiments with 
synthetic vowels (Traunmiiller, 1988). As we shall see, it also fits the results 
obtained by Nearey (op. cit.). 

When I first noticed that the relation between FO and Fl is not quite as 
simple as might be desired (Traunmiiller, 1981), I proposed to relate Fl to FO 
on a scale that deviated from the Bark scale, in such a way as to keep Fl at a 
constant distance from FO. This was not meant to be anything else than an ad 
hoc procedure (cf. Nearey, op. cit., p. 2107 - 2108), and I did not have sufficient 
data to describe the shape of such a modification with the desirable precision. 
I also tried to find an auditory spectral landmark below FO that might maintain 
a constant distance from Fl on a Bark scale. Now, however, I prefer to regard 
the essence of equation 2 just as an empirical description of where Fl is to be 
expected as a function of FO. 

It has also been claimed that the simple hypothesis of a constant tonotopic 
distance between Fl and FO in vowels with the same phonetic quality describes 
the observations with the necessary precision (Syrdal and Gopal, 1986). This 
is, however, not substantiated by the data considered in Traunmiiller (1988). 

As for Z3e, we do not know how to predict it in general, but for synthetic 
two-formant vowels, a value of 15.3 Bark was obtained (Traunmiiller and 
Lacerda, 1986). This value was independent of FO and F1. While Z3e might be 
expected to follow with the higher formants in more natural stimuli, it remains 
to be seen to which extent it actually does. 

These equations can now be used to calculate the values of Fl and F2 in a 
vowel that has the same phonetic quality as the central member of the category 
luI observed in Nearey's "baseline condition" if FO is increased as in that 
experiment, while the higher formants remain unchanged. For these calcula
tions, ZleO has been taken to be at 4.5 Bark (450 Hz) and Z3e at 15.3 Bark. The 
result of the calculations is not very sensitive with respect to the precise values 
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assumed for Z1eO and Z3e. It is, however, quite sensitive with respect to the 
chosen type of FO-value. Nearey mentions this problem. Should we calculate 
with the instantaneous value of FO or with some kind of time averaged mean 
value? The state of facts in natural speech appears to be more compatible with 
the hypothesis that listeners consider the expected prosodic baseline value of 
FO. This baseline needs to be estimated in any case, for the perceptual judgment 
of the tonal features of speech. In Nearey's experiment, the baseline value of 
FO should be close to its minimal instantaneous value, at the end of each 
stimulus. 

As for the role of the extrinsic factors, the following assumption appears to 
be reasonable: If we hear some vowels whose phonetic identity we know 
beforehand but whose F1 and F2 are 32% too high in frequency, then, if there 
is no reason for a different expectation, we expect also F1 and F2 of an lui to 
be 32% higher than they normally are. In the case at hand, the outcome is 
almost the same if we consider the changes in terms of critical band rate values 
instead of frequency percentages. 

This line of reasoning leads to the predictions shown in Figure 2 for the four 
cases under studl. 

Case LL: This is Nearey's "baseline condition". FO and all formant frequen
cies agree with those in adult male speakers, as well in the precursor as in the 
test stimuli. The center of the category lui is at F1 = 417 Hz, F2 = 1360 Hz. 
Although the experiment does not show this, it may reasonably be assumed that 
the result would be practically the same if no precursor vowels were presented. 
It is assumed that in this case, there is no conflict between expectations on the 
basis of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 

Case HL: F1 and F2 of the precursor vowels are 32% higher than in the 
baseline condition, while FO and the higher formants are at the same positions 
as in case LL, in both precursor and test vowels. Now there is a conflict. On the 
basis of the intrinsic factors (FO and higher formants), lUI is expected to have 
the same formant frequencies as in case LL (417 vs. 1360 Hz). On the basis of 
extrinsic factors, lui is expected to have roughly 32% higher formant frequen
cies. More precisely, an interpolation between the changes in critical band rates 
for each formant in the precursors Iii and I al leads to the expected values of 541 
vs. 1774 Hz for lui. Figure 2 shows the actual result to lie just at the middle of 
the line connecting these points in the F1 X F2 plane. Thus, the subjects 
resolved the conflict in a compromise that gives equal weight to both expecta
tions. 

2 For the conversion of frequency to critical band rate, and vice versa, the invertable 
formula Z= [26.81/(1 + 1960/F)] -0.53 has been used. It agrees to within ±0.05 Bark 
with the empirical critical band rate scale for frequencies between 0.2 and 6.7 kHz. 
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Case LH: The formant frequencies of the precursor vowels are the same as 
in case LL, while FO is increased by a factor of 2.25. On the basis of extrinsic 
factors, luI is expected to have the same formant frequencies as in case LL (417 
vs. 1360 Hz). The values expected on the basis of the intrinsic factors, increased 
FO, but unchanged higher formants, we have to calculate as explained above. 
Such a calculation gives us the values of 513 and 1441 Hz for F1 and F2. These 
are obtained on the basis of an effective FO at 0.86 FOmax, corresponding to 
the prosodic baseline hypothesis, and with F3e taken to be at 15.3 Bark. 
Figure 2 shows again that the subjects resolve the conflict in a compromise that 
gives equal weight to both expectations. 
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Figure 2. Predicted and observed positions of a vowel /u / in the F1 X F2 plane. Baseline 
condition (LL): Fa and higher formants as in adult male speakers, F1 and F2 in the precursor 
vowels also as in adult male speakers. High Fa (*H): Prediction for a case without conflicting 
extrinsic information. High formants in precursors (H*): Prediction for a case without 
conflicting intrinsic information. Observed positions (LL, LH, HL, HH) as in Figure 1. The 
conditions LH, HL, and HH imply conflicting information. The respective predictions are 
connected by lines. The observed positions are close to the middle of the respective lines. 
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Case HH: F1 and F2 of the precursor vowels are 32% higher than in the 
baseline condition, and, in addition, FO is increased by a factor of 2.25. The 
values of F1 and F2 for an lvi, expected on the basis of the extrinsic factors are 
the same as in case HL, 541 and 1774 Hz. The values expected on the basis of 
the intrinsic factors are the same as in case LH, 513 and 1441 Hz. In this case, 
the value of F1 expected due to the extrinsic factors agrees approximately with 
that expected due to the intrinsic factors, but there is a conflict concerning F2. 
Even this conflict can be seen to be resolved by the subjects in a compromise 
giving equal weight to both expectations. It should, however, be underlined that 
we have not predicted that these weights should be equal. We can only interpret 
this as an accidental outcome of the experiment. The weight of the extrinsic 
factors is, e.g., likely to decrease with an increasing temporal gap between 
precursor and test stimuli. 

When the extrinsic and the intrinsic perceptual effects do not counteract 
each other, they are, thus, both about twice as large as suggested by Nearey. As 
for the perceptual effects of FO, this resolves the apparent conflicts between 
the results and interpretations of different experiments and theoretical con
siderations on this matter, referred to by Nearey (op. cit.) on p. 2101. 
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Paralinguistic 
speech signal transformations 
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Abstract 
A simple type of transformation rules (power functions) has previously been 
shown to relate the characteristic frequencies of the same vowels that differ 
in paralinguistic quality. FO is shown to be subject to a similar kind of 
transformation when a speaker varies his degree of liveliness. Various 
speech signals have been analysed, using LPG, and resynthesized with the 
characteristic frequencies transformed according to the transformation 
rules that hold for vowels. It is observed that these transformations hold not 
only for vowels but for any kind of speech segments. Speech signals 
transformed this way in speaker age, in liveliness, and from female to male 
speaker, developed to be highly natural. Whispered speech obtained from 
phonated speech was also highly intelligible and natural. Female and 
shouted speech obtained from ordinary male speech was noticeably defi
cient. 

1 Introduction 
The physical properties of speech sounds are known to vary as a function of 
paralinguistic factors such as the speaker's age, sex, vocal effort and emotional 
involvement. This variation concerns also F1 and F2 in vowels. Given constant 
paralinguistic circumstances, however, different vowels are distinguished al
most exclusively by these two formant frequencies. Considering their paralin
guistic variation, it is understood that our perception of vowel quality cannot 
be based on these formant frequencies as such. Nevertheless, it is obvious that 
ordinary speech signals contain invariant correlates to the phonetic quality of 
vowels. It has been suggested that a process of normalization of formant 
frequencies guided by other vowels produced by the same speaker under 
similar conditions might be in effect. Although it has been shown that perceived 
vowel quality is affected by a preceding context in this sense (Ladefoged and 
Broadbent, 1957), this does not provide an exhaustive explanation of the 
phenomenon. As listeners we are able to judge the phonetic quality even of a 
single isolated vowel, no matter by whom it has been produced, given only that 
we can hear the signal clearly. Therefore it must be presumed that the speech 
signal contains properties informative of phonetic segmental quality, free from 
(invariant with respect to) paralinguistic variation. 
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The problem of perceptual invariance despite paralinguistic variation in 
vowels has been the subject of a recent study by one of the authors (Traun
muller, 1988). In that study, acoustic data on vowels produced by speakers of 
different age and sex, and in different modes of speech, including shouting and 
whispering, had been analyzed together with the results of several perceptual 
experiments with synthetic vowels. On this basis, the consequences of paralin
guistic variation on the formant frequencies of vowels and, to some extent, on 
FO could be given. It was also possible to derive cues to perceived vowel quality 
which are free from paralinguistic variation. 

The relations between phonetically identical vowels produced under differ
ent paralinguistic conditions could be described by simple transformation 
rules. All these relations could be interpreted as linear transformations of the 
characteristic frequencies (FO and F1 to F3) on a logarithmic scale (e.g. 
semitones) as well as on a tonotopic scale (Bark). 

Now, we would like to see that the transformation rules found to hold for 
vowels would apply not only to vowels but to speech signals in general. In order 
to test this hypothesis, which constitutes the main purpose of the present study, 
speech signals of various kinds have been analyzed with an automatic LPC
based procedure in order to be resynthesized with the descriptive parameters 
(FO and the formant frequencies) transformed according to the transformation 
rules. 

Paralinguistic variations involve also certain variations, in addition to those 
in FO, that in a traditional framework are ascribed to the voice source signal, 
i.e., to the shape of the glottal pulses. The transformation rules do not capture 
this type of paralinguistic variation. The results of the transformations may, 
accordingly, be expected to be deficient in naturalness. The second purpose of 
this study was, therefore, to obtain some subjective judgments of this deficiency 
in the various cases studied. 

2 Paralinguistic transformation rules 

2.1 Formant frequency transformations 

Figure 1 illustrates the nature of the relationship between the formant frequen
cies (F1, F2, and F3) in the same vowels produced by ontogenetically different 
speakers. It shows this relationship between adult men and boys just before 
maturation of the voice. Formant frequency is scaled logarithmically. A linear 
regression line has been fit to the data without discrimination of the formants 
F1 to F3. Nevertheless, the regression line can be seen to fit the data quite well, 
and the remaining deviations between data points and regression line would 
not be substantially reduced if we would treat the formants separately. Most 
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kinds of paralinguistic differences can be described in satisfactory approxima
tion by regression lines of this kind (Traunmilller, 1988). This includes not only 
ontogenetically conditioned differences but also variation due to increased 
vocal effort and presence vs. absence of phonation (whispering). 

Linear relationships between logarithmically scaled formant frequencies, 
equivalent to linear regression lines in diagrams such as Figure 1, are described 
by power functions 

F' = k FP (1) 

in which F and F' are the frequencies (in Hz) of the same formants in the two 
versions, k reflects the vertical displacement and p the slope of the regression 
line. The course of the regression line can also be described by specifying for 
two given frequencies, say 0.3 and 3.0 kHz, the factor by which formant 
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Figure 1. Formant frequencies (F1 to F3) of the same five Japanese vowels produced by 
boys Just before the maturation of their voice, age 1 2  -1 4 years, and by adult male speakers 
(group mean data). Horizontally: Ig(Fn) In the vowels produced by adult male speakers. The 
values 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 refer to 0.1 , 1 ,  and 1 0 kHz. Vertically: Deviation of Ig(Fn) in the vowels 
produced by the boys from Ig(Fn) in the same vowels produced by the adult male speakers. 
The values 0, + 0.1 , and + 0.2 logarithmic units correspond to a difference in frequency of 
o %, + 25.9 %, and + 58.5 %, respectively. Regression line fitted to formant data without 
discrimination by number (1, 2, 3). Frequency data from H. Fujisaki et al. (1 970). 
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frequencies change. This method of specification has been chosen in our 
computer program for simulating paralinguistic variations because these 
figures are more immediately telling to the phonetician, as compared with the 
constants in equation (1). 

With the exception of the speech of adult women, it entails no advantage to 
discriminate between Fl and F2 in a description of ontogenetic differences. 
The differences between the typical adult male and female realizations of the 
same vowel phonemes, on the other hand, are better described if these formant 
frequencies are treated separately (Traunmilller, 1988, Fig. to). In Figure 2, 
the observed average formant frequencies in vowels produced by females are 
compared with those predicted from male data without formant-specific treat
ment. For all vowels, the female versions can be seen to be more peripheral 
than predicted on the basis of the male versions. They are also more peripheral 
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Figure 2. Predicted and observed frequency positions of F1 and F2, logarithmically scaled, 
In female vowels. Proximate peripheral vowels, and the front rounded vowels, are connected 
with a line. Observed values are designated with a " + ". Values predicted from male data 
without discrimination of the formants F1 , F2, and F3: Une only. Data represent mean 
formant frequencies from a sample of six European languages (Fant, 1 975). The twelve 
vowels chosen are those represented in at least three of these languages. 
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than those of the other four classes of speakers included in the investigation by 
Fujisaki et al. (1970), from which the data for Figure 1 are taken. Increased 
peripheralness, or "segmental explicitness" has also been observed in stressed 
vowels in comparison with unstressed ones (Rietveld et al, 1987). This variabe 
has also been reported to be affected by cognitive and emotional stress - in a 
way that is specific to different personality types (Tolkmitt and Scherer, 1986). 

2.2 Fundamental frequency transformations 

There is another paralinguistic variable, the degree of liveliness of speech, 
which can be seen as "prosodic explicitness". Acoustically, increased liveliness 
is reflected in increased FO-excursions towards higher frequencies, while the 
low frequency end of the FO-range is not much affected. The width of the 
FO-range is affected by various attitudinal and emotional factors. The 
emotional continuum sad - happy is the clearest example. Emotionally 
depressed speakers produce speech with very little variation in FO (Williams 
and Stevens, 1972). Increased liveliness, in general, reflects an excited 
emotional state of the speaker. The use of increased prosodic explicitness for 
the expression of a favorable attitude is clearly seen in speech directed to 
infants (Garnica, 1977). The width of the FO-range also differentiates various 
modes of speech, such as conversation, reading aloud, and acting (J ohns-Lewis, 
1986). 

The relationship between the FO-contours of linguistically identical utter
ances produced with different degrees of prosodic explicitness can also be 
described as a linear transformation on a logarithmic scale of frequency. This 
is shown in Figure 3, in which the local FO-maxima and -minima in some 
linguistically identical utterances, produced with either a low or a high degree 
of faked involvement have been plotted against each other. (The choice of scale 
is not crucial in this case. linear regression lines fit the data equally well if a 
linear (Hz), a tonotopic (Bark), or a logarithmic (semitones) scale of frequency 
is used. The low-frequency end of the FO-range can be seen to be essentially 
fixed. It might, however, change if vocal effect were also varied. 

Statistics on FO in different types of discourse provide also an interesting 
illumination of the liveliness variable. Figure 4 shows FO data, from Johns
Lewis (1986), on 5 male and 5 female speakers, in three types of discourse: 
Conversation, reading aloud, and acting. Most of the speakers, 3 male and 4 
female, showed a uniform, "sheep-like" behavior: Average FO and FO-range 
(standard deviation) have the smallest values in conversation; both values are 
higher in reading aloud, and highest in acting. The relationship between 
variations in FO-range and in average FO, described by the regression line 
shown in Figure 4, is the same for these 7 speakers, although the absolute values 
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Figure 4. Fa in three different types of discourse: conversation, reading aloud, and acting. 
Standard deviation plotted against average value in five male (A 6 C 0 E) and five female 
speakers (K L M N O). 60th coordinates are scaled in semitones. Data from Johns-Lewis 
(1 986). Pooled average values from 3 male (6 C E) and 4 female speakers (L M N O), 
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of average FO and of FO-range are individual. The remaining 3 speakers, the 
"goats" (2 male, 1 female), deviated from the "sheep" in that they, at some 
transition, increased their FO without increase in FO-range. Probably this 
reflects an increase in vocal effort. The "sheep" appear to have adapted only 
their liveliness to the type of discourse (The slope of the regression lines shown 
in Figures 3 and 4 is the same). They behaved in such a way that the value of 
FO at f.l- 1.51 a turns out to be a personal constant, FOo, that is independent of 
the type of discourse. If FO-values have a Gaussian distribution, the instan
taneous value of FO is lower than FOo just 6.6 % of the time. This point in the 
distribution of FO is essentially the same as the zero-crossing point in Figure 3. 

Expressed in a logarithmic measure, the average FO-range is the same for 
male and female speakers in the same type of discourse. This can be seen in 
Figure 4 (excluding the "goats"). It is also verified by data on a larger number 
of speakers by Graddol (1986). At least in approximation, this appears to hold 
between different age-groups as well, but we are not aware of any published 
data to verify this assumption. If we want to transform FO between age-groups 
and/or sexes, we have just to multiply it by an appropriate factor. It is, perhaps, 
more questionable whether this holds also for variations in vocal effort, but in 
lack of any data to the contrary, we have adopted this as our null-hypothesis. 

2.3 Transformations between phonated and whispered speech 

Although it is outside the scope of the present study to capture variations in 
voice source parameters other than fundamental frequency, the relationship 
between the spectral energy distribution in whispered speech, as compared 
with voiced speech, has to be known for a transformation between these modes 
of speech to be possible. 

Figure 5a shows the frequency specific difference in source signal levels 
between whispered and phonated vowels. The data are those of Kallail and 
Emanuel (1984, "majority" data) on F1 to F3 in sustained whispered vowels as 
compared with the same formants in the same vowels phonated at moderate 
vocal effort by the same adult male speakers. In order to compare the levels of 
these formants, it is necessary first to calculate what their levels would be in 
phonated speech if the formant frequencies were the same as those observed 
in the whispered vowels. Given that the level of the source signal is independent 
of the vowel quality, the level difference for F3 should then be approximately 
the same for each vowel. Figure 5a shows this not to be the case. The level of 
F3 in whispered vowels is too high in close vowels and too low in open vovels, 
especially in [eel. We speculate that the subjects may have whispered the open 
vowels with a smaller subglottal pressure in order to economize with the air 
flow, which otherwise would be very high in whispered open vowels. Figure 5b 
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Figure 5. Levels of the first three formants in whispered vowels, as compared with those in 
the same vowels when phonated with moderate vocal effort, plotted against the formant 
frequencies, logarithmically scaled. Mean values from five sustained American English 
vowels by 15 speakers. Data on from Kallail and Emanuel (1984). a) Levels corrected for the 
effect of the frequency change. b) Levels corrected for the effect of the frequency change 
and normalized with respect to the level of the third formant, set to 0 dB. 
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shows the relationship if the levels of the first and the second formant are 
normalized with respect to that of the third, that is set equal to 0 dB in each 
case. After this adjustment, the data can be described, in satisfactory approxi
mation, by the same curve for all formants and all vowels. 

3 Method 
Natural utterances, produced by three adult male and two adult female 
speakers, were recorded on tape. The recorded utterances were passed through 
an anti-aliasing LP-filter and digitalized at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz, 
with 16 bit/sample, in order to be fed into a computer (an Apollo workstation). 
After some preliminary experimentation, the limiting frequency of the LP-fil
ter was lowered from 8 kHz to 6.3 kHz for female and to 5 kHz for male 
speakers, but the sampling frequency was kept at 20 kHz throughout. The 
recorded utterances were thereafter subjected to LPC-analysis, and to a sub
sequent automatic calculation of formant frequencies and bandwidths. For this 
purpose, programs of our "ILS" software package were used. 

After this analysis, another ILS-program was used to resynthesize the 
recorded utterances on the basis of the data on FO and the formants obtained 
by the analysis each 10th ms. In some cases, a different interval was chosen. A 
Hamming window with twice the time span between subsequent specifications 
was used. The resynthesis was more or less successful in terms of the natural
ness of the resynthesized speech, depending mainly on the speaker's type of 
voice and on the assumptions made by the analysis program. An optimal choice 
of assumptions was sought by trial and error. With the lowered limiting 
frequency, a set of 19 reflection coefficients was found to give a satisfactory 
result in most cases. With the limiting frequency of 8 kHz, we were unable to 
obtain an equally satisfactory result. For one of the recorded speakers, the 
resynthesis remained somewhat deficient, as compared with that of the other 
speakers. The resynthesized versions could always easily be distinguished from 
the original ones if these were presented in succession. In the absence of an 
opportunity to compare with the original, the resynthesized versions, except 
for one speaker, were judged to sound quite natural. 

For the purpose of simulating paralinguistic variations, a new program was 
developed. This program allows to simulate the overall transformations de
scribed above. It also allows to make piece-wise linear changes in speech rate. 
Formant specific manipulations can, however, only be performed if a frequency 
range can be specified within which they always apply. This restricts the 
possibilities to vary "segmental explicitness". This dimension can, in theory, be 
manipulated on the basis of formant number, but, unfortunately, the LPC-
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analysis does not result in a fully reliable identification of formant number. So 
far, we have not yet evaluated formant specific transformations. 

The program reads the data on formants and FO in the file that is used as 
input to the synthesis program and it changes the data in a specified way. The 
features and possibilities of the program, in its present state, are listed in 
Appendix 1. Besides the transformations of the type described by Equation (1), 
the program provides for the possibility to pedorm transformations on the basis 
of a tonotopic (Bark) scale. So far, we have not yet tested this alternative, but 
the outcome is not expected to differ substantially from that of the application 
of power functions on frequencies (Traunmiiller, 1988). 

In order to avoid severe distortions as a consequence of even quite small 
changes in formant frequencies close to the folding frequency, a two-step 
procedure is used: First, the change obtained according to the transformation 
rules at half the sampling frequency (10 kHz) is calculated. An overall change 
in formant frequencies by a factor corresponding to this change is achieved by 
a change in the sampling frequency. The changes made in the data file represent 
only the non-proportional component in the changes. The program informs the 
user about the new sampling frequency to be used. Segment durations are 
adapted to that sampling frequency. A minor technical problem with this 
method consists in the circumstance that the level of the periodic signal is 
affected by the transformations in such a way that special measures have to be 
taken to maintain an adequate level of the aperiodic source signal in relation 
to that of the periodic source signal. 

In its present state, the program automatically adjusts bandwidth values in 
such a way that the Q-values of the resonances are preserved. 

The transformations simulated occasional variations by a given speaker as 
well as the ontogenetic development (age) and genetic (sex) differences. 
Among the first kind, there were variations in liveliness, in vocal effort and in 
phonating vs. whispering. The simulations were based on the results of the data 
analysis in Traunmiiller (1988). For synthetic whispering, white noise was used 
for excitation and the signal was subsequently passed through a high-pass filter 
with a slope of 12 dB/octave and a limiting frequency of2.2 kHz. Other limiting 
frequencies were also tried. 

For demonstration purposes, a tape has been prepared, containing ex
amples of paralinguistically transformed speech. The contents of that tape are 
listed in Appendix 2. The following discussion is mainly based on that material 
and on some additional pralinguistically transformed utterances obtained with 
the same method. While all the transformations implemented in the present 
study were close imitations of observed paralinguistic variations, similar trans
formations had been tried on vowels and on a few test words and sentences 
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previously (unpublished), before the appropriate transformation rules were 
known sufficiently in detail. The observations with that material will also be 
considered. 

4 Results and discussion 

4.0 General observations 

The result of the present study was affirmative to the question whether the 
transformation rules derived from observations on vowels would be applicable 
also to consonants and, thus, to speech signals in general. No change in phonetic 
quality of any segment was observed in the utterances transformed in age, sex, 
vocal effort, and phonation. The speech material used in the present investiga
tion is, however, not ideally suited for the detection of small changes in phonetic 
quality. In ordinary sentences, the listener is guided by all kinds of contextual 
cues in addition to the acoustic cues inherent in the particular segments. 

As for the degree of naturalness of the transformed speech, it was found to 
be very high for transformations in age, in liveliness, and for transformations 
from adult female to adult male speech, but not vice versa. Simulated whisper
ing was also quite natural, but simulated shouting was slightly deficient in 
naturalness. The deficiencies in naturalness that could be observed for trans
formations from male to female and in vocal effort have apparently to do with 
properties which in a traditional framework are ascribed to the voice source 
signal. These properties cannot easily be manipulated with the LPC-based 
method used here. 

While the present transformations were close imitations of paralinguistic 
variations observed in natural speech, we had previously synthesized speech in 
which some of the characteristic frequencies went outside the range of variation 
that does occur naturally. In such cases, the phonetic quality was observed to 
be affected. Thus, it is not possible to lower the formant frequencies below the 
values they have in the speech of adult male speakers without affecting phonetic 
quality. An excessive lowering of F2 and the higher formants will add an overall 
labialized quality to the speech. In the frequency range above 2 kHz it is not 
either possible to increase the formant frequencies above the values they have 
in our kindergarten children, otherwise front rounded vowels will loose their 
roundedness and some consonants will acquire a palatalized quality. Fl, on the 
other hand, can apparently be increased to higher values than those observed 
in the normal speech of kindergarten children - provided that FO is increased 
by an equivalent amount. 
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4.1 Liveliness 

Figure 6 shows the FO-contours of the five versions of the utterance whose 
liveliness was transformed. The transformed versions sound quite natural, with 
the possible exception of the version with the most expanded FO-range. That 
version is at the limit of naturalness in the sense that an utterance with such a 
high degree of liveliness sounds ridiculous or hysteric. In our judgement, the 
original version is already somewhat above average in liveliness. The version 
with the most compressed range of FO is still within the limits of naturalness. 
An even less lively version might occur in natural speech. 

The phonetic quality of isolated vowels has been reported to be strongly 
dependent on FO (Traunmiiller, 1988). Since FO has been changed while the 
formant frequencies have been kept at their original positions, the phonetic 
quality of the speech signal should be affected in this type of transformation. 
A change in phonetic quality can also be perceived in the first vowel of the word 
"folkstammar". At the beginning of this vowel, FO reaches its peek value, 
620 Hz, in the most lively version, while it is at 320 Hz in the original. In 
accordance with the observation that the perceived degree of openness in 
isolated vowels decreases with an increase in FO, this vowel, which is heard as 
an [:>] in the original version, is heard as an [0] in the most lively version. 
However, if the phonetic quality of vowels were dependent on the instan-
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Figure 6. FO-contours of five versions of an utterance "Det finns folkstammar som ater bAde 
kattkott och hundkott" 'There are ethnic groups who consume both chat and chien', whose 
degree of liveliness was varied synthetically. The third contour, from above or below, reflects 
the original version, produced by an adult female speaker. 
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taneous value of FO, the change in vowel quality should be more drastic, and it 
should be noticeable in several of the segments of the utterance. Our results 
are not compatible with this hypothesis. They are compatible with the hypothe
sis that the relevant value of FO is somewhere between the average and the 
minimum value of FO occurring during a time interval, possibly around 0.5 s, 
in the vicinity of the segment. Perhaps, the relevant value of FO is that of a 
hypothetical prosodic baseline, connecting the local FO-minima of the utter
ance. 

4.2 Vocal effort and phonation 

Changes in vocal effort are known to cause a change in the shape of the glottal 
pulses and, thus, in the spectral slope of the signal that excites the vocal tract. 
This affects in particular the amplitude of the fundamental in relation to that 
of the higher partials. This could not be imitated with the method used, since 
the LPC-analysis assumes an invariable shape of the pulses exciting the vocal 
tract. This deficiency is, however, not very prominent in the transformed speech 
signal. To a similar extent, the version with the highest vocal effort appears to 
suffer from another kind of deficiency in naturalness: the increase in vocal 
effort appears to be too uniformly distributed over the utterance. In shouted 
speech, vocal effort is probably concentrated on certain parts of the utterance. 
We are not aware of any investigation of this aspect. 

The whispered version of the utterance sounds quite natural and highly 
intelligible. An appropriate choice of HP-filter is essential for naturalness. 
However, with a filter of second order (12 dB/octave) the result appears to be 
quite satisfactory for a wide range of limiting frequencies above 1.2 kHz. 

No change in phonetic quality was observed for any segment at changed 
vocal effort or phonation type. The increase in the lower formant frequencies 
in whispered speech appears, however, not to be very important. If these 
formant frequencies are not increased, a change in vowel qualities is only just 
noticeable. A test with isolated vowels, i. e., without contextual cues, is expected 
to be more sensitive. 

4.3 Age 

The transformations in which the size or age of the speaker had been decreased 
were most satisfactory in naturalness. While we have not performed a formal 
test, we are confident that naive listeners would be unable to detect the 
resynthesized original in a series of age transformed versions on the basis of 
paralinguistic cues. Often, the speech of different age-groups can, however, be 
distinguished on the basis of linguistic cues - the kind of expressions used. 

In order to transform an utterance from adult to kindergarten child, it was 
found necessary to decrease speech rate in order to obtain a version sounding 
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natural. These children can, apparently, not articulate as fast as adult speakers 
do. While speech transformed from adult to kindergarten child sounds natural, 
a deficiency can be verified indirectly: In all such transformations, the sex of 
the child was clearly audible. It was always the same as that of the adult 
providing the original version. In natural speech of children, sex is more 
difficult to distinguish. 

4.4 Sex 

There was quite a striking difference in the naturalness of sex transformed 
speech, depending on the direction of transformation. Female speech trans
formed into male speech sounds convincingly male. Without formant specific 
reduction in explicitness, it sounds slightly more careful in pronunciation than 
average male speech, but it is perceived to be within the range of natural 
variation among male speakers. 

Male speech transformed into female speech sounds slightly odd. At least, 
this is the case for the three adult male speakers which we have tried to 
transform so far. None of them turned out to speak attractively as a female. 
Still, we believe that it is possible to find male speakers whose speech is such 
that it can be transformed into convincing female speech without further 
modification. 
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Figure 7. FO-contours of the same announcement "Och har har vi senaste nytt frAn TI" 'And 
this Is the latest news from TI (the Swedish press agency)'. as produced by a male and a 
female speaker. 
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For the purpose of the present demonstrations, we transformed an an
nouncement, reoccurring every day in radio broadcasts, spoken by a male and 
by a female speaker. The obtained FO-contours are shown in Figure 7. The two 
contours are quite similar, but the female speaker used a wider FO-range than 
the male speaker and there is a difference on the last syllable. The difference 
in intonation on that syllable is due to an optional choice. Both types of 
intonation are allowed for both male and female speakers. The variant chosen 
by the female speaker is more typical for an announcement on the radio. A 
second transformed version has been obtained from both originals with the 
intonation of the last syllable and the overall FO-range adapted to that of the 
other speaker. Each of these transformed versions sounds more similar to the 
natural utterance produced by the speaker of the opposite sex, but the male to 
female transformation cannot be said to have essentially improved by this 
measure. Since, on average, the FO-range (in semi tones ) is the same for male 
and female speakers in the same type of discourse (Grad dol, 1986; Johns
Lewis, 1986), we have to conclude that our female speaker used more lively 
speech than our male speaker. 

For the asymmetric result of sex transformations we offer the following 
explanation: In male speech, at moderate vocal effort, FO and all the formants 
are extremely low in frequency. Similarly low values are never obtained with 
any other speakers. The frequency positions of FO and the formants in female 
speech are, on the other hand, not unique to adult female speakers. Similar 
values of FO and F1 occur in male speech at increased vocal effort, and in the 
speech of boys during maturation. Because of this state of facts, we appear to 
require a higher degree of fidelity in synthetic female speech. 
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Appendix 1 :  Paralinguistic modifications command (PM) 

Function 

Modification of speech data for simulation of paralinguistic variations. The PM command causes 
overall modifications in PO and in segmental durations in a secondary analysis data me. With 
option L or B, it also causes modifications in formant frequencies. 

Command format 

PM a n1,n2,o3,n4,o5,n6,n7,n8,n9,n10 

Alphabetic cuguments 

L Modifications expressed as frequency factors and calculations based on log (t). 
B Formant frequency modifications expressed and calculated in Bark. 
A Amplitude adjustment when changing pitch. 
V Print out formant frequencies and bandwidths before and after modification. 

Numeric cuguments 

n1 Starting frame in analysis data me 
02 Number of frames to synthesize 
03 PO-base value in Hz (origin for n4) 
n4 PO-range (in log units) expansion factor 
05 PO (in linear units) scaling factor 
n6 Formant frequency modification at 300 Hz, expressed 

as a factor (if PM L) or in Bark (if PM B) 
n7 Formant frequency modification at 3000 Hz, expressed 

as a factor (if PM L) or in Bark (if PM B) 
n8 Duration factor 
n9 Minimum frequency modified 
n10 Maximum frequency modified 

Description 

Default old n1 
Default old 02 
Default 100 Hz 
Default no change 
Default no change 

Default no change 

Default no change 
Default no change 
Default 10 Hz 
Default sf/2 

The following is valid for each frame within the limits specified by n1 and 02: 
PO is modified in sense of 03, n4, and 05, according to the formula 

PO' = 05 ,03 (PO/o3)n4 

With option L, formant frequencies (in Hz) are modified according to the formula 
F = 300 n6 (F/300)P, with p = 1 + log(n7/n6)/log(10) 

With option B, formant frequencies F (in Hz) are first converted into critical band rates Z (in 
Bark) with the formula 

Z = 26.81 F/(1960 + F) -0.53 
These are then modified according to 

Z' = Z + n6 + (n7 -n6) (ZJ12.6568 -0.239306) 
The new critical band rate values are then reconverted into frequencies with the formula 

F = 1960 (Z + 0.53)/(26.28 -Z) (inverse of above) 
The Q-value of each formant is conserved, bandwidths are modified accordingly. 
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Appendix 2: Simulated paralinguistic variations 1 

1. Liveliness 

Very low, low, original, high, very high, i.e., 0.36, 0.64, 1.00, 1.44, 1.96 times 
original FO-range (in semitones). 

2.1 Vocal effort 

Conversational ( = original), loud, shouted. 

2.2 Whispering 

Excitation by white noise, original voiced. Signal low-pass filtered at 2.2 kHz, 
12 dB/octave. 

3. Age, male speaker 

Kindergarten (4 -5 years), just before maturation of voice (12 - 14 years), just 
after maturation of voice (12 - 14 years), and adult (original, 20 - 30 years). 

4. Sex 

Male to female and female to male, without discrimination of formants. 

5. Age and sex 

A little table conversation, in which one actor, Eva Oberg, plays four paralin
guistically different roles: That of a girl in kindergarten age (4 - 5 years), that 
of an adolescent girl (12 - 14 years), that of an adult women (resynthesis 
without change), and that of an adult man. 

Copies of a cassette recording of illustrations of paralinguistic transformations, 
which have been used in oral presentations of this topic, are available from this insti
tute for SEK 1 00, -. The cassette also contains an illustration of the FO-dependence 
of vowel quality. The speech material is in Swedish, explanations are in German. 
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Abstract 

Perceived strength and identity 
of foreign accent in Swedish 

Una Cunningham-Andersson and Olle Engstrand 

We report three listening experiments focussing on the phonetic correlates 
of perceived foreignness and perceived strength of foreign accent in 
Swedish. In the first experiment, it is shown that accentedness can be 
reliably measured on the basis of a relatively short speech sample and that 
a statistical count of deviating pronunciations correlates significantly with 
subjective judgements of accentedness by linguistically naive listeners. 
The second experiment shows a significant correlation between number of 
deviant features and perceived accent strength and a significant correlation 
between judgements of degree of deviation and foreignness. Some fea
tures are associated with impressions of stronger accents than others, and 
some with perception of "Finnish" accent. The third experiment establishes 
which combinations of deviant phonetic characteristics most strongly tend 
to give the impression of Finnish accent. 

1 Introduction 
The present paper reports work carried out as part of a research project on 
native Swedish speakers' attitudes to foreign accent. This task comprises two 
major aspects. One part of the project is to use native listeners' reactions to 
accented speech samples as an indirect way of evaluating hypotheses on atti
tudes that are basically conditioned by geographical, cultural, or ethnical 
factors. Research along this line includes setting up experiments where a group 
of native listeners are given different (partly or completely false) information 
concerning a given speaker's background (Cunningham-Andersson and Eng
strand 1988). If listener reactions vary according to this information, it is 
reasonable to assume that the experiment has succeded in isolating a sociologi
cally oriented set of attitude predictors by eliminating the influence of phonetic 
or other linguistic variation. The other part of the project takes a linguistic
phonetic view, its purpose being to form and evaluate hypotheses concerning 
native Swedish speakers' attitudes to various phonetic characteristics of foreign 
accent. It is an interesting observation, for example, that certain phonetic 
features, existing in parallel in different languages, may have quite different 
functions in those languages. When studying the phonetics of the Lappish 
language, for example, we have noted a strong utterance-final Fo fall coupled 
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with a prominent, subsequent aspirative noise (Engstrand 1987). Whereas 
these effects are apparently perfectly regular syntactic markers in Lappish, they 
are likely to be perceived as an emotional expression (of resignation or the like) 
when heard by a Swedish listener. Since native pronunciation habits are known 
to be carried over to the speaker's second language, such phonetic-semantic 
clashes may well corroborate already existing, positive or negative beliefs about 
certain groups of non-native speakers. 

The study of phonetically conditioned attitudes is a difficult one since 
several factors, about most of which we know very little, have to be kept under 
satisfactory experimental control. When evaluating listener reactions to a given 
phonetic feature, it may be a crucial requirement that the listeners are not able 
to identify the linguistic origin of the speaker (Cunningham-Andersson and 
Engstrand 1988). Also, the strength of a given non-native accent may well be a 
significant predictor of linguistic attitudes. It is not, however, altogether clear 
how accentedness is best to be measured. A possible measurement technique 
was suggested by Brennan and Brennan (1981), who performed a comparison 
between naive and expert estimations of the degree of accentedness of Spanish
accented English material. Their method for the expert accentedness measure
ment was to have a panel of three linguists a) judge the accentedness of speakers 
using a seven-point Preliminary Accentedness scale and b) judge whether or 
not each of a set of 10 possible instances of 18 error types occurred in a five 
minute sample of the accented speech. By averaging the relative frequency of 
each error type, they obtained an Accentedness Index for each speaker. The 
Accentedness Index was found to be a significant predictor of the Preliminary 
Accentedness scale, and of accentedness assessments of the same material by 
naive native listeners in a previous experiment. An earlier experimental inves
tigation along the same lines by Brennan, Ryan and Dawson (1975) showed 
that linguistically untrained listeners can give reliable judgements of the degree 
of accentedness of English speech samples produced by Spanish-English bilin
guals. The accentedness judgements were found to be highly correlated with 
the occurrence of specific features of accented pronunciation. Ryan, Carranza 
and Moffie ( 1977) found that college students who listened to accented speech 
distinguished small differences in accentedness when rating a speaker's per
sonal attributes and speech. 

Brennan and Brennan used a relatively extensive speech material (5 
minutes) as a basis for judgements of accent strength. For the purpose of 
large-scale studies of accentedness, however, there is a clear practical need for 
developing a less time-consuming procedure. In addition, the questions of how 
quickly and reliably native speakers associate a given degree of accentedness 
with an accented speech sample, and according to which phonetic criteria this 
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is done, are of theoretical interest in their own right. Previous pilot experiments 
carried out within our project suggest that linguistically naive listeners are able 
to make reliable decisions on accent strength from considerably smaller speech 
samples than those used by Brennan and Brennan, and that such decisions may 
be correlated with a statistical count of deviations from a native phonetic norm. 
The purpose of the first experiment to be reported (Experiment 1) was there
fore to further explore these possibilities and to test the general conclusion of 
Brennan and Brennan (1981) that accentedness defined as the number of 
pronunciation errors observed by a panel of linguists will correlate positively 
with accentedness as judged by naive informants. The particular hypotheses 
guiding the design of the experiment were that linguistically naive listeners are 
able to make reliable estimations of accent strength from a considerably 
smaller speech sample than the one used by Brennan and Brennan (Hypothesis 
1), and that such estimations correspond in a significant way to a statistical 
count of phonetic deviations performed by a group of linguists on the same 
speech material (Hypothesis 2). 

2 Experiment 1 :  Naive and expert estimations of 
accented ness 

2.1 Method 

Firstly, an attempt was made to elicit accentedness judgements from a group 
of linguistically naive informants. The informants were a group of 28 18-year 
old Swedish secondary school students of non-humanities subjects who also 
participated in accent identification experiments previously reported by 
Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand. The informants judged the accented
ness of excerpts, approximately 25 seconds long, from readings of "The North 
Wind and the Sun" in Swedish by eight male speakers. The readers were native 
speakers of Swedish, American English, Korean, Swahili, Polish, Greek and 
Lappish, and one speaker who was bilingual in Swedish and Turkish and spoke 
Swedish with a barely noticeable foreign accent. The speech material was 
obtained from an archive comprising samples of accented speech recorded with 
several non-native Swedish speakers (the IRIS archive, see Engstrand 1987 and 
Engstrand and Cunningham-Andersson 1988). 

The informants were given an answer sheet with the statements "The 
speaker has no foreign accent" and "The speaker has a strong foreign accent" 
separated by the numbers 1-5 for each of the speakers. They were instructed 
to circle the number which best corresponded to the degree to which they 
agreed with the statements at each end of the scale, such that a native speaker 
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with no foreign accent would be graded as 1 while a speaker with a maximally 
strong non-native accent would be graded as 5. 

The next step was to elicit a comparable measure of accentedness from a 
panel of "experts". The material was the same as was used for the naive 
informants. A panel of eight native Swedish linguists (teachers and research 
students of phonetics and general linguistics at our department) listened 
independently to the recordings and were instructed to mark all instances of 
non-native pronunciations they heard on a copy of the text. Errors noted by at 
least two of the linguists were counted. 

2.2 Results and discussion 

There are two pertinent observations to be made. Firstly, the two methods of 
accentedness judgement correspond well as can be seen from figure 1. There 
is a statistically significant correlation between the two sets of figures (r = 0.99, 
p(r) < .01). Secondly, the naive listeners' response data shows relatively small 
between-subject variability (average standard deviation = 0.44). This shows 
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Figure 1. A comparison between the average grade assigned to each accent by the 28 naive 
informants. and the number of non-native pronunciations heard in each accent by at least 
two of the expert panel. The x-axis represents the average grade assigned to the reading 
by the naive l isteners (1 - 5). and the y-axis represents the number of deviant pronunciations 
noted by at least 2 expert listeners for each reading. 
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that the listeners are fairly consistent in their subjective judgements. The data 
thus provide corroboration for the hypotheses tested: linguistically naive 
listeners are able to make reliable estimations of accent strength from a 
relatively small speech sample (Hypothesis 1), and those estimations corre
spond significantly to a statistical count of phonetic deviations (Hypothesis 2). 
On the basis of these results, we conclude that it is possible to develop simple 
and efficient methods for measuring the strength of foreign accent in speech 
samples produced by non-native speakers. 

Even though the results of Experiment 1 offer a relevant contribution to 
the methodology of accentedness measurements, they do not test under which 
phonetic conditions deviant speech tends to give an impression of foreignness 
in the first place. It should be noted that the naive informants participating in 
Experiment 1 estimated accentedness with the explicit understanding that a) 
most of the speech samples were produced by non-native speakers and b) their 
accentedness was to be judged. In principle, therefore, there might have been 
test samples that did not really give an impression of foreignness but to which 
the informants, because of the forced choice nature of the test, nevertheless 
assigned a certain degree of accentedness. 

The question to what extent a given speech sample sounds genuinely foreign 
is thus different from the one tested in Experiment 1, even though accentedness 
and foreignness might turn out to be correlating variables. At least three 
reasonable hypotheses can be advanced in response to the question of what 
makes a particular accent sound foreign. Firstly, the impression of foreignness 
as judged from listener reactions increases as a function of the number of 
phonetic deviations introduced into a speech sample produced by a native 
speaker (Hypothesis 3). In contrast to this straightforward, quantitative hy
pothesis, a different, qualitative assumption would be that native listeners are 
not primarily sensitive to the amount but rather to the kind of deviation. It could 
be hypothesized, in other words, that some deviant characteristics have a strong 
tendency to create an impression of foreign accent, while others might make it 
sound like a possible (though not necessarily existing) regional accent, or 
merely peculiar (Hypothesis 4). If this is true, we need to find out which those 
respective features are. A related hypothesis is that the combinations of deviant 
characteristics that give an impression of foreign accent to most listeners are 
those which are associated with what are judged to be the strongest accents 
(Hypothesis 5). The next experiment (Experiment 2) was designed as a pre
liminary test of these hypotheses to obtain an indication of the phonetic 
conditions required to give the impression of foreign accent. 

An additional purpose of Experiment 2 was to explore the possibility that 
particular sets of deviant phonetic characteristics can be used as "signatures" 
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in identifying a particular foreign accent. Consider, for example, a "Finnish" 
accent of Swedish. Current work on analysis of genuine Finnish accents (see 
section presenting acoustic measurements, below) suggests that typical fea
tures may be lack of an Fo correlate of the Swedish grave accent, unaspirated 
initial plosives, exaggerated length contrasts in consonants and vowels, 
velarized !11 and alveolar rolled Ir/. Ukewise, a British English accent would 
typically include lack of an Fo correlate of the Swedish grave accent, certain 
changes in vowel quality, lack of length distinctions in consonants, and post-vo
calic Irl being substituted by vowel length and a change in vowel quality. It may 
be the case that certain combinations of these characteristics occurring in 
otherwise native Swedish tend to give an impression of a Finnish or British 
English accent whereas other combinations, or the presence of one single 
characteristic, would not give such an impression. It seems to be a reasonable 
null-hypothesis that the above-mentioned features constitute relatively strong 
predictors for judging a given speech sample as originating from a native 
speaker of Finnish and British English, respectively (Hypothesis 6). 

3 Experiment 2: Phonetic characteristics associated with 
perceived foreignness 

3.1 Method 

After careful training, a phonetician (the second author) recorded a large 
number of readings of a shortened version of "The North Wind and the Sun" 
in Swedish. They differed in that one or more deviations from the reader's 
normal native Swedish pronunciation were introduced into the text of each 
reading. The deviations are some of those which commonly occur in immigrant 
Swedish, with particular attention paid to characteristics of Finnish and British 
English accents in Swedish (cf. Cunningham-Andersson's (1986) investigation 
of the stereotype features of British English accents in Swedish and the section 
"Acoustic measurements", below, for the features assumed to typically occur 
in the speech of native Finnish speakers). The deviant phonetic characteristics 
involved are listed below. Those characteristics assumed to be typical of Finnish 
or British accents are marked FINN and BRIT respectively. 

34 of these readings were selected for use in the listening experiment, 
representing 14 readings containing single, artificially introduced deviant pro
nunciations, 10 readings with combinations of two deviant features, 5 readings 
with three deviant features, 3 readings with four deviant features, and 2 
readings with five deviant features in combination. An unanalyzed imitation of 
a Finnish stereotype was also included for comparison. The 35 readings were 
played to 35 monolingual Swedish secondary school students (16 -18 years 
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old) in a random order (indicated by the numbers on the left of table I). The 
listeners were asked to indicate on a special form whether they perceived each 
of the readings to sound like (a) a foreign accent, (b) a possible regional accent 
of Swedish or (c) merely strange. If they were reminded of a particular accent 
they were to name it. They were also required to grade the reading for degree 
of deviation on a five-point scale, where 0 corresponded to "no deviation" and 
4 to "maximum deviation". 

The following deviant phonetic characteristics were used in the present 
listening experiments. 

1. The Swedish grave word accent (accent 2) is replaced by the acute 
accent (accent 1), FINN; BRIT. 
2. The acute accent is replaced by the grave accent. 
3. The speaker's usual tongue blade /r/ is replaced by its uvular equiv
alent. 
4. The Swedish supradental (apico-post-alveolar consonants) are re
placed by the corresponding dental consonants (/n,l,s,t,dI) + /r/, FINN. 
5. Initial voiceless plosives are pronounced without their usual aspira
tion, FINN. 

6. The usual durational distinction between long and short vowels and 
consonants is not made, BRIT. 
7. Vowels in unstressed syllables are reduced, BRIT. 
8. Post-vocalic /r/ is omitted, BRIT. 
9. Post-vocalic /r/ is replaced by lengthening of the vowel, which takes 
the quality of the nearest British English vowel, BRIT. 
10. III is velarized, FINN. 

11. Quantity distinctions in vowels and consonants are exaggerated, 
FINN. 

12. Vowel quality is changed as follows:/0/ - /o/, /tt/ - /u/, /y/ -/i/BRIT. 
13. Vowel quality is changed as follows: /ul - /0/ BRIT. 
14. /r/ becomes a trill, FINN. 

15. An unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish accent in Swedish, FINN. 

3.2 Results and discussion 

Table I lists the mean degree of deviation assigned by the naive informants to 
each reading, as well as which readings at least 50% of the informants perceived 
as foreign or regional Swedish accents or as merely strange. The table shows 
the results obtained from the 35 listeners in Experiment 2, sorted in order of 
the average degree of deviation. 

The leftmost column is the reading number, second is the number of 
deviations introduced into the reading, third is a specification of which devia-
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tions are involved (see section 3.1), fourth is the number of listeners who 
estimated the degree of deviation, fifth the average degree of deviation, sixth 
the standard deviation and seventh, whether the reading was judged to sound 

Table I. Naive judgements of accented ness and foreignness. 

No. No devs N Mean Std Judged 
devs Grade dev. by 50% 

5 1 6 33 .64 1 .06 S 
19 1 1 3  35 .74 .78 S 

3 1 5 34 .97 .72 F 
4 1 1 35 1 .06 .97 S 

34 1 2 35 1 .09 .89 S 
35 1 5 34 1 .12 .81 

8 2 1 ,6 35 1 .26 .98 P 
2 1 3 34 1 .29 .72 S 
1 1 4 35 1 .31 .53 

1 0  1 8 33 1 .45 1 .00 S 
6 1 7 34 1 .47 .66 
9 2 1 ,2 35 1 .49 .89 F 

12 2 1 ,5 35 1 .57 .65 F 

28 1 1 4  34 1 .62 .85 
26 2 1 , 1 4  34 1 .71 .91 
17 1 1 0  34 1 .74 .88 F 
21 2 1 , 1 0  34 1 .74 .79 F 
32 2 1 , 1 4  34 1 .76 . 74 
22 1 1 2  34 1 .79 .84 
13 2 1 ,7 33 1 .82 .95 
30 2 1 2, 1 3  35 1 .86 .85 
1 6  4 1 ,5, 1 2, 1 3  34 2.00 .88 F 
7 3 1 ,2,5 35 2.03 1 .0 1  F 

25 4 1 ,5 ,10, 1 4  33 2.09 .80 F(Finn) 
1 1  3 1 , 1 2, 1 3  33 2.09 1 .0 1  S 
29 2 1 2, 1 4  33 2. 1 2  .86 F 
1 4  3 1 ,5, 1 0  34 2.21 .81 F(Finn) 
27 4 1 ,6, 1 2, 1 3  33 2.21 .92 P 
1 8  3 1 , 1 2, 1 4  33 2.24 .94 F 
20 2 7,9 34 2.44 .79 
24 3 7,9,13 33 2.45 .79 P 
1 5  1 9 34 2.71 .97 P 
33 5 1 ,5, 1 2, 1 3, 1 4  35 2.77 .77 F 
31 many 1 5  34 2.94 .92 F(Finn) 
23 5 1 ,5, 1 0, 1 1 , 1 4  34 3.32 .88 F(Finn) 
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like a foreign (F) or regional Swedish (S) accent or merely peculiar (P) by at 
least 50% of the listeners. Where none of these alternatives received 50% of 
the votes, this is indicated by a dash. Where at least 50% of the listeners 
specified an accent (only Finnish), this is indicated in the table. The fact that 
several readings were indeed judged as being foreign, several as regional 
accents of Swedish and several as peculiar sounding provides us with corrobora
tion for Hypothesis 4: it is possible to introduce deviant phonetic characteristics 
into a reading such that listeners perceive foreign or regional accents. 

The minimum needed to create the impression of a foreign accent (as 
judged by at least 50% of the listeners) is the presence of one of the following 
four features or combinations of features: the initial voiceless plosives are 
pronounced without aspiration (feature no. 5); !l/ is velarized (no. 10) ; the 
vowels Iy 0 til are replaced by Ii 0 u/ respectively and Irl is an alveolar roll (nos. 
12, 14); the Swedish grave accent is replaced by an acute accent and the acute 
accent is replaced by a grave accent where this is possible (nos. 1,2). 

All other combinations of features which were judged as sounding foreign 
by at least half the informants contained one of these four minimal possibilities. 
In most cases, readings with more deviant features are perceived as sounding 
foreign by more listeners. There is a statistically significant positive correlation 
between the number of listeners perceiving a given reading as sounding like a 
foreign accent and the number of deviant features in the reading (r = 0.53, 
p(r) <.01, n=34). (Reading 31, an unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish accent, 
was not included in this calculation.) Hypothesis 3, that the impression of 
foreignness increases as a function of the number of phonetic deviations in the 
readings, is corroborated. If reading 31 (Finnish accent imitation) is excluded, 
the correlation between the number of deviant features and the average grade 
of deviation is found to be r = 0.74, p(r) < .01, n = 34. This correlation indicates 
that readings with more deviant features are likely to be perceived as propor
tionately more accented. Some deviations are, however, more powerful than 
others. Table I shows a considerable difference between the perceived degrees 
of deviation induced by the introduction of single deviant features. The least 
noticeable single deviation is no.6, the neutralization of the durational distinc
tion between long and short vowels and consonants, while the most noticeable 
is no.9, the replacement of post-vocalic Irl by lengthening of the vowel, which 
also takes the quality of the nearest British English vowel. 

A statistically significant positive correlation was found between the mean 
deviation grades assigned to the readings and the number of listeners perceiv
ing each reading as a foreign accent (r = 0.53, p(r) < .01), n = 34). This gives us 
corroboration for Hypothesis 5, that the sets of deviant features which give the 
impression of foreign accent to most listeners are those which are judged to 
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give the strongest accents, although it is possible to perceive a reading judged 
as only slightly deviant as foreign, e.g. reading 3 (see table I) or one judged as 
strongly deviant as a regional accent of Swedish, e.g. reading 11. 

The final aim of this experiment was to establish what combinations of 
characteristics are minimally required if a deviant pronunciation is to be 
identified by naive informants as a particular accent. Some of the deviations 
introduced into the readings were chosen because they typically occur in 
Finnish or British English accents of Swedish. The informants were encouraged 
to indicate on the answer sheet when they perceived a reading as "sounding 
like" a particular accent. As can be seen in table I, only Finnish accents were 
heard by at least 50% of the informants. The expected effect for British accents 
was not found. This is perhaps not surprising, since earlier experiments by 
Cunningham-Andersson and Engstrand (1988) have shown that linguistically 
naive native speakers of Swedish are most familiar with Finnish and Scandi
navian accents in Swedish, and are less able to identify British or American 
English, and other foreign accents. Alternatively, the combinations of charac
teristics involved in the experiment were not those required to give the impres
sion of a British accent in Swedish. 

Finnish accent was heard by 3 (of 35) informants when deviations 1 and 5 
(grave accent is replaced by acute, and initial plosives are pronounced without 
aspiration) occurred together in reading 12. The addition of deviation 10 (/lJ is 
velarized) meant that 22 informants heard reading 14 as a Finnish accent. The 
further addition of deviation 14 (alveolar rolled /r/), in reading 25, gave no 
increase in the number of informants who heard a Finnish accent, but when a 
fifth deviation (no. 11, exaggerated quantity distinctions) was added, the num
ber who perceived Finnish accents in reading 23 rose to 34. The minimal 
combination of deviations required to produce the impression of a Finnish 
accent (for over 60% of the informants) is then reading 14, with three devia
tions. The five deviations of reading 23 provide a maximally strong impression 
of a Finnish accent. This is partial corroboration for Hypothesis 6: that these 
features are predictors for the impression of Finnish accent. There was, how
ever, no corresponding effect for the features associated with typical British 
English accents in Swedish. 

It may be the case that other combinations of two or three deviations than 
those used above would also suggest a Finnish accent to most of the informants. 
Only a few of the possible combinations of deviant characteristics were re
corded and presented to the informants in Experiment 2. The next experiment, 
Experiment 3, was therefore designed to examine the components of a Finnish 
accent in Swedish more closely, and test the hypothesis that several different 
combinations of deviant phonetic characteristics are sufficient to induce the 
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impression of Finnish accent and that no particular characteristic is necessary 
(Hypothesis 7). 

4 Experiment 3: Signature features of a Finnish accent 

4.1 Method 

The method for this experiment was similar to that used for the previous one. 
The text was again read by the second author, both normally and with all 
possible combinations of one or more of deviations 1, 5, 10, 11 and 14. These 
features can all occur to varying extents in the Swedish spoken by native Finnish 
speakers, as will be shown in the presentation of acoustic measurements below 
(although they also occur in other foreign accents of Swedish). This gave 32 
versions of the text. These were copied in random order onto a tape, such that 
the first three readings also occurred at the end of the tape, giving a total of 35 
readings. These three readings were included twice to permit an estimation of 
the unpredictable variation in listener responses. The tape was played to a new 
group of 39 secondary school students. The listeners were required to indicate 
on a special answer sheet (a) whether they thought each reading sounded like 
a native speaker of Finnish speaking Swedish and (b) how strong they judged 
the reader's foreign accent to be on a scale from 0-4. 

4.2 Results and discussion 

Table II shows the average estimation of accent strength and the percentage of 
the 39 listeners who perceived each reading as a Finnish accent. The numbers 
in the leftmost column refer to the deviations listed in section 3.1. The second 
column indicates the order in which the readings were presented to the 
informants. The third column shows the number of informants who estimated 
the degree of accentedness for each speaker, and the next two columns show 
the mean values and standard deviations for these estimations. The rightmost 
column shows the percentage of informants who indicated that each reading 
sounded like a Finnish accent of Swedish. 

Statistically significant positive correlations exist between the following: 
a) number of introduced deviations and the percentage of informants 
perceiving a reading as a Finnish accent (r = 0.91), illustrated in fig. 2;  
b) average estimation of accentedness and the percentage of informants 
perceiving a Finnish accent (r = 0.92); 
c) number of introduced deviations (0-5) and the average estimation 
of accentedness for each reading (r = 0.92). 
The two series of readings shown in figure 2 thus illustrate both that the 

effect of adding features is cumulative and that the various deviant features are 
not equally powerful when it comes to creating the illusion of a Finnish accent. 
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Any combination of three of these deviant characteristics is perceived as a 
Finnish accent by at least 49% of the informants, but only reading number 4 
achieves that effect with just two deviations: unaspirated initial voiceless 

Table II. Naive judgements of accented ness and "Finnishness" 

Deviations No. N Mean Std.dev. % Finnish votes 

normal 3 27 .07 .38 a 
normal 33 31  .00 .00 a 
1 6 32 .41 .50 18 

5 9 32 .37 .55 8 

10 1 35 .46 .56 23 

1 0  34 35 .69 .47 26 
1 1  23 31  .45 .57 1 3  
1 4  25 34 .91 .62 23 
1,5 22 32 .75 .72 26 
1 , 1 0  7 35 .77 .69 36 
1, 1 1  28 34 .88 .64 21 
1 , 1 4  1 3  36 .92 .50 38 
5,10 31  35 .83 .45 28 
5, 1 1 4 36 1 .44 .84 64 
10, 1 1 1 5  3 1  .90 .79 1 5  
1 0, 1 4  1 4  36 .97 .56 44 
1 1 , 1 4  32 35 1 .49 .78 38 
1 ,5, 1 0  35 35 1 .23 .55 74 
1 ,5, 1 0  2 37 1 .46 .65 87 
1,5, 1 1 27 38 1 . 1 3  .53 56 
1 ,5, 1 4  20 37 1 .57 .80 59 
1 , 1 0, 1 1 29 34 1 . 1 2  .48 51 
1 , 1 0, 1 4  1 6  37 1 .62 .79 77 
1 , 1 1 , 1 4  1 9  39 1 .92 .74 82 
5, 1 0, 1 1 21  38 1 .50 .92 49 
5,10, 1 4  1 1  38 1 .58 .64 61 
5, 1 1 , 1 4  30 38 1 .95 .84 67 
1 0, 1 1 , 1 4  1 2  39 1 .41 .68 61 
1 ,5 , 1 0, 1 1 5 39 1 .95 .69 87 
1 ,5, 1 0, 1 4  1 8  39 1 .77 .74 77 
1 ,5, 1 1 , 1 4  8 39 2.85 .63 97 
1 , 1 0, 1 1 , 1 4  1 7  37 2. 1 6  .76 85 
5, 1 0, 1 1 , 1 4  26 39 1 .95 .89 69 
1 ,5, 1 0, 1 1  , 1 4  24 39 2.72 .79 95 
faked Finnish 1 0  39 3. 1 8  .68 100 
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plosives and exaggerated durational contrasts in vowels and consonants. This 
value is unusual since adding another deviation to the two in reading 4 is judged 
to give a less pronounced Finnish accent in two cases (readings 21 and 27). This 
may be due to the fact that reading 4 is presented to the listeners relatively 
early. There may be a learning effect involved that disturbs the regularity of the 
data. We finally note a certain amount of unpredictable variation, perhaps as 
a result of a reevaluation of the introduced deviations in the three readings 
which were presented twice to the listeners, for example, reading 35 was 
perceived as a Finnish accent by 74% of the listeners, while the identical 

2 3 4 5 

NUMber of deviant characteristics 

Figure 2. An illustration of the relationship between the number of deviant features in a 
reading and the frequency of naive native Informants' perception of a Finnish accent, with 
two series of readings. Both series start with deviation no. 11 (exaggerated durational 
contrasts) . Deviant features are then added one by one: the series marked with squares 
continues with deviations nos. 11 and 10 (velarized /I/) , 11, 10 and 5 (unaspirated voiceless 
plosives) , 11, 10, 5 and 14 (rolled Ir/) , 11, 10, 5, 14 and 1 (grave accent is pronounced like 
acute accent); the series marked with circles has deviations nos. 11 and 14 (rolled Ir/) , then 
11, 14 and 1 (grave accent is l ike acute) , 11, 14, 1, and 5 (unaspirated voiceless plosives) , 
and finally 11, 14, 1, 5 and 10 (velarized /I/) . 
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reading 2 was perceived as a Finnish accent by 87% of the listeners. On the 
whole, however, Hypothesis 7 (that different combinations of features can give 
an impression of a Finnish accent in Swedish) is corroborated. 

5 Acoustic measurements 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous sections of this paper, we have made several assumptions about 
the phonetic characteristics of Swedish as typically produced by native Finnish 
speakers. Even though these assumptions at first seem to be supported by 
informal listening experience, they clearly have to be checked experimentally. 
It is one purpose of this section to provide some preliminary quantitative 
evidence bearing on the hypothetical accent features used in the above listening 
experiments, particularly those features which turned out to be related to 
Finnish. The features that were of particular interest as far as Finnish accent is 
concerned were: a) lack of the Swedish grave accent, b) unaspirated initial 
plosives, c) exaggerated length contrasts in consonants and vowels, d) velarized 
/1/ and e) alveolar rolled Ir/. It should be noted that even though the study is 
restricted to accented Swedish, it also has a more general interest since we can 
reasonably assume similar transfers when Finnish comes into contact with 
other languages having a phonetic structure similar to Swedish. In general, 
comparisons of manifestations of foreign accent originating from one source 
language, in different target languages clearly merit serious attention in con
trastive phonetics and phonology. 

The features manipulated for the above listening tests are basically of two 
kinds. Substitutions such as lack of the Swedish grave accent are phonological 
in nature in the sense that the Swedish speaker simply replaces one phonologi
cal category with another one which is available in his own language. This type 
of deviation is therefore easy to control even without extensive practice, 
although the consistency across repetitions will obviously not be as accurate as 
when stimuli are generated by means of speech synthesis. The other type of 
manipulation, e.g., exaggerated segment duration, deaspirated plosives, 
velarized /1/ and rolled Irl, are non-categorical in the sense that there is no 
phonologically natural substitution available in Swedish. Producing this type of 
deviation in a systematical way requires a fair amount of practice, particularly 
when it is to be done in combination with the simultaneous manipulation of 
other features. However, for a trained phonetician, this task is by no means 
impossible as is also shown by the measurements presented in this section as 
well as by previous research successfully using similar methods [e.g., Giles 
(1970) in a matched-guise experiment with regional and foreign accents of 
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English, and Wingstedt and Schulman (1987) in a study of comprehension of 
foreign accent] . 

In the remainder of this section, we present the following measurements 
from Swedish speech samples produced by two native Finnish speakers and the 
corresponding samples, manipulated and unmanipulated, produced by the 
native Swedish speaker in Experiment 2. One of the manipulated versions is 
the unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish accent. The data are presented feature 
by feature in the following order: a) fundamental frequency (Fo) correlates of 
the grave tonal word accent, b) voice onset time (VOT) in voiceless plosives in 
lexically stressed position, c) durational correlates of the vowel quantity dis
tinction, d) velarized and non-velarized productions of /l/. The rolled nature of 
Irl in the readings by the native Finnish speakers and in the versions produced 
by the Swedish speaker, where a rolled Irl was required, was checked by ear. 

5.2 Method 

Two Finnish speakers, one female (MH) and one male (RJ), both with promin
ent foreign accents read two different versions of "The North Wind and the 
Sun". Subj MH read the short version used in the above tests 4 times; for RJ, 
two versions (not abbreviated and close to the one given in The Principles of 
the [PA, (IPA, 1949)] ,  were available in the IRIS Archive. 

For the purpose of these measurements, the recordings were digitized at 20 
kHz. The time locations for formant frequency measurements in /l/ were set at 
the mid-point of the segment corresponding to /l/ as determined from com
puter-generated spectrograms. LPC spectra were generated at these points and 
measurements of formant frequencies were performed. Measurements of 
fundamental frequency (Fo) were made on the basis of Fo curves generated by 
means of an autocorrelation algorithm. Measurements of vowel and consonant 
duration were made from dB-expanded oscillograms, supported when neces
sary by spectrographic information. VOT measurements were made from 
dB-expanded oscillograms. 

5.3 FO correlates of the grave tonal word accent 

Two related parameters were used to quantify the Fo correlates of the grave 
tonal word accent as produced by the two Finnish speakers and the manipulated 
non-grave Fo produced by the Swedish speaker. The first parameter, Foi/Fof, is 
the ratio between Fo values measured at onset (FOi) and offset (FOf) of the 
primary-stressed vowel; thus, Foi/Fof> 1 means that the onset of the vowel has 
a higher Fo than the offset of the vowel, and correspondingly for Foi/Fof< 1 and 
Foi/Fof= 1. The second parameter, FofIFov2, is the ratio between the offset 
value in the primary-stressed vowel (FOf) and the maximum value observed in 
the secondary-stressed vowel (FOV2) (if Fo in the latter vowel increased or 
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decreased monotonically, the measurement was made at the middle of the 
vowel segment); thus, FOfIFoV2> 1 means that Fo at offset of the primary
stressed vowel is higher than the maximum or mid F 0 of the secondary-stressed 
vowel, etc. The two parameters thus focus on the Fo correlates of the respective 
word and sentence accents as analyzed by Bruce (1977). 

Table III shows these relationships. For the Swedish speaker, the normal 
data show a) that Fo onset is higher than Fo offset (grave accent fall) in the 
primary-stressed vowel, and that this relationship is reversed when the speaker 
substitutes the non-grave (acute) for the grave word accent, which effect also 
occurs in the unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish accent (marked "Finnish" in 
tables III and IV);  and b) that offset Fo and FOV2 are approximately equal in 
the grave production, whereas in the non-grave production, FOV2 is much lower 
than FOf. The Finnish speakers, MH and RJ display a slightly falling Fo in the 
primary-stressed vowel, and Fo continues downwards to the secondary-stressed 
vowel. The Swedish manipulated Fo pattern is thus similar to the Finnish accent 
(spoken by MH and RJ) in the sense that Fo falls from the offset of the 
primary-stressed vowel to the measurement point FOV2 in the secondary
stressed vowel, and different in that the Finnish speakers have an Fo fall in the 
primary-stressed vowel while the manipulated Swedish version has a rise. The 
rightmost column in table III shows that the Swedish speaker's unanalyzed 
imitation of a Finnish stereotype resembles the genuine Finnish pattern more 
closely than either the manipulated or the unmanipulated versions. 

Table III. Relationships between onset and offset Fo (Hz) in primary-stressed vowels (FOi/FOf) 
and between offset in the primary-stressed vowel and the measurement point in the 
secondary-stressed vowel (FOf/FoV2) in grave accent words as produced by the Finnish 
speakers RJ and MH and the Swedish speaker in normal speech (normal) ;  with the grave 
accent replaced by non-grave (man) and in an unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish stereotype 
(Finnish) . 

Finnish speakers Swedish speaker 

RJ MH normal man Finnish 
-

FOi/FOf x 1 .03 1 .03 1 .23 0.92 1.10 
s 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.13 
n 37 52 70 69 9 

-

FOf/FOV2 x 1 .08 1 . 1 3  1 .00 1 .26 1 . 1 2  
s 0.05 0.07 0. 1 1  0. 1 6  0.06 
n 26 39 50 49 5 
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5.4 VOT in voiceless plosives in lexically stressed position 

81 

VOT was taken to be the interval between the release burst pertaining to the 
voiceless plosive and the point in time where the oscillogram first displayed a 
significant excursion from the zero line (cf. Lisker and Abramson 1964). If the 
first excursion observed was contiguous with the remaining periodicity related 
to the vocalic segment, it was taken to represent the first glottal pulse of that 
segment and was thus accepted as the end of the VOT interval. 

Tables IV and V show data for single plosive consonants and clusters of two 
consonants respectively. The plosives /t/ and /k/ were well represented in the 
text read by RJ, and /p/ and /k/ were available for MH. Only subj. MH clearly 
supports the expectation that a Finnish accent is characterized by significantly 
shorter VOT values than a native Swedish pronunciation. Whereas MH dis
plays values similar to the ones produced in the manipulated versions by the 
Swedish speaker, the corresponding values for /k/ are in fact higher for RJ than 

Table IV. VOT (ms) in single, lexically stressed voiceless plosives as produced by the Finnish 
speakers RJ and MH and the Swedish speaker in normal speech, with deaspirated plosives 
(man) and in an unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish stereotype (Finnish) . 

Finnish speakers Swedish speaker 

RJ MH normal man Finnish 

t k P k P k P k P k 

x 31  47 1 6  21 38 35 14 23 19 26 
s 8 7 1 5 6 4 3 4 3 3 
n 6 10 8 8 1 8  35 1 2  23 4 4 

Table V. VOT (ms) In lexically stressed voiceless clusters of two consonants as produced 
by the Finnish speakers RJ and MH and the Swedish speaker in normal speech, with 
deaspirated plosives (man) and in an unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish stereotype (Finnish) . 

Finnish speakers Swedish speaker 

MH RJ normal man Finnish 

tv kI tv kI tv kI tv kI tv kl 
-

x 51  0 55 73 58 36 26 46 30 
s 6 6 5 8 6 4 4 3 
n 4 4 6 9 9 9 9 2 2 
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for the Swedish speaker. In the normal version for the Swedish speaker, we also 
note that the generally observed longer VOT for the palatalslvelars is not 
present. This may, however, be due to differences in contextual factors that 
would be eliminated in a conventional laboratory recording of minimal word 
or syllable pairs. Comparing the selectively manipulated versions with the 
unanalyzed imitiation of a Finnish stereotype, we find that the VOT values are 
very similar for both Ipl and /k/. We finally note that the standard deviations in 
both manipulated versions are not greater than in the unaccented version; the 
speaker appears to have been consistent in shortening the VOT intervaL 

Table V shows VOTvalues for the consonant clusters. We find that the VOT 
values for Itvl are shorter in the genuine Finnish accents (speakers MR and RJ) 
than in the normal Swedish version. The manipulated Swedish version, where 
the speaker was attempting to pronounce plosives without aspiration, have 
even shorter VOT values for Itv/. The unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish 
stereotype, represented in the rightmost column in table V shows that the 
Swedish speaker's unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish stereotype resembles the 
genuine Finnish-accented VOT patterns for Itvl more closely than either the 
manipulated or the unmanipulated versions. 

The Finnish speaker MH pronounced /kl/ as a completely voiced cluster (no 
data available for subj. RJ). Just as for Itvl, the Swedish speaker had shorter 
VOT values for /kl/ in the unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish stereotype than in 
his normal pronunciation, and shorter again in the manipulated version 

5.5 Durational correlates of the vowel quantity distinction 

Vowel and consonant segment boundaries were identified from computer
generated broad-band spectrograms according to conventional spectrographic 
criteria (Peterson and Barney 1953, Fant 1973). For vowels preceded by single 
voiced and voiceless plosives, the plosive release burst was included in the 
vowel segment. In all other cases, the vowel segment comprised only an interval 
characterized by a clear formant structure for at least Fl and F2. 

The two Finnish speakers differed from each other in that RJ's [V:/C] ratio 
was lower than for either MR, the Swedish speaker's normal version, his 
selectively manipulated version, or his unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish 
stereotype. The [VIC:] ratios were lower for the Finnish accents than for the 
normal Swedish version, but higher than for the two manipulated versions 
produced by the native Swedish speaker. 

5.6 Velarized and non-velarized productions of III 
Fl and F2 were measured for the Swedish speaker's normal III and velarized Ill, 
and for the Finnish speaker RJ's normal velarized Ill. As shown in table VII, 
the Swedish speaker has a lowered F2 when producing the velarized Ill, but Fl 
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was slightly raised. The F2 values, which display the strongest effect of the 
velarization, tum out to be very similar when the Finnish speaker's production 
is compared with the selective manipulation and the unanalyzed imitation of a 
Finnish accent as produced by the Swedish speaker. 

Table VI. VIC ratios for long and short vowels with following single consonants in bisyllabic 
words as produced by the Finnish speakers RJ and MH and the Swedish speaker in normal 
speech, with exaggerated quantity d istinctions (man) and in an unanalyzed imitation of a 
Finnish stereotype (Finnish) . 

Finnish speakers Swedish speaker 

MH RJ normal man Finnish 

V:/C VIC: V:/C VIC: V:/C VIC: V:/C VIC: V:/C VIC: 
-

x 2.58 0.41 2.01 0.42 2.46 0.58 2.91 0.36 2.43 0.35 
s 0.23 0.04 0.35 0.02 0.25 0.04 0.33 0.04 0.68 0.06 
n 1 2  8 1 4  6 9 6 1 5  1 0  6 4 

Table VII. Formant frequencies of F1 and F2 (Hz) in the Swedish speaker's normal 
non-velarlzed III and the velarlzed III produced by the Swedish speaker and the Finnish 
speaker RJ, and In an unanalyzed imitation of a Finnish stereotype (Finnish) .  

F1  F2 
�ormal Swedish III, Swedish speaker 
x 295 1 405 
s 43 60 

�elarlzed III, Swedish speaker. 
x 364 945 
s 51  93 

�elarlzed III, Finnish speaker RJ. 
x 233 1 087 
s 27 70 

Velarlzed III, Finnish Imitation, 
�wedish speaker. 
x 359 1 0 1 8  
s 25 81 
n 6 6 
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5. 7 Concluding remarks 

In summary, we have carried out a set of acoustic measurements to check 
the method used to introduce the deviant phonetic features in native Swedish 
speech, thereby creating subjective impressions of foreign, particularly Finnish, 
accent. The second purpose of this section was to start gathering a data base to 
verify the expected occurrence of pertinent features in the accents of Swedish 
produced by Finnish native speakers. On the whole, the Swedish speaker was 
able to control the manipulated features satisfactorily in the sense that a) they 
went in the intended direction, b) they were consistent across a broad range of 
versions (the standard deviations for the manipulated material were generally 
not greater than for the speaker's normal productions). Also, those manipula
tions used to build up a Finnish-sounding accent turned out to agree relatively 
well with the phonetic characteristics verified here for the genuine Finnish 
accent material. 

6 Summary and conclusions 
We have reported three listening experiments which investigate what it is about 
a speaker's pronunciation that makes native speakers of Swedish realize that 
they are hearing a non-native speaker, and what it is that makes some non-na
tive pronunciations sound more deviant than others. The first experiment 
established that a statistical count of deviating pronunciations correlates sig
nificantly with subjective judgements of accentedness by linguistically naive 
listeners. We concluded that such estimations of accentedness are reliable even 
when based on a very short sample of speech. 

The second experiment explored to what extent various combinations of 
deviant features, introduced into otherwise normal native Swedish readings of 
a text, give an impression of foreign accent. The data showed significant 
correlations between a) number of deviant features and perceived accented
ness, although some features correlate with accentedness more highly than 
others; and b) judgements of degree of deviation and the number of listeners 
perceiving the reading as non-native. For some features we also noted a strong 
tendency towards perception of Finnish accent. Acoustic measurements were 
carried out to check the method used to introduce the deviant phonetic features 
systematically into the readings of the text, and to verify the occurrence of the 
relevant features in the accents of Swedish produced by Finnish native 
speakers. We concluded that, on the whole, the phonetic manipulations intro
duced by the Swedish speaker were consistent, that they went in the same 
direction as the phonetic characteristics observed in the genuine Finnish accent 
material, and that the latter by and large agreed with our expectations. 
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The third experiment looked more closely at some of the features involved 
in producing the impression of a Finnish accent. Five features were combined 
in all possible ways, and it was found that, except for one pair of features, three 
features were required for an accent to sound Finnish to at least half of a group 
of linguistically naive listeners. Beyond this minimum, it was found that the 
addition of more deviant features increased both the number of listeners 
hearing the reading as Finnish and the estimated accentedness of the readings. 

The results of these experiments have several useful applications for the 
current research project on native-speaker attitudes to non-native speech. In 
these investigations we must control many factors. We need to be able to match 
different speakers for degree of accentedness, and to systematically compare 
speakers with different degrees of accentedness. For this purpose, it is impor
tant that we can quickly and simply measure accentedness. The results of 
Experiment 1 suggest that the pertinent information can be obtained on the 
basis of relatively short speech samples using either naive judgements or 
statistical counts of deviant pronunciations. We also need a method for artifi
cially creating an impression of foreign accent in native speech. Such a method 
would facilitate investigations of the effect of accent strength on native-speaker 
attitudes to non-native speech, since a single speaker can produce speech 
samples with different grades of accentedness, which means that many varia
bles associated with voice quality and personality can be kept constant. The 
results of Experiments 2 and 3 are encouraging in that they suggest that it is 
possible to artificially build up the impression of a foreign accent by combining 
single phonetic deviations. In these experiments, artificial accents have been 
performed using a natural voice. The next step will be to replicate parts of these 
experiments by manipulating naturally-produced speech using an LPC-based 
synthesis technique now becoming available in our laboratory. 
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Second formant locus patterns 
and consonant-vowel coarticulation 

in spontaneous speech 

Diana Krull 

Abstract 
F2 was measured in CV syllables occurring in the spontaneous speech of 
five speakers and in the same words read in isolation (reference words). 
The results showed that the difference in formant frequency between the 
CV boundary and the vowel nucleus is smaller in spontaneous speech. 
Possible reasons for this are discussed: CV coarticulation, formant under
shoot, and centralization. There was a considerable variation between 
subjects both within one speaking style and in the amount of difference 
between speaking styles. In spontaneous speech, syllables carrying lexical 
stress showed a larger formant excursion from the CV boundary to the 
maximum/minimum than the unstressed ones, while there was little differ
ence due to phonological length. 

1 Introduction 
The present paper reports a continuation and expansion of an earlier study 
(Krull, 1987) where CV syllables in the spontaneous speech of two subjects 
were compared with reference words read in citation form. The results were 
interpreted as indicating stronger CV coarticulation in spontaneous speech 
than in reference words. 

1.1. "Locus'� "target" and "nucleus": a terminological comment 

The term "locus" is used here in a concrete sense, denoting a measurable 
formant frequency at the CV boundary. It differs from its original definition as 
an abstract point on the frequency scale about 50 ms before consonant release, 
which was considered as the virtual starting point of the formant (Delattre et. 
aI., 1955). "Locus" has been used in this concrete sense also by Lindblom (1963) 
and by Lindblom and Lacerda (1985). In the latter paper, in Krull (1987), and 
others, the term "target" was also used in a concrete sense, denoting the 
maximum or minimum of the formant frequency within the vowel, or in case 
of the absence of such turning points, the formant frequency in the middle of 
the vowel. In the present paper, "target" has been replaced by "nucleus" in 
order to avoid confusion with its original abstract definition as an asymptotic 
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value towards which the formant frequency movement is aimed (Lindblom, 
1963). 

1.2 Locus equations 

Formant frequencies at the CV boundary vary due to anticipatory coarticula
tion with the following vowel (Fant, 1973; Lehiste and Peterson, 1961). 
Likewise, the nucleus frequency may be influenced by a carry-over effect from 
the preceding consonant. The size of the formant excursion from the initial 
locus to the nucleus has been shown to depend on the duration of the vowel 
(Lindblom, 1963; Lindblom and Moon, 1988; Engstrand and Krull, 1988; 1989). 
That is, other things being equal, the shorter the vowel, the smaller the 
excursion, or, in Lindblom's (op. cit.) terminology, the greater the undershoot 
in relation to a hypothetical target. However, there are additional factors 
influen-cing the extent of the formant movement: the presence or absence of 
lexical stress and the position in the word (Nord, 1986), sentence stress (Eng
strand, 1988), and semantic-pragmatic factors (Engstrand and Krull, 1989). 
Especially, the dimension of more or less clear pronunciation - "hypo" or 
"hyper" speech - may be important: a preliminary study by Lindblom and 
Lindgren (1985) showed that formant excursions are larger in clear speech than 
in neutral speech in Swedish. Lindblom and Moon (1988), and Moon and 
Lindblom (1989) have shown that there is less undershoot in clear speech also 
in English. Lindblom and Moon ( op. cit.), conclude that clear speech is not 
merely neutral speech with a better signal to noise ratio, but involves a reor
ganization of phonetic gestures. 

The relation between the locus and nucleus of a formant can be illustrated 
by plotting the one as a function of the other (see Krull, 1987, 1989). In the 
resulting graph, the locus points can be approximated by a straight line accord
ing to Eq.(1), the "locus equation": 

F2i = k * F2t + c (1) 

where F2i denotes the initial locus of the second formant, F2t is the vowel 
nucleus, and k and c are constants. This method of quantifying the formant 
trajectory from the locus to the nucleus was first used by Lindblom (1963) who 
demonstrated that the value of the constant k, i.e. the slope of the regression 
line, varies with consonant place of articulation. This fact has later been used 
in speech analysis and synthesis (Klatt, 1979; Lindblom and Lacerda, 1985). 
The slope of the regression line also expresses the amount of consonant -vowel 
co articulation. In the case where locus and nucleus have the same frequency, 
that is where the coarticulation and/or the formant undershoot is maximal: 
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x = y, k = 1, and c = O. In the other extreme, case the locus is invariant through 
all vowel contexts, k = 0 and y = c. The value of k will vary between 0 and 1; the 
nearer 0 the values of k are, the less dependent is the locus of the following 
vowel. 

In the present investigation, the locus equations are used as a tool in 
assessing differences in the locus-nucleus relation in different speech styles and 
also between speakers. Locus and nucleus frequencies were measured first in 
certain CV combinations within words occurring in spontaneous speech, and 
thereafter in the same words read from a list. Locus equations were then 
calculated for both speech styles and compared. 

2 Procedures 
Five male native speakers of Central Standard Swedish, 40 - 45 years old, 
served as subjects: OE, RL, JS, PT, and Av. Natural continuous speech was 
elicited in three ways: (i) by relating a previously read short story; (ii) by 
answering questions posed by an investigator

1 
about the subject's work, travel, 

etc; (iii) in the form of a dialogue between two subjects, with occasional 
questions or remarks from the investigator performing the recording. The 
sessions were about 30 minutes long. Two sessions each were recorded with 
the subjects A V and JS, and two with subjects in pairs (PT and A V, OE and 
RL). The recordings were made in a sound proof room at the phonetics 
laboratory at Stockholm University, using a Revox PR/99 tape recorder and a 
Briiel and Kjaer type 4265 microphone. 

The obtained speech was transcribed with conventional spelling, with re
duced forms written out in full. This method of transcription was used in order 
to make it possible to locate various occurrences of the same word, which could 
then be compared. Results of such comparisons are reported by Engstrand and 
Krull (1988). Word-initial CV combinations where C was /h, d, m, n, 1/ were 
located using a computer program written by R. Lindgren. Wide band (300 Hz) 
spectrograms (Voiceprint Inc. Series 700) of the words were prepared, and the 
locus and nucleus of the second formant were measured. In the case of stops, 
the locus was not measured at the precise moment of release because in 
spontaneous speech the burst transient was often missing. Instead,the F210cus 
was measured at the first pulse of the vowel, the criteria for vowel being a 
periodic pattern indicating voice source and clearly visible F1 and F2. 

This paper is part of a larger project, "Phonetic Transforms" (Engstrand, Krull, Lind
blom, and Lindgren) . Two of the investigators, RL and OE, served also as subjects. 
In addition to that, one of them always sat in the studio during the recordings of 
other subjects, helping to maintain the conversational flow. In these cases their own 
speech was not used in the investigation. 
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samples with different following vowels may pose a problem. For a locus 
equation to be meaningful, there must be a sufficient number of samples of 
vowels covering a the whole of the F2 range

2
. For some of the speakers there 

were no word initial lCu/ combinations. In most cases, this could be compen
sated with ICol where F2 is also low. Two speakers, OE and RL, however, were 
asked to participate in an additional recording session during which they were 
guided towards talking about topics where words beginning with lCu/ or other 
missing combinations could be expected to occur. The problem of insufficient 
samples of some units can possibly be avoided if the relative frequency of 
occurrence of different phonemes in Swedish is taken into account when 
planning the recording sessions. For example, the scarcity of lui is explained by 
the fact that lui is one of the least frequent vowels in the Swedish lexicon. 
Likewise, among consonants, labials are much less frequent than dentals, stops 
more frequent than nasals, etc. (see Fant, 1967). 

The words containing the CV combinations used for measurement were 
assembled in lists, separate for each speaker, containing only words that had 
occurred in the speaker's own conversation. The order of the words was 
randomized, each word occurring three times. The subjects were then asked to 
read the words with a pause between each. The recording equipment and 
measurement procedures were the same as for the spontaneous speech session. 
Only one sample of each word was measured, usually the first. The second or 
third sample was used only if the first one was difficult or impossible to measure. 
Also, for some of the calculations performed on the data, it was desirable to 
have the same number of reference samples as spontanous items. Therefore, 
each reference sample was used the same number of times as the word had 
occurred in spontaneous speech. 

3 Results 

3.1 Coarticulation and formant undershoot in spontaneous speech and in 
reference words 

The initial locus of the second formant was plotted as a function of its frequency 
at the nucleus. Some examples of the plots are shown in Fig. 1. The slope and 

2 For /gI, two regression lines are needed, one for the palatal variant, and another for 
the velar variant (Lindblom and Lacerda, 1985; Krull, 1988) 
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y-intercept for the plots for each speaker and place of articulation are given in 
Table I; the same data for each consonant separately are given in Appendix 13. 

As can be seen in the tables, there is a difference in the slope of the 
regression line due to the place of articulation of the consonant: the slope is 
flatter for dentals, and steeper for labials. This is in agreement with earlier 
results (Undblom, 1963; Klatt, 1979; Undblom and Lacerda, 1985; Krull, 
1988). Comparing the spontaneous version with the reference, we find that the 
slope of the regression line is always steeper for spontaneous speech, which can 
be interpreted as an indication of stronger coarticulation and/or more formant 
undershoot. In addition to that, there is a larger dispersion of the data points 
in the spontaneous version. There are several possible reasons for this. Firstly, 

Table I. y-Intercept and slope for the regression lines of initial locus vs. maximum/minimum 
of F2 In CV syllables. 

Speaker OE RL JS PT Av 
C=/d,n, l/ 

n=142 n=83 n=107 n=118 n=88 
Reference 
y-intercept 1106 1193 1041 1033 870 
slope 0.29 0.31 0.36 0.36 0.45 

Spontaneous 
y-Intercept 937 936 823 795 755 
slope 0.32 0.39 0.44 0.47 0.51 

C=/b,m/ 
n=64 n=52 n=88 n=64 n=36 

Reference 
y-intercept 568 313 363 276 389 
slope 0.58 0.74 0.70 0.79 0.72 

Spontaneous 
y-intercept 407 244 261 160 179 
slope 0.64 0.75 0.75 0.83 0.81 

3 The data for the word bara'only' are not Included: the word Is often shortened to ba 
in spontaneous speech with the Initial vowel [a] instead of the [a:] of reference 
words while the low locus frequency appropriate for [a] Is retained. As a result the 
data points on the locus plot form an "anomaly" In the pattern. This phenomenon is 
discussed In Krull {1987}. 
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the same word sometimes appears repeatedly in the spontaneous version, 
possibly with different amounts of emphasis, but only once in the reference 
version. Using several recordings of a word in citation form would not change 
this state of affairs because such items tend to vary very little. Secondly, in 
continuous speech the word-initial CVs are preceded by different sounds which 
may also influence the frequency of the initial locus. For example, a high F2 in 
a preceding vowel can raise the initial locus of the formant and a low F2 lower 
it. However, preceding vowels should not change the slope of the regression 
line appreciably, because there are normally different kinds of preceding 
vowels in a spontaneous speech material. For example, it was shown for IdVI 
syllables of speaker A V that the slope was about the same for words preceded 
by dental consonants as it was for words preceded by vowels, although the 
different preceding vowels gave greater dispersion to locus data points (Krull, 
1987). 

We also note a difference between speakers: for instance, one speaker (OE) 
has a flat slope, indicating weak coarticulation and/or little formant undershoot, 
in both reference words and in spontaneous speech, while another (A V) has 
relatively steep slope in both speaking styles. A third speaker (PT) has a large 
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Figure 2. k-values Indicating the slope of the regression lines In the locus equations of five 
speakers. The higher k-values, Interpreted as a mark of stronger coarticulation and/or more 
formant undershoot belong to the spontaneous speech, the lower to reference words; the 
shaded area represents the difference in slope between the two speaking styles. 
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difference in slope between reference words and spontaneous speech. These 
differences are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

3.2 The role of lexical stress 

To assess the role of stress and phonological length, syllables carrying lexical 
stress were plotted separately from unstressed ones, and short vowels sepa
rately from long. Only content words were used. Some CV combinations for 
some of the speakers had to be omitted because there were not enough 
occurrences in the spontaneous speech. The majority of IdVI combinations 
appeared in function words. The largest number of suitable items for a com
parison were found in the /lVI combination of three speakers. The results, in 
Table II, show that there is relatively little change in slope with different 
phonological lengths, but that there is appreciable change due to lexical stress. 
The difference between speakers that could be observed in Table I is apparent 
also here. 

3.3 Comparing the change in locus and nucleus frequencies with speaking 
style 

In general, there was more coarticulation and/or formant undershoot in spon
taneous speech: F210cus and its nucleus were nearer each other than in words 
read from a list. Was it the locus that moved nearer the nucleus or vice versa? 
Or did both change about the same amount? For each speaker, the mean values 
of both locus and nucleus were calculated for reference words and their 

Table II. y-intercept and slope for the regression lines of locus vs. turning point of /lV/ 
syllables with different stress and phonological length. 

Speaker OE JS Av 
Stressed, long 
y-intercept 1 026 835 664 
slope 0.28 0.43 0.53 

Stressed, short 
y-intercept 996 71 1 71 7 
slope 0.28 0.52 0.54 

Unstressed, short 
y-intercept 626 1 88 31 7 
slope 0.51 0.87 0.82 
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spontaneous counterparts. The results for one speaker are shown in Fig.3, and 
the values for all speakers - similar in pattern - are given in Appendix II. It 
can be seen that although locus and nucleus are nearer each other in spon
taneous speech than in reference words, the change was not always in a 
direction towards each other. In vowels with a high F2, both locus and nucleus 
are lowered in the spontaneous version, while for vowels with a low F2 the locus 
frequency is relatively stable and the nucleus alone is raised in spontaneous 
speech. In the case of vowels with F2 in the middle frequency range, locus and 
nucleus change very little with speaking style. It thus seems that the locus 
frequency can be raised by a high maximum frequency in a vowel, but that for 
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Figure 3. F-difference between reference words and spontaneous speech (from left to right 
of each line) for one speaker. Initial loci (solid lines) and vowel nuclei (broken lines). Mean 
values were used for each CV where the dental consonants were Id, n, II and the the labials 
Ib, mI. 
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a given place of articulation there is a frequency towards which it tends to move 
in a freer speaking style. Moreover, the locus frequency can be raised only to 
a certain limit. Thus the very high F2 maximum typical of a Swedish /e:/ does 
not raise the locus more than does the lower F2 of e.g. Ii! in reference words. 

The frequency change between reference and spontaneous versions is 
greater for the nucleus: 14% with dental consonants and 11 % with labials, while 
the change in locus is 8% and 9% respectively, for the five speakers pooled. 
There is thus a certain trade-off effect between loci and nuclei: where the one 
changes more the other changes less. The nucleus is especially variable in the 
case of /d/ which may be due to the large number of function words beginning 
with /d/ in Swedish - these words are often unstressed and more reduced than 
content words. There is also a difference in frequency change of the nucleus 
for different vowels: the change is largest for /e:/ and for /0:/, but much less for 
e.g. /i:/, /re/ and /a:/. This is probably because of the size of the formant excursion 
in the reference words: the larger the formant excursion from locus to nucleus, 
the greater the change. In the case of /i:/, for example, the F2 excursion is small 
compared to that of /e:/ in Swedish both with dental and labial consonants. 

4 Discussion 
Although there were differences between the five speakers investigated, one 
characteristic was common to all: the locus and nucleus were nearer each other 
in spontaneous speech, indicating stronger coarticulation and/or more formant 
undershoot. Part of the reason may lie in the shorter duration of the spon
taneous syllables when compared to those occurring in isolated words (see 
discussion in Krull, 1987; Engstrand and Nordstrand, 1983; Engstrand, 1988). 
Undblom (1963), Undblom and Moon (1988), and Moon and Undblom (1989) 
have shown that the excursion from locus to nucleus decreases with the 
duration of the vowel. This was the case also for words occurring in the material 
used here (Engstrand and Krull, 1988): the correlations between vowel dura
tions and the size of formant excursions were usually high. However, as Kuehn 
and Moll (1976) have shown, a shortening of segment durations need not result 
in more coarticulation: some speakers seem to be able to avoid this effect by 
speeding up their articulatory movements. Therefore, there may be other 
reasons, such as, for example, a more or less "clear" pronunciation, possibly 
determined by social and communicative factors (Undblom and Undgren, 
1985; Undlom and Moon, 1988; Moon and Undblom, 1989». The relation 
between differences in the amount of coarticulation and formant undershoot 
on the one hand, and the differences in speaking rate and style of the five 
speakers will have to be investigated. 
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The effect of lexical stress on coarticulation, demonstrated for "laboratory 
speech" by Nord (1986), was shown to be present also in spontaneous speech: 
in both speaking styles, the locus and nucleus were nearer each other in 
unstressed syllables. Nord also showed that, in final syllables, F2 of /e/ was 
considerably lower than might be expected given the length of the syllable. His 
conclusion was that the non-final vowels in unstressed syllables are more 
coarticulated with adjacent segments, whereas in final syllables the vowel is 
more centralized. The effect of final lengthening has not been investigated in 
this material. However, the question posed by Nord: "Vowel reduction -
centralization or contextual assimilation?" may be relevant even for non-final 
syllables in spontaneous speech. As can be seen in Fig. 3 and in Appendix I, the 
maxima are always lower and the minima higher in frequency in comparison to 
reference words, that is, they are more central. On the other hand, they are also 
nearer to the loci, that is, they are more co articulated with the consonant. 
Moreover, the maxima or minima are practically never centralized more than 
the locus. It is therefore possible to discuss whether the vowels are centralized 
or whether they are assimilated to the consonant loci. The loci themselves, 
however, are centralized, at least before front vowels: the locus here moves 
down from reference words to the spontaneous version, although the formant 
maximum within the vowel lies above the locus. Before back vowels, on the 
other hand, the locus remains unchanged, either because the low F2 of the 
vowel does not pull it down in reference words, or because there is a lack of 
centralization in spontaneous speech. 

An investigation similar to that reported in Krull (1987) has been performed 
in Spanish and Catalan (Poch et. al., 1989). Those results also show a small but 
consistent increase of co articulation in spontaneous speech. Similar results are 
reported by Duez (1989) for French. 
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APPENDIX I 
y-intercept and slope for the regression lines of initial locus vs. maximum/min-
imum of F2 for each consonant in the investigated CV syllables (Table III). 

Table III 

Speaker OE RL JS PT Av 
C=/d/ n=62 n=41 n=64 n=59 n=52 
Reference 
y-Intercept 1129 1261 1065 1159 866 
Slope 0.28 0.25 0.33 0.29 0.45 

Spontaneous 
y-intercept 831 1103 939 821 792 
Slope 0.35 0.27 0.35 0.45 0.50 

C=/n/ n=23 n=29 n=12 n=28 n=15 
Reference 
y-intercept 994 1068 1044 793 931 
Slope 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.52 0.39 

Spontaneous 
y-intercept 831 674 554 735 600 
Slope 0.39 0.54 0.61 0.51 0.57 

C=/I/ n=57 n=13 n=30 n=31 n=21 
Reference 
y-Intercept 1102 1354 946 984 1181 
Slope 0.28 0.28 0.44 0.39 0.48 

Spontaneous 
y-Intercept 1034 995 780 878 723 
Slope 0.27 0.40 0.49 0.43 0.54 

C=/b/ n=33 n=20 n=60 n=28 n=19 
Reference 
y-intercept 632 376 359 429 640 
Slope 0.55 0.68 0.67 0.71 0.55 

Spontaneous 
y-intercept 468 265 256 202 248 
Slope 0.63 0.76 0.76 0.82 0.79 

C=/m/ n=31 n=32 n=28 n=36 n=17 
Reference 
y-Intercept 483 200 463 180 267 
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Appendix II  
Mean F2 of word-initial CVs measured at the CV boundary (locus) and at the 
minimum/maximum within the vowel. (Table IV:i dental consonants, Table 
IV:ii labials). Ref = reference words; spo = spontaneous speech; n = number of 
items sampled in the spontaneous speech; for reference words the number may 
be lower because each word only occurs once. 

Table IV:I /d,n, l/ + V 

Speaker OE RL JS PT Av 

[I:] n=10 n=3 n=12 n=8 n=5 
Locus ref 1685 2030 1800 1666 1855 

spo 1510 1520 1700 1620 1765 

Min/max ref 1920 2180 1985 1787 2085 
spo 1640 1625 1830 1693 1930 

[I] n=9 n=13 n=8 n=8 
Locus ref 1750 1990 1935 1856 

spo 1530 1795 1690 1715 

Min/max ref 2010 2215 2100 2007 
spo 1735 1960 1850 1904 

[V:] n=2 n=3 
Locus ref 1665 1700 

spo 1710 1710 

Min/max ref 1690 2050 
spo 1700 1880 

[v] n=2 
Locus ref 1750 

spo 1580 

Min/max ref 1870 
spo 1720 

[tf:] n=9 n=3 n=4 n=1 n=9 
Locus ref 1625 1625 1690 1570 1680 

spo 1345 1430 1495 1370 1590 

Min/max ref 1630 1660 1765 1680 1775 
spo 1350 1485 1555 1250 1610 
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[6] n=3 n=1 
Locus ref 1550 1450 

spo 1375 1450 

Min/max ref 1015 1050 
spo 1190 1060 

[e:] n=16 n=15 n=15 n=21 n=19 
Locus ref 1710 1810 1825 1855 1880 

spo 1450 1590 1480 1624 1720 

Min/max ref 2030 2165 2285 2113 2220 
spo 1590 1695 1650 1775 1770 

[e] n=10 n=11 n=3 n=10 n=3 
Locus ref 1660 1740 1635 1700 1700 

spo 1450 1480 1570 1552 1505 

Min/max ref 1785 1855 1835 1785 1800 
spo 1560 1575 1645 1709 1555 

[e:] n=3 n=2 
Locus ref 1633 1930 

spo 1597 1635 

Min/max ref 1807 1930 
spo 1703 1780 

[0:] n=3 n=1 n=3 
Locus ref 1590 1600 1533 

spo 1425 1450 1557 

Min/max ref 1675 1500 1520 
spo 1610 1350 1550 

[ee] n=2 n=1 
Locus ref 1450 1520 

spo 1375 1440 

Min/max ref 1500 1520 
spo 1350 1400 

lee:] n=2 
Locus ref 1300 

spo 1345 
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Min/max ref 1200 
spo 1290 

[CB:] n=12 n=7 n=12 n=9 n=10 
Locus ref 1465 1540 1585 1585 1520 

spo 1330 1340 1445 1450 1475 

Min/max ref 1530 1590 1490 1625 1585 
spo 1330 1430 1490 1490 1530 

[CB] n=12 
Locus ref 1370 

spo 1300 

Min/max ref 1300 
spo 1250 

[a:] n=3 n=4 n=14 n= 11 n=13 
Locus ref 1250 1215 1350 1360 1280 

spo 1280 1185 1285 1217 1290 

Min/max ref 1000 795 900 948 1015 
spo 1010 895 970 961 1025 

[a] n=12 n=2 n=6 n=7 n=5 
Locus ref 1370 1260 1450 1390 1455 

spo 1300 1195 1340 1376 1445 

Min/max ref 1300 1260 1450 1390 1455 
spo 1250 1175 1195 1180 1445 

[0:] n=21 n=13 n=13 n=5 
Locus ref 1285 1300 1355 1320 

spo 1205 1265 1227 1320 

Min/max ref 660 725 630 740 
spo 865 970 875 1045 

[0] n=7 n=2 n=13 n=17 n=7 
Locus ref 1250 1200 1350 1170 1230 

spo 1200 1105 1200 1180 1240 

Min/max ref 820 745 780 787 824 
spo 950 870 930 886 1035 
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[u:] n=22 n=13 n=2 
Locus ref 1370 1395 1420 

spo 1260 1365 1280 

Min/max ref 705 570 BOO 
spo 860 745 820 

[u] n=1 
Locus ref 1350 

spo 1300 

Min/max ref 730 
spo 800 
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Table IV:II /b,rn/ + V 

Speaker OE RL JS PT Av 
[I:] n=3 n=3 n=2 n=4 n=l 

Locus ref 1650 1930 1775 1820 19BO 

spo 1600 1715 1535 1960 1 BOO 

Min/max ref 1840 2173 1990 19BO 2160 
spo 1800 1845 1865 1740 1850 

[I] n=6 n=5 n=17 n=12 n=3 

Locus ref 1775 2015 1990 1834 1965 

spo 15BO 1730 1790 1659 1685 

Min/max ref 1920 2205 2250 1968 ,2140 
spo 1815 1930 1990 1822 1910 

[y:] n=l 
Locus ref 1700 

spo 1400 

Min/max ref 1790 
spo 1650 

[YJ n=3 n=2 n=7 n=2 n=3 
Locus ref 1600 1650 1670 1725 1750 

spo 1450 1450 1475 1475 1610 

Min/max ref 1785 1800 1885 lB05 1860 

spo 1570 1575 1725 1765 1775 

[ t:r.] n=2 

Locus· ref 1650 

spo 1075 

Min/max ref 1700 

spo 1050 

[�J n=l 

Locus ref lOBO 

spo 1120 

Min/max ref 1000 

spo lOBO 
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[e:] n=5 n= 11 n=12 n=6 n=1 
Locus ref 1770 1850 1970 1960 1950 

spo 1520 1560 1580 1647 1950 

Min/max ref 2080 2180 2305 2190 2300 
spo 1725 1740 1780 1840 2150 

[e] n=19 n=7 n=19 n=9 n=12 
Locus ref 1580 1675 1595 1645 1960 

spo 1380 1330 1520 1441 1605 

Min/max ref 1685 1810 1745 1743 1870 
spo 1490 1380 1625 1552 1730 

[a:] n=2 n=5 n=3 n=5 
Locus ref 1035 950 880 980 

spo 1000 1000 920 925 

Min/max ref 890 850 920 900 
spo 910 860 893 995 

[a] n=7 n=12 n= 11 n=12 n=3 
Locus ref 1170 1110 1170 1107 1265 

spo 1125 1070 1100 1126 1220 

Min/max ref 1255 1215 1240 1173 1300 
spo 1270 1170 1175 1198 1356 

[0:] n=2 n=4 n=8 
Locus ref 1005 800 910 

spo 775 750 830 

Min/max ref 650 560 720 
spo 720 680 835 

[0] n=1 n=2 n=5 n=2 
Locus ref 950 760 900 840 

spo 850 730 890 880 

Min/max ref 750 665 775 800 
spo 750 700 980 840 

[u:] n= 11 n=10 n=6 n=4 n=2 
Locus ref 1010 780 905 813 1010 

spo 950 780 860 790 985 
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MinImax ref 615 600 645 693 730 
spa 760 690 n5 710 835 

[u] n=1 n=2 
Locus ref 850 1100 

spa 900 795 

MinImax ref 650 850 
spa 880 715 
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Second formant locus-nucleus patterns in 
spontaneous speech : some preliminary 

results on French 

1 Introduction 

Danielle Duez 

Spontaneous speech has long been neglected in experimental phonetic re
search essentially for methodological reasons. Most phonetic facts have been 
observed in speech sequences where the effect of one factor (or more) could 
be controlled. However, there is now a profound interest in spontaneous 
speech. There are several important reasons for that, including the following: 
1) spontaneous speech corresponds to most daily natural communicative sit
uations, 2) spontaneous speech allows the analysis of a broad range of linguistic 
facts, 3) the study of spontaneous speech allows us to test the validity of the 
results previously obtained for laboratory speech, and 4) results obtained for 
spontaneous speech should be useful in improving the naturalness of speech 
synthesis. 

Some phonetic aspects of spontaneous speech have recently been stressed 
in studies on spontaneous speech in Swedish. Engstrand and Krull (1988; 1989) 
analysed formant patterns in Swedish vowels and showed that there is a strong 
correlation between vowel duration and spectral parameters, corroborating 
Lindblom 's previous results on laboratory speech (Lindblom, 1963). They 
also observed some evidence to suggest that spectral information reflects 
communicative strategies. Krull (1987; 1989a, b) measured formant frequency 
relationships in words sampled in spontaneous speech and in the same words 
read in isolation (reference words). She found that the amount of F2 difference 
between locus and nucleus is smaller in spontaneous speech than in reference 
words, which she interpreted as more coarticulation or/and more undershoot 
as defined by Lindblom (1963). She also observed that the differences found 
in her study were similar to those obtained between neutral speech and clear 
speech (Lindblom and Moon, 1989). She concluded that style (Le., spontaneous 
vs reference speech) has an effect on the amount of coarticulation (1987; 
1989a), and! or undershoot (1989b) in Swedish. 

The extension of the study of spontaneous speech to other languages is of 
great interest since it should lead to a better understanding of phonetic differ
ences and similarities between languages. For this purpose, we intend to 
analyse various phonetic aspects of spontaneous speech in French, both at the 
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acoustical and perceptual levels. The objective of the present study is to analyse 
the effect of style on F2 locus-nucleus patterns in consonant-vowel (CV) 
utterances. For this purpose, F2locus-nucleus frequencies were measured in 
CV sequences in the spontaneous speech of two speakers (two hours of 
speech) and in the same words read in isolation. The selected CV sequences 
consisted of /b m d n V and oral vowels. It was assumed that the amount of F2 
excursion from locus to nucleus would provide a reliable, although indirect, 
indication of the degree of contextual assimilation involved in the two speaking 
conditions. Contextual assimilation can originate fron two sources : right-left 
co articulation where the locus frequency is affected by the anticipation of the 
following vowel and left-right coarticulation where the nucleus is affected by 
the preceding consonant. 

2 Method 

2.1 Subjects 

Two native male speakers of standard French participated in the experiment. 
They were 23 and 26 years old respectively, and had similar educational 
backgrounds. They had been living in Stockholm for only a few months. Both 
speakers had normal speech and hearing. 

2.2 Corpus 

The corpus consisted of two hours of spontaneous speech.Each subject was 
recorded approximately one hour. He was, in an informal interview, asked 
questions posed by the experimenter about his arrival to Stockholm, his im
pressions of Sweden, his studies and projects. He was also required to describe 
and analyse a film which he had seen recently. 

2.3 l'roce�re 

Each subject was recorded individually in a sound-proof recording room with 
a Revox PR/99 tape-recorder at a tape speed of 19 cm/s. The microphone 
(Sennheiser 211 N) was at approximately 25 cm from the subject's mouth. Each 
subject was facing the experimenter much like in a normal conversational 
situation. 

2.4 Analysis 

A transciption was made for each subject's speech. Words presenting CV 
combination where C was /bl, Im/, IV, Id/ and In! and V (any oral vowel) were 
located in the material and the measurements were performed with the Kay 
Real Time Sona-Graph Model 5 5 00. In some cases, the CV sequences were 
obtained by the combination of the final consonant of a word and the initial 
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vowel of the following word, for example: " I experience " /leksperjas/, " un 
exemple" /renegzapU.The spectrograms were measured for the locus and 
nucleus frequencies. We use the term locus here in a concrete sense, as in 
Lindblom (1963) and Lindblom and Lacerda (1985). It was defined as a 
measurable formant frequency at the CV boundary. The F2 nucleus was taken 
to be the minimum or maximum (turning point) of the formant frequency 
within the vowel, or, when there was no turning point, the formant frequency 
half way through the duration of the vocalic segment. 

The words containing the CV sequences used for measurements were 
assembled in lists. Each speaker read his word list twice, at a slow rate. He was 
required to make a brief pause between each word. Only one item of each word 
was measured. The measurement of the F210cus and nucleus were performed 
as for spontaneous speech. 

Table 1. y-Intercepts and slopes for the regression lines of initial F210cus vs. nucleus in CV 
sequences 

C= Id, n,ll 

Reference words 
y-Intercept 
slope 

Spontaneous speech 
y-intercept 
slope 

C= Ib, ml 

Reference words 
y-intercept 
slope 

Spontaneous speech 
y-Intercept 
slope 

00 FV 
n=309 n=274 

682 906 
.58 .49 

440 542 
.72 .68 

00 FV 
n=14O n=117 

91 164 
.86 .80 

71 122 
.90 .84 
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The degree of consonant-vowel contextual assimilation was calculated 
according the "locus equation" defined by Undblom (1963) as 

F2i = k*F2n + c (1) 

where F2i is the locus, F2n is the nucleus, and k and c are constants. The 
value of k determines the slope of the regression line for F2 locus. 

3 Results and discussion 
The loci were plotted against the nuclei for both styles, both speakers (OD and 
FV) and for both types of consonants (labials and dentals). As can be seen from 
table 1, the slope of the regression line for the respective subjects is always 
steeper for spontaneous speech (.72 and .68 for dentals, and 90 and .84 for 
labials) than for read words (.58 and .49 for dentals and .86 and .80 for labials) 
which is interpreted as indicating a stronger amount of contextual assimilation 
in the spontaneous speech data compared to the reference speech data. 

A comparison of the results obtained for the two speakers and the two 
places of articulation shows that the slope of the regression line is steeper for 
OD and steeper for labial than for dentals. The slope of regression for labials 
in spontaneous speech and read words is .90, and .86 for OD and .84 and .80 
for FV; for dentals, the slope is .72 and .58, and .68 and .49 for OD and FV, 
respectively. 

One of the possible reasons of the differences found between speakers and 
styles may be due to a different tempo: tempo significantly varies with styles 
and with speakers (Duez, 1988): Tempo has strong effect on vowel duration : 
an acceleration of tempo leads to vowel reduction and to more undershoot 
(Lindblom, 1963) The validity of this hypothesis is to be tested in a further study 
where the F2 patterns locus/nuclus will be analysed in relation to the speaker's 
tempo. 

The general pattern reported above is in agreement with data previously 
obtained for Swedish (krull, 1987; 1989a, b). However, the size of the excursion 
between locus and nucleus in spontaneous speech and reference words in 
Swedish remains higher compared to the size of the excursion between locus 
and nucleus in spontaneous speech and reference words in French (krull, 
1989b). The speaker who exhibits the highest amount of contextual assimilation 
in Swedish (Pat, spontaneous speech, dentals: .47; labials: .8 3; reference words, 
dentals: . 36; labials: .79) is still lower than the speaker that exhibits the lowest 
amount of contextual assimilation in French (FV). However, this finding does 
not allow us to conclude that the amount of contextual assimilation is generally 
higher in French than in Swedish. There were five subjects in Krull's experi-
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ments (1989a; b), there were only two in the present experiment. The duration 
of vowels may also have been different in spontaneous speech in French and 
in Swedish. 

However, contextual assimilation may be influenced by the phonetic, 
rhythmic and semantic patterns of languages. These aspects of contextual 
assimilation may be language specific. In view of this possibility, I intend to 
study contextual assimilation in French spontaneous speech, focusing on the 
effect of three main factors on the F2locus-nucleus pattern: voicing of stop 
consonants, rhythmic patterns and tempo. 
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Abstract 

Towards an electropalatographic 
specification of consonant 

articulation in Swedish 

aile Engstrand 

Four experiments are reported describing electropalatographic (EPG) 
correlates of Swedish consonants in various vowel contexts. The main 
purpose of the experiments was to gain experience of recording, reducing, 
analyzing and interpreting EPG data. This would allow us to estimate the 
usefulness of EPG as a complementary experimental technique in our 
current research projects. Experiment 1 evaluated EPG parameters for 
place, width and depth of articulatory constrictions in voiceless fricatives 
and Irl. The place parameter for the fricatives reflected the expected order 
Is § p 01 from front to back, and the post-alveolar retroflex Irl was at the same 
place of articulation as its fricative cognate I�/. Constriction width (groove 
width) increased as a function of backing in the fricatives. Constriction 
depth was greater for I�I than for the other fricatives as expected. There 
were some limited, not always statistically significant effects of vowel 
context. Experiment 2 investigated EPG correlates of consonant-vowel 
coordination in voiceless, voiced, and sonorant consonants. We found 
evidence of less vowel-context sensitivity in the voiceless obstruent It I than 
in the voiced obstruent Idl, and less sensitivity in the obstruent Idl than in 
the sonorants Inl and /II. The vowels lal and luI influenced the measured 
parameter (related to constriction depth) more strongly than did IiI. Experi
ment 3 studied EPG correlates of the voiced vs. voiceless feature in the 
symmetrical VCV utterances litil and lidil. We found differences in the 
duration of consonant closure and CV transition, in the rate of the CV 
tranSition, and in the size of the EPG contact area during the closure interval. 
However, even though spectrographic data displayed an expected vowel 
shortening effect in the voiceless context, we found no corresponding 
voicedlvoiceless effect on the VC transitions in the EPG pattern. This finding 
was interpreted in terms of acoustic truncation of the vowel by means of an 
early glottal de voicing gesture in the voiceless context. Experiment 4 
examined EPG correlates of intervocalic tongue relaxation ("trough n Yin the 
symmetrical VCV utterances lipil and libil. A trough index was defined which 
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showed a clear voicing effect on the extension of EPG contact area in the 
respective consonants Ipl and Ibl (less trough during Ibl than during Ipl). 
On the other hand, trough duration was not significantly altered from Ipl to 
Ibl. This was taken to weaken the hypothesis that the magnitude of the 
trough would be a purely mechanical consequence of duration. Our original 
hypothesis - that the greater trough in lipil than in libi/ can be explained 
as a consequence of different aerodynamic requirements on the respective 
consonants Ipl and Ibl - was not contradicted by the data. It was con
cluded, however, that a thorough test of the hypothesis will require addi
tional experimentation involving complementary experimental techniques. 
In general conclusion, the present experiments did provide some rea
sonab�e and significant evaluations of pertinent parameters thus encourag
ing our future use of the EPG method. 

1 Introduction 
Palatography is an experimental technique whereby tongue-palate contact 
patterns are recorded, analyzed, and interpreted. The applications of the 
technique are mainly in theoretical and applied phonetics. The clinical use of 
palatography concerns speech disorders resulting from pathological conditions 
such as deafness (e.g. Fletcher et aI., 1979), cleft palate (e.g. Michi et aI., 1986; 
Gibbon and Hardcastle, 1989), partial glossectomy (Barry & Timmerman, 
1985; Fletcher, 1988; Suzuki, 1989), and dysarthria (e.g. Hardcastle et al., 1985). 
The therapeutic interest of the method mainly lies in its capacity of providing 
visual feedback of tongue-palate contact patterns, thus improving the dis
ordered speaker's understanding and control of articulatory correlates of 
speech sounds and sound sequences. 

For a long time, articulatory studies of tongue-palate contact patterns were 
limited to the analysis of isolated sound productions rather than connected 
speech (see, e.g., Hammarstrom, 1957, for a static palatographic study of 
Swedish speech sounds). To be sure, the static technique could occasionally be 
used to record very short sequences of non-overlapping tongue-palate contact 
patterns, a method referred to as "word-palatography" (Firth, 1948; Hender
son, 1952; Ladefoged, 1957); but it was not until the advent of dynamic 
palatography, i.e. electropalatography (EPG), that it became possible to map 
tongue-palate contact patterns onto a real time scale. 

Modem EPG techniques provide accurate information on several articula
tory properties of speech events, e.g. place and longitudinal extension of 
articulatory constrictions, and coproduction of consonant and vowel gestures. 
For certain aspects of articulation, such as groove width for fricatives, palato
graphy may be the only available technique. It is particularly significant that 
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EPG is capable of displaying changes in these, otherwise less accessible prop
erties, as a function of time. 

EPG has been used for several basic research purposes, for example: (1)  
articulatory patterns and articulatory-acoustic correlations in various sound 
types and languages (e.g. Hoole et al., 1989, for English fricatives; Hardcastle 
and Brasington, 1978, for egressive and implosive Shona stops; Eek, 1973, for 
palatalization in Estonian; and Miyawaki, 1972, for American English Ir/) ; (2) 
coarticulatory phenomena (e.g. Butcher and Weiher, 1976; Recasens, 1984; 
Farnetani, 1989; Farnetani et al., 1985; and Marchal, 1988a, for English, 
Catalan, Italian and French, respectively) ; (3) studies of articulatory compen
sation (e.g. Flege et al., 1988, for a bite-block study) ; (4) connected speech 
processes (e.g. Kohler, 1976, for the instability of word-final alveolar stop 
production in German; Wright and Kerswill, 1989, for the production and 
perception of final alveolar assimilation to following velars or bilabials) ;  and 
(5) phoneme identification (Fujii, 1970, for a study of Japanese). These are a 
few examples of important recent contributions; for more comprehensive 
reviews of the various uses of palatography, see Marchal ( 1988b) and Hard
castle et al. (1989). Some representative articles have been collected in a special 
issue of Clinical Linguistics and Phonetics (Vol. 3, No. 1, edited by W.J. 
Hardcastle) :  Clinical Applications of Electropalatography. 

We plan to use the EPG method as a complementary experimental tech
nique for obtaining data relevant to several of our current research projects, 
comprising studies of coarticulation, reduction and elaboration phenomena as 
well as compensatory behaviour in speech following partial glossectomy. One 
major purpose of the experiments described below was therefore to gain 
experience of methods of recording, reducing, analyzing and interpreting EPG 
data. In particular, we needed some first-hand evidence of the usefulness of the 
method for our particular purposes. Would the data be valid in the sense of 
measuring the relevant parameters and significantly reflecting contrasts pre
viously established by means of other methods? Would they be reliable across 
repetitions of tokens? In order to answer these questions, we also needed to 
identify a set of parameters for quantifying relevant aspects of the EPG data. 
The algorithms for evaluating those parameters would then be candidates for 
inclusion in the EPG data processing software. A related purpose of the present 
experiments was to start collecting an EPG reference material to serve as a 
basis for comparison with connected speech as well as speech produced by 
partially glossectomized speakers. The following data, derived from short 
speech samples elicited under conventional laboratory conditions, represent a 
first step in this direction. The speech samples were primarily designed to study 
basic articulatory features of lingual consonants: place, width and depth of 
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articulatory constrictions as well as the possible vowel-dependent coarticula
tory effects on those parameters. 

The possible problems with the EPG technique are related to the fact that 
it typically involves the use of an artificial hard palate, whereas conventional 
palatography also had the option of obtaining data from direct tongue-palate 
contacts. The choice between the indirect and the direct methods was subject 
to debate particularly during the 1950's and 1960's, and several viewpoints and 
experiences reported at that time are clearly relevant to a serious evaluation 
of data obtained by means of the EPG technique. A brief summary of the 
arguments may therefore be in order. 

In the direct palatography method a suitable colour substance was applied 
on the palate. Following the production of a given sound, the resulting contact 
areas on the palate or the tongue could be observed. It was then possible to 
make a drawing or a photography (Witting, 1953; Anthony, 1954) of the 
resulting patterns. In the indirect method, on the other hand, these procedures 
were carried out using an artificial palate, manufactured according to each 
subject's palatal and upper dental geometry. The surface of the artificial palate 
was powdered with a suitable substance and, following sound production, the 
artificial palate was removed, and the resulting wipe-off patterns could be 
inspected. 

Even though the indirect method eventually became the more popular one, 
several circumstances were advanced in favour of the direct method. One of 
these was that the direct method, unlike the use of an artificial palate, permits 
observations of a larger area than the hard palate (Abercrombie, 1957; 
Ladefoged, 1957). Using the direct method, it is in principle possible to record 
contacts along the entire roof of the mouth as far back as the uvula (Aber
crombie, 1957). In modern dynamic palatography, however, the problem of 
overcoming this limitation by means of flexible artificial palates complying to 
the movements of the soft palate has only recently begun to be solved (Itedan 
et al., 1984; Hardcastle et aI., 1989). 

A second major debate point around the indirect palatographic method has 
been the concern that the presence of an artificial palate during articulation 
might substantially interfere with normal speech production (Abercrombie, 
1957; Ladefoged, 1957; Hammarstrom, 1957). (It is also worth observing that 
Hammarstrom, 1957, pp. 324 -325, discussing a series of direct palatographic 
recordings, notes that this procedure too affected normal articulation substan
tially). In principle, such an interference may either mean motor reorganization 
towards a constant acoustic output or preservation of normal motor patterns 
with a concomitant acoustic change. An efficient motor compensation might 
be expected on the basis of results from, e.g., bite-block experiments (Undblom 
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et al., 1979; Gay et al., 1981) showing that speakers are able to preserve crucial 
aspects of acoustic patterns unaltered by means of even very extensive articu
latory reorganizations. Also, in an acoustic experiment with a dental prosthesis 
of 8 mm thickness, Alme & Brente ( 1979) found minimal acoustic effects as 
compared to speech without dental protheses. On the other hand, articulatory 
compensations may not always be instantaneous or complete (Flege, 1988; 
Hamlet and Stone, 1978). Hamlet and Stone, for example, presented palato
graphic evidence of tongue overshoot immediately following the insertion of a 
dental prosthesis of 4 mm thickness, followed by increased jaw opening after 
two weeks of adaptation. 

In principle, therefore, there may be the risk that both articulation and its 
acoustic result in palatographic experiments may be atypical of the speaker's 
normal behaviour. On the other hand, it should be noted that the artificial EPG 
palates are generally very thin. Thus, possible compensatory or acoustic effects 
caused by them should be much smaller than the effects caused by bite-blocks, 
which completely prevents normal jaw movements, or dental protheses with 
the dimensions used in the experiments by Alme & Brente or Hamlet & Stone. 
It is our tentative conclusion, then, that artificial palates for EPG are not likely 
to affect articulatory motor organization or acoustic output to any substantial 
extent. This, however, should be experimentally verified. 

For the present study, we have used the Reading system (EPG2 Electropa
latograph, described in Hardcastle et aI., 1989). This is one out of several 
systems that have been developed at various laboratories around the world over 
the last few decades along with computer software for data processing (see, e.g. 
Hardcastle, 1972; Marchal, 1988b, for reviews). The shape and inner surface 
of the artificial palate used in this study is shown in Figure 1. 

The tongue-palate contacts are detected by 62 miniature silver electrodes 
(1 .4 mm in diameter) arranged on the surface of a thin acrylic plate moulded 
after the subject's palate. The electrodes are arranged in 8 horizontal rows. The 
frontmost row has six electrodes and the remaining seven rows have eight 
electrodes each. The electrodes are arranged according to anatomical and 
phonetic criteria permitting comparisons between data from different 
speakers. Thus, along the rows, electrode positions are at equidistant intervals 
with the lateral positions just inside the teeth. In the artificial palate used in 
these experiments, the distance between rows 1-5 is much smaller than the 
distance between rows 5-8; the distance grows from front to back between the 
back four rows. Some of the analysis programs included in the system divide 
the electrodes into three areas. The front area comprises the first two rows, the 
central area comprises the next three rows, and the back area comprises the 
remaining three rows. 
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Figure 2 exemplifies an EPG record obtained during a relatively careful 
pronunciation of the word stil Isti:V 'style' .  The time distance between EPG 
frames is 10 ms. The O-shaped marks indicate activated electrodes, and the dots 
indicate free electrodes. Left and right on the EPG frames correspond to the 
subject's left and right. The first traces of the lsI formation are visible around 
frame 591, the /s/ contact pattern is fully developed around frame 599 and 
maintained more or less unchanged up to frame 607, where the frontmost row 
starts showing an increase in electrode activation. The minimum groove width 
for lsI is at the second EPG row (two free electrodes). Complete closure 
associated with It! occurs at frame 609 to further increase and again decrease 
up to the stop release at frame 626. The Ii/-related contact pattern begins to 
develop at frame 636, and the maximum contact pattern for Ii/ is stable between 
frames 646 and 650; note the right-oriented asymmetry in Ii/. The first indica
tion of the upcoming /1! is at frame 656, full closure is at frame 662, a relatively 
stable maximum interval is at 663 - 669, and release at the front row occurs at 
frame 671 ;  note here the left-oriented asymmetry. 

Figure 1. View of the lateral shape and inner surface of the artificial palate used in the present 
study. 
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Figure 2. EPG contact patterns during production of the word stil /stl:l/ (style) . Further 
explanation In text. 
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This example shows, among other things that the four segments lsi, /t/, /i/, 
and /l/ display some clear and expected EPG correlates in terms of the distribu
tion of activated electrodes over time. It also shows, as noted above, that the 
articulation is frequently asymmetrical such that, for the consonants, the left 
side tends both to be activated during a longer time and to cover a larger area. 
This is particularly clear for /l/. For /i/, on the other hand, the reverse is true: 
the right contact area is more extensive and activated for a longer time. There 
are various possible explanations of this apparent shift in asymmetry, one being, 
of course, that the data reflect a genuine difference in motor control pattern in 
this subject. Alternatively, the effect might be related to a palatal assymetry on 
the part of the subject. It can not be excluded, however, that what we are 
observing here is a methodological artefact. For example, the left tongue 
margin for /i/ might make contact with the tooth ridge, where there are no EPG 
sensors, while the right margin is pulled to the left thus contacting the sensors 
on the right side. This possibility could be tested by extending the electrode 
area to the inside of the teeth. 

2 Experiments 

2.1 Experiment 1: Place, width and depth of constriction for lingual 
voiceless fricatives and /r/ 

2.1.1 Purpose, speech material and procedures 

The specific purpose of this experiment was to study the EPG-patterns cor
relating with lingual fricatives and /r/, reducing the data in terms of various 
articulatory parameters. The speech material is a subset of a list of 5 1  mono
syllabic nonsense words of the form /CVl/. The complete list is identical to one 
of the lists comprised in the standard protocol used for the glossectomy studies 
mentioned above (Alme & Engstrand, 1989). In the complete list, /C/ stands 
for all Swedish consonants phonotactically permissible in morpheme initial 
position. In the present subset, which consists of 15 items, C stands for the 
complete inventory of voiceless lingual fricative phonemes (/s F 61), and /r/. 
Initial /r/ is typically realized as an approximant by this subject. The fricative 
J6f was pronounced in two different ways, both allophonically used by the 
subject: the palato-velar [§] and the postalveolar retroflex [�]. There are thus 
four disinct voiceless lingual fricatives in the material. The fricative [ � ] is also 
a member of a postalveolar retroflex ("supradental") series comprising [�t4 , 
D which are surface forms of the respective combinations Irs rt rd rn rV ; these 
underlying sequences do not occur in morpheme-initial position. The vowels 
are tense (long) /i a uf. At a careful style of pronunciation, these vowels are 
diphthongized with a final offglide in the speaker's dialect. All items on the list 
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were read between 5 and 8 times (as specified in the respective tables below). 
No carrier phrase was used and a different random order between the items 
was used for each reading. 

Before the recording, the signal level was adjusted such that a light touch 
of the tongue tip produced electrode activation at the expected position, and 
there was no spontaneous electrode activity. This calibration proved stable; a 
repeated verification procedure after the recording session failed to display any 
noticeable change in electrode sensitivity. The subject watched the EPG screen 
display during the setting of the sensitivity level, but not during the recording. 
During the recording session, which took place in a quiet room at the Phonetics 
Laboratory, University of Reading, the subject was assisted by an experienced 
EPG user. The subject - the present author - is a male native speaker of 
Central Standard Swedish. 

2.1.2 Analysis 

The fricatives Is � � fit and the approximant Irl were analyzed in terms of (a) 
place of articulatory constriction, (b) width of the open air passage of the 
articulatory constriction (Le. groove width), and (c) depth of the articulatory 
constriction (Le. its elongation in the front -back dimension corresponding to 
the feature "distributed" as described by Chomsky & Halle, 1968). The para
meters used to quantify these dimensions are defined much as in Hoole et al. 
(1989). Thus, constriction place (CP) is considered to be at the frontmost row 
displaying a local minimum of free electrodes; in Figure 2, for example, the 
first local minimum in frame no. 598 (top right) is at the second row. Constric
tion width (CW) is defined as the number of free electrodes at the constriction 
place; see again frame no. 598 in Figure 2 where CW has the value of 2 free 
electrodes. The depth of the constriction is defined in terms of a set of "back 
gradients" (cf. Hoole et al., 1989); back gradient 1 (BG 1) stands for the change 
in number of free electrodes from the constriction place one row back. In 
general, BGn stands for the change in number of free electrodes from the 
constriction place n rows back. In frame no. 598 of Figure 2, for example, 
BG 1 = 2, BG2 = 4, etc. An efficient data reduction will require automatic 
specification of the back gradient that best separates the sound types under 
comparison. 

2.1.3 Results 

In this section, data pertaining to place, width and depth of the articulatory 
constriction in voiceless fricatives and Irl will be presented graphically; the 
numeric data are provided in the Appendix (Tables A-I -A-II). 
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2.1.3.1. Place of constriction 

The respective places of constriction, i.e., the values of the CP parameter, 
for the fricatives and Irl are depicted in Figure 3; the corresponding numeric 
data can be found in Tables A-I (pooled vowel contexts) and A-II (separated 
vowel contexts). The sample point for each of the consonants is the EPG frame 
displaying maximum constriction, i.e. maximum extension of tongue-palate 
contact area in terms of number of activated electrodes. If the same degree of 
constriction was displayed in a sequence of frames, the last frame in such a 
sequence was counted; this choice is relevant to the measurement of vowel 
context effects (see below). We observe in Figure 3 that the respective places 
for lsI, I�/, If-I and /6! are approximately evenly spaced given the arrangement 
of the electrodes. The differences beween the means are highly significant (for 
Is/vs'/�/: t = 15.649, DF = 28, p < 0.01 ;  for l&vS. /fD/: t = 9 .855, DF = 28, P < 0.01).  
Note, however, that the data for /fj! only say that the place of constriction is not 
in front of the last row, since the first observable local minimum of free 
electrodes is at that row, and it is quite conceivable that the real place is further 

3 
o 

8 

6 

a: 4 

2 

o 

Figure 3. Place of maximum constriction (CP) In the voiceless fricatives Is � fJ 51 and the 
approximant Irl ln ICVlI monosyllables, V = II a u/. Pooled vowel contexts, n = 1 5. 
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back. The approximant Irl is close to I�/, reflecting the post-alveolar retroflex 
nature of these consonants. 

The effect of vowel context on the CP parameter is shown in Figure 4 
(numeric data in Table A-II). There is, compared to Iii, a backing influence of 
Ia! and lui on the fricative I�. This effect is statistically significant (t = 5.750, 
DF = 8, P < 0.01 for Ia!; t = 5.692, DF = 8, P < 0.01 for lui). Again,!(j! should be 
left out of this discussion since there is no information on the tongue-palate 
contact pattern behind the EPG area. 

2.1.3.2 Constriction width 

The respective constriction widths, expressed in terms of the CW parame
ter, are shown for lsi, I�/, IF/,!ljI and Irl in Figure 5 (see Tables A-I and A-II for 
numeric data on the pooled and separated vowel contexts, respectively). The 
width data were obtained from the same EPG frames as the above place data. 
Again, the three fricatives Is � pi are roughly evenly distributed given the 
arrangement of the electrodes. For the pooled vowel context, the difference 
between lsi and 1&, and between/�1 and/� are statistically significant (t = 3.804, 
DF = 28, P < 0.01 for /sl vs. 1&; t = 4.805, DF = 28, P < 0.01 for /�/ vs. /P/). For 
reasons given above, the data for /fiI should be interpreted with care. The 
approximant Ir/, which had the same constriction place as the alveolar retroflex 
/&' has a significantly smaller constriction width than Iy (t=3.216, DF=28, 

8 • • • 
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0 
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4 
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2 
----. 

0 - - - - - - - - - - - -
ro ::J .- ro ::J ro ::J .- ro ::J .- ro ::J 

1/1 1/1 1/1 Il1o Il1o Vlo U 0- 0- .r> .I:"> .I:"> .... .... .... 

Figure 4. Effects of vowel context on place of constriction (CP) in the voiceless fricatives Is 
� IJ IJ! and the approximant Irl In ICVlI monosyllables, V = II a u/; n = 5. 
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p < 0.01). For the fricatives, the width parameter grows from front to back, thus 
showing a strong correlation between place and width as illustrated in Figure 
6. The effect on constriction width of vowel context is shown in Figure 7. The 
rough tendency is toward greater CWs in the back than in the front vowel 
contexts. This effect is statistically significant in /�iV vs. /�aV (t = 3. 149, DF = 8, 
P < 0.01), in /riV vs. /raV (t = 3.975, DF = 8, p < 0.01), and in /riV vs. /ruV 
(t = 3.776, DF = 8, p < 0.01). 

2.1.3.3 Constriction depth 

Constriction depth is illustrated in Figure 8 in terms of a set of back 
gradients (BG 1 -4) for /s � tp/ and /r/ (see Tables A-I and A-II for numeric data 
on the pooled and the separated vowel contexts, respectively). These data were 
derived from the same EPG frames as the above place and width data. It can 
be seen that BG 2 - 4  all significantly separate /Ff from the rest of the articula
tions (e.g., BG2 for /s/ vs. /p/ is statistically significant by t = 6.5 10, DF = 28, 
P < 0.01). When quantified in terms of the BG parameter, then, /p/ has a 
considerably greater constriction depth than lsi, /�/ and /r/. It is also noteworthy, 

V) UJ 
0 
0 
� 4 � LJ UJ --l UJ 3 
UJ UJ 
0:: 
u.. 2 
u.. 
0 
0:: 1 UJ 
CO 
L 
:::> 0 z 

Figure 5. Constriction width (CW) In the voiceless fricatives Is � p 61 and the approximant 
Irl ln ICVlI monosyllablcs, V = II a u/. Pooled vowel contexts, n = 1 5. 
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although not unexpected, that the retroflex apical consonants Irl and 1& display 
higher BG2's than does the non-retroflex, laminar lsi. The difference between 
the retroflex BG2's and BG2 for lsi is statistically significant at the 1 % and 5% 
levels, respectively (t=3.874, DF =28, p<O.OI for Ir/; t=2.336, DF=28, 
P < 0.05 for I�/). The effects of vowel context on constriction depth (see Figure 
9) are generally not statistically significant (note, however, BG4 for IriV vs. lruV: 
t = 3.776, DF = 8, P < 0.01; and IraV vs. lruV: t = 5.175, DF = 8, P < 0.01). 

2.1.4 Data summary 
The above data have shown that the EPG correlates of place of articulation for 
fricatives reflect the expected order Is � S' §! from front to back, and that the 
post-alveolar retroflex approximant Irl is related to its fricative cognate I�I in 
terms of the CP parameter. Constriction width turned out to correlate with 
place for the fricatives such that the value of the CW parameter increased as a 
function of backing; however, Irl did not participate in this correlation. The 
depth of the fricative constriction was greater for If#! than for the other fricatives 
in terms of the BG parameter, indicating that the constriction for IIDI is more 
elongated in the front back dimension (Le. distributed in the sense of Chomsky 

VI UJ 
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0 B � � l.J UJ ....J 6 UJ 
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u. 0 
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• lSI o I� I 
o I r I A/�I 

Fig'��i8. Back gradients (BG) 1-4 for the voiceless fricatives Is � 'fjl and the approximant 
Irl illl eVlI monosyllables, V = II a u/. Pooled vowel contexts, n = 1 5. 
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Figure 9. Effects of vowel context on back gradients 1-4 In the voiceless fricatives Is � F 61 
and the approximant Irl In l eVlI monosyllablcs, V = Ii a u/; n = 5. 
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and Halle, 1968) than the remainder of these consonants. There was a strong 
tendency fot the retroflexes to be less distributed than the other consonants. 
There were for all of these parameters some limited, not always statistically 
significant effects of vowel context. 

2.2 Experiment 2: Constriction depth in voiceless, voiced and sonorant 
consonants 

2.2.1 Purpose and methods 

This experiment was designed to examine EPG patterns related to the lingual 
consonants It d n V. It was a particular purpose to observe possible effects on 
consonant-vowel coordination in CV sequences of the two feature distinctions 
typified by these consonants: voiceless vs. voiced, and obstruent vs. sonorant. 
These effects were evaluated in terms of the back gradient (BG) parameter 
(where BGn, as described above, stands for the change in number of free 
electrodes from the constriction place n rows back). The speech material was 
a subset of the main list of ICW monosyllabics with V = Ii a u/ as described 
above. The utterances were repeated 5 times in random order. Recording 
procedures and subject were as described above (section 2.1.1). 

2.2.2 Results 

Figures 10 and 11 show back gradients (BG) 1- 7 for the utterances ICil, Cal, 
CuV, where C = It d n V (for the numeric data, see Table A-III). The place of 
the constriction (Le. CP) is always at the first EPG row in these consonants, 
and there are typically no free electrodes at that row. The data were sampled 
at the EPG frame immediately prior to the consonant release, i.e., at the last 
frame of the closure interval displaying a completely activated first electrode 
row. 

The panels in Figure 10 depict effects of a variable V on a constant C. The 
BG parameter clearly displays a smaller vowel effect on It/ than on Id/ and a 
smaller effect on Id/ than on In! and /1/. The greatest, but statistically non-sig
nificant, effect on It/ appears at BG2. The tendency is toward a greater BG2 
value for Iii. This tendency is, however, reversed for the remainder of the 
consonants shown in Figure 10. The difference Iii vs. Ia! is significant for BG 2 
(for Id/: t=3.587, DF=8, p<O.Ol; for In!: t=2.923, DF=8, p<O.Ol; and for 
/1/: t = 3.092, DF = 8, P < 0.01). In other words, BG2 sufficiently separates the 
coarticulatory effect on constriction depth of Iii from that of Ia! for the voiced 
or sonorant consonants Id n V but not for the voiceless obstruent It/. 

The difference Ia! vs. lui is statistically significant at BG 6 for In! (t = 4.020, 
DF=8, p<O.Ol) and for /1/ (t=6.505, DF=8, p<O.Ol). The depth of the 
constriction thus tends to be less when In! and /1/ are followed by Ia! than when 
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they are followed by lui. In general, these consonant-related differences in the 
behaviour of the BG parameter would suggest less vowel-context sensitivity in 
the voiceless obstruent It! than in the voiced obstruent IdI, and less sensitivity 
in the obstruent Idl than in the sonorants In! and N. 

Figure 1 1  shows the BG effect of a constant vowel on a variable consonant. 
A comparison between the panels reveals that the variation across consonants 
is smaller in the Ii! context than in the lui and Ia! contexts. The lui and Ia! 
contexts separate It! from In! and N (statistically significant at BG2: t = 3.717, 
DF = 8, P < 0.01 for ltuV vs. InuV; t = 3.393, DF = 8, P < 0.01 for ItuV vs. /lull; 
t = 3. 154, DF = 8, P < 0.01 for ItaV vs. InaV; and t = 3.625, DF = 8, P < 0.0 1 for 
ItaV vs. /laV); IduV and IdaV tend to fall inbetween, but this effect is not 
statistically significant. In terms of the BG parameter, then, Ia! and lui exerted 
a stronger assimilatory effect on the preceding consonant than did Ii!. 

2.2.3 Data summary 

We have used the back gradient parameter to investigate consonant-vowel 
coordination in voiceless, voiced, and sonorant consonants in monosyllabic 
ICW utterances. We found evidence of consonant-related effects suggesting 
less vowel-context sensitivity in the voiceless obstruent It! than in the voiced 
obstruent IdI, and less sensitivity in the obstruent Idl than in the sonorants In! 
and N. The vowels Ia! and lui influenced the back gradient parameter more 
strongly than did Ii!. 

2.3 Experiment 3: EPG correlates of voiced vs. voiceless dental stop 
consonants in symmetrical VCV utterances 

2.3.1 Purpose and methods 

This experiment was designed to evaluate a set of EPG correlates of a possible 
voiced vs. voiceless effect on the extent and timing of articulatory constrictions 
in the utterances liti! and lidi!, where the vowel Ii! is tense. The stress pattern 
is as in Swedish compounds with primary stress on the first syllable and strong 
secondary stress on the last syllable. The utterances were produced 8 times in 
random order. Recording procedures and subject were as described above 
(section 2. 1 . 1). 

We used for this analysis the automatic division into a front, a central and 
a back EPG area as described above (section 1). For each of these areas, the 
number of activated electrodes were averaged across repetitions of each test 
utterance. The number of activated electrodes was counted at EPG frames 
representing the endpoints of the following time intervals: (a) the VC transi
tion, i.e., the interval from the last frame of a sequence of frames displaying a 
maximum number of activated electrodes in the central and back areas during 
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the first Ii! to the first frame displaying a complete consonant closure at a row 
in the front area (VC boundary); (b) the closure interval, i.e. the interval from 
the VC boundary to the the last frame displaying a complete consonant closure 
at a row in the front area (CV boundary); (c) the CV transition, i.e., the interval 

Table I .  Mean durations and standard deviations (ms) of EPG segments in /itil and /id i/ 
corresponding to VC transition, stop closure and CV transition; n = 8. 

/iltl/ /id il 
SEGMENT MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 

VC transition 
Stop closure 
CV transition 
Total 

1 09 
1 43 
248 
499 

21  
1 4  
20 
24 

1 20 
88 

1 96  
404 

1 2  
1 6  
31 
36 

Table I I .  Extension of EPG contact area (number of activated electrodes) in the front, central 
and back EPG areas at the following points in time during /itil and /idil: (a) at the frame 
displaying maximum electrode activation for the first vowel (V1 ) ;  (b) at the first frame of the 
consonant closure interval ; (c) at release; and (d) at the frame displaying maximum 
electrode activation for the second vowel (V2) ; n = 8. 

Front,V1 
Front,closure 
Front, release 
Front,V2 

Central ,V1 
Central ,closure 
Central , release 
Central,V2 

Back,V1 
Back,closure 
Back, release 
Back,V2 

mil Mil 
MEAN S .D. MEAN S.D.  

4.00 0.93 4.50 2.27 
1 0.88 0.83 1 0.63 0.52 
1 1 .88 0.99 1 1 .00 0.00 
5.25 1 .04 4.50 1 .20 

1 4.75 1 .28 1 5.25 1 .28 
7.63 2.00 6.50 0.76 
8. 1 3  1 .46 6.63 0.74 

1 4.75 0.89 1 3.88 1 .25 

1 3.00 0.53 1 3.63 1 . 1 9  
6. 1 3  0.35 6.00 0.00 
6.00 0.00 6.00 0.00 

1 2.75 0.89 1 2.75 0.46 
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from the CV boundary to the first frame in a sequence displaying a maximum 
number of activated electrodes in the central and back areas during the second 
Iii. 

2.3.2 Results and discussion 

Tables I and II summarize timing and EPG electrode activation for 8 repeti
tions of litil and lidil. 

There are both timing and contact size effects to be seen in these data. The 
timing effects include the CV transition (Table I) which is significantly longer 
for It! than for Id/ (t = 3.987, DF = 14, P < 0.01). This is mainly explained by a 
greater rate of electrode deactivation in the front region and a greater rate of 
electrode recruitement in the central region during the CV transition for Id/ as 
compared to It!. This finding may be seen in relation to some previous EMG 
data on labial articulation (Ohman, 1967) suggesting that the release command 
for fbi is usually stronger than that for Ip/. A possible explanation would be that 
the lower intraoral pressure typically associated with the voiced stops would be 
overcompensated for by muscular action, the net result being a more forceful 
release in the voiced than in the voiceless stops. 

On the other hand, we did not find a voiced/voiceless effect on the VC 
transitions which were neither shorter nor faster in the voiceless context as 
could have been expected from previous acoustic observations (see, e.g., Chen, 
1970). To check the possibility that the VC transitions were acoustically trun
cated in the It! context as opposed to the Id/ context, spectrographic measure
ments of a set of F3-related parameters were made for all repetitions of /iti/ 
and lidil; F3 was chosen here since it is the formant displaying the greatest 

Table I I I .  Mean values of F3-related parameters in liti/ and lidi/. 

VARIABLE N MEAN S.D. 
litil lid il litil lid il 

In it ial F3 (Hz) 6 2925 2990 77 92 
Turning point F3 (Hz) 7 31 1 7  31 33 56 20 
Final F3 (Hz) 7 2791 2627 92 78 
Vowel duration 7 227 273 1 9  1 0  
Transition duration 
(ms) 7 67 97 1 1  8 
Transition fall (Hz) 7 326 505 99 74 
Transition rate 
(HZ/ms) 7 4.78 5.30 0.83 1 . 1 3  
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movements in these utterances. The results of these measurements are shown 
in Table TIl. 

As seen from Table ITI, the acoustic data display the expected shortening 
effect on the whole vowel segment preceding It! (statistically significant by 
t = 5.67, DF = 12, P < 0.01). Also, the final value for F3 is significantly higher in 
the vowel preceding It! than in the vowel preceding Id/ (t = 3.60, DF = 12, 
P < 0.01). On the other hand, the F3 transition rates are not significantly 
different between the It! and Id/ contexts (t = 0.98, DF = 12, P < 0.05). This 
result thus corroborates the hypothesis that the VC transitions were acousti
cally truncated in the It! context as opposed to the Id/ context. In other words, 
it might be that the supraglottal activity remained largely unaffected by the 
voiced vs. voiceless contrast, whereas the acoustic shortening before It! was an 
effect of a glottal opening gesture leading to devoicing. 

Table I also shows that the stop closure interval is significantly longer in liti/ 
than in /idi/ (t = 7.3 17, DF = 14, P < 0.01). This durational difference is accom
panied by a greater number of activated electrodes in the front and central 
regions for It! as compared to Id/, although Table TI, which shows data sampled 
at the VC and CV boundaries, does not bring out this effect quite convincingly. 
However, when electrode activation is averaged over the entire closure inter
val, as in Table IV, the difference between It! and Id/ appears more clearly. 
Table IV shows the proportion of the entire closure interval that a given 
electrode was contacted. It can be seen, for example, that all electrode positions 
at the first row were contacted throughout the closure interval in both liti/ and 
lidi/, whereas all lateral electrodes were not contacted throughout the closure 
interval for lidi/. 

The finding that the It! closure interval was longer and showed a larger EPG 
contact area as compared to Id/ is also compatible with previous reports. There 
is overwhelming evidence that voiceless consonants are longer than voiced 
consonants, cet. par. (e.g. Elert, 1964, for Swedish). Also, studies of "force of 
articulation" (e.g. Malecot, 1966) have reported voiced/voiceless differences 
compatible with the present findings. 

2.3.3 Data summary 
In summary, we find for the utterances litil and lidil differences in the duration 
of consonant closure and CV transition, in the rate of the CV transition, and in 
the size of the EPG contact area during the closure interval. On the other hand, 
we find no voiced/voiceless effect in the EPG data on VC transitions. However, 
the acoustic data displayed a vowel shortening effect in the voiceless context 
as expected. This finding might be due to a glottal adjustment such that the 
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acoustic vowel segment is truncated by devoicing whereas the underlying 
supraglottal events remain largely constant. 

2.4 Experiment 4: Effects of voicing on intervocalic relaxation of vowel 
posture in symmetrical VCV utterances 

2.4.1 Purpose and methods 

In a recent cinefluorographic study (Engstrand, 1988), it was shown for two 
Central Swedish speakers that, for VCV utterances where V = /i,a,u/ and 
C = /p/, the /p/ implosion interval was associated with a considerable relaxation 
of the VI-related tongue position, and that the maximum tongue constriction 
related to V2 was attained well after the /p/ release. During the /p/ closure 
interval, the tongue approximated a "neutral" configuration. This "trough" in 
the vowel-to-vowel tongue trajectory was also evident in the special case of 
vowel-symmetrical utterances where VI = V2 (cf. McAllister, 1978, for a sim
ilar effect on lip rounding). It was speculated that this pattern was due to two 

Table IV. Mean percentual electrode activation during the consonant closure Intervals in 
/ltl/ and /idl/; n = 8. 

/ltl/: 

1 00  1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 
1 00 1 00 99 59 23 63 99 1 00 
1 00 79 1 5  0 0 0 45 1 00 
1 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 00 
1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 
1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 
1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 
1 00  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 

/id l/: 

1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 
1 00  1 00 1 00 0 0 1 6  89 1 00 
1 00 54 0 0 0 0 1 2  1 00 
1 00  0 0 0 0 0 0 90 
94 0 0 0 0 0 0 86 
86 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 

1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 
1 00  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 
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separate sources. The offglide movement was associated with a dialect-specific 
diphthongization, whereas the delay in resuming a narrowly constricted V2 
position would create favourable aerodynamic conditions for an acoustically 
dearcut sequence /p/ release-aspiration-vowel onset. The reason for the latter 
assumption was that, for a supraglottal constriction that is narrow compared to 
the cross-sectional area at the glottis, a relatively great part of the pressure-drop 
along the vocal tract during the voiceless stop release and the following 
aspiration would occur at the supraglottal constriction (cf. Stevens, 1971). A 
turbulence noise, fricative rather than aspirative, would then be generated at 
that constriction in connection with the /p/ release. On the other hand, for a 
large supraglottal constriction, the pressure drop occurs at the glottis, and the 
airflow is independent of the size of the supraglottal constriction. Thus, the 
aerodynamic requirements on the production of the stressed /p/ release would 
include a relatively wide vocal tract. This condition could be met by delaying 
the tongue movement towards the vowel target as evidenced by the subjects 
investigated in Engstrand (1988). 

It was further speculated, also on aerodynamic grounds, that a different 
pattern would be exeected when C is voiced as opposed to unvoiced (cf. Lehiste 
& Peterson, 1961 ;  Ohman, 1965; Fant, 1973). The reason is that, in syllables 
containing a voiced stop, which does not require an aspirative burst, there 
would be less aerodynamic reason for the speaker to create a trough in the 
vowel-related tongue position. The cinefluorographic study by Engstrand 
(1988) did not systematically vary the voiced-voiceless feature, however. The 
purpose of the present experiment is therefore twofold: to see whether the 
possible relaxation will be observed in the EPG data from the present speaker 
and, if so, whether the voiced vs. voiceless distinction will influence the mag
nitude of the effect. 

We used for this experiment the utterances /ipi! and /ibi! where Ii! is a tense 
vowel. Both utterances were pronounced with a compound stress pattern (cf. 
above, section 2.3. 1). There were 5 repetitions of each utterance, and the 
recording procedure was as in the previously described experiments. Since 
there are no EPG correlates for the labial consonants, the high resolution 
amplitude curve option available in the EPG program package was used to 
determine three intervals during /ipi! and /ibi!: (a) VI was defined as the time 
interval from the first point of visible energy in the amplitude curve to the 
abrupt drop in the amplitude curve associated with the consonant (the VC 
boundary); (b) the consonant interval was from the VC boundary to the abrupt 
onset of energy associated with the consonant release (the CV boundary) ; and 
(c) the V2 interval was from the CV boundary to the point where the amplitude 
curve came down to the zero line. 
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2.4.2 Results and discussion 

The contact patterns during /ipiJ and /ibiJ shown in Tables V and VI were 
derived in the following way: The percentage of the time that each electrode 
was activated during the respective VI, C and V2 intervals was calculated for 
each of the five repetitions of /ipiJ and /ibiJ using a program included in the 
EPG package; subsequently, the mean activity for each electrode was calculat
ed. Tables V and VI thus show average percentual activity during these three 
intervals in /ipiJ and /ibiJ, respectively. 

There are several observations to be made with regard to these data. First, 
the tables clearly suggest a lower average electrode activation, i.e. less overall 
tongue-palate contact, during the consonant interval as compared to the vowel 
interval in both utterances. This corroborates our first hypothesis that a tongue 
posture relaxation can be observed in the EPG data. Second, there is a less 
overall tongue-palate contact during the consonant interval in /ipiJ (Table V b) 
as compared to /ibiJ (Table VI b). This supports the hypothesis that the amount 
of tongue relaxation relative to the symmetrical /iJ context in these utterances 
is greater for the voiceless consonant /p/ than for the voiced consonant fb/. 

The reason for setting up this hypothesis in the first place was that a less 
constricted tongue-palate contact, i.e., a wider air passage, would create 
favourable aerodynamic conditions for an acoustically clear-cut sequence /p/ 
release-aspiration-vowel onset in /ipiJ, whereas these aerodynamic require
ments would not apply in the case of the voiced fb/ release in /ibiJ. There is, 
however, the alternative, equally reasonable hypothesis that a greater trough 
in /ipiJ than in /ibiJ could be explained as a mechanical consequence of a 
possibly shorter relaxation interval for fb/ than for /p/. This assumption, of 
course, is based on the frequently observed tendency for voiceless consonants 
to be longer than their voiced cognates. It should be checked, however, whether 
this generalization also holds in the EPG domain. Some preliminary evidence 
that this might not necessarily be the case is presented in the next two para
graphs. 

Figure 12 shows averaged timing and contact pattern data for the central 
EPG region in /ipiJ and /ibiJ (the corresponding numeric data are found in 
Table A-IV). The encircled digits from 1 to 6 stand for frames marking EPG 
and acoustic events as follows: (1)  the last frame showing maximum number of 
activated electrodes for VI;  (2) the frame corresponding to a sudden drop of 
acoustic amplitude towards the end of the VI segment; (3) the first frame in a 
sequence of frames showing minimum electrode activation; (4) the last frame 
in a sequence of frames showing minimum electrode activation; (5) the first 
frame corresponding to the visible onset of acoustic energy at the beginning of 
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the V2 segment (line-up point); (6) the first frame showing maximum number 
of activated electrodes for V2. 

In these data, apparent timing effects include a longer trough interval for 
/p/ than for /b/, and a higher rate of electrode deactivation in /ipi/ as compared 
to fibi/o These tendencies are, however, statistically non-significant. The 
clearest and statistically significant differences concern the respective contact 
areas at the first minimum (point 3 in Figure 12; t = 6.86, DF = 8, P < 0.01), at 
the last minimum (point 4; t = 5.37, DF = 8, P < 0.01), and at acoustic release 
of the respective stop closures (point 5; t = I 1. 17, DF = 8, p < O.OI). It is 
noteworthy, then, that these effects occur during a fairly constant time interval 
(Le., the respective trough durations for /p/ and /b/ were not statistically 
significant, and the complete duration Vlmax-V2max also turned out to be 
similar for /ipi/ and fibi/). This clearly weakens the alternative hypothesis that 
a greater trough in /ipi/ than in /ibi/ can be readily explained as a mechanical 

NUMBER OF 
ELECTRODES 

20 

-200 -100 

ip i 0 
ib i 6. 

TIME (ms) 

o +100 +200 

Figure 1 2. Extension and timing of EPG contacts In the central palatal region In the 
utterances /Ipl! (squares, solid l ines) and /Ibl! (triange/s, broken l ines) ; n = 5. The encircled 
digits from 1 to 6 stand for frames marking EPG and acoustic events as explained In text. 
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consequence of trough interval duration. On the other hand, the method of 
synchronizing the acoustic and articulatory events used in this experiment is a 
fairly crude one, and the data sample, which comes from a single subject, is 
small. Also, the EPG data do not permit safe inferences to be made concerning 
the size of the tongue-palate cross-sectional area. Thus, even though the results 
do not contradict our original hypothesis - that the greater trough in lipi/ than 
in libi/ can be explained as a consequence of different aerodynamic require
ments on Ipl and fbi - a conclusive interpretation has to await more extensive 
data samples from more subjects as well as and the addition of complementary 
experimental methods such as independent tongue movement tracking and air 
flow measurements. 

A further observation to be made on the data presented in Tables V and VI 
is that the V2 interval in both lipi/ and libi/ shows a lower average rate of 
electrode activation than the corresponding intervals related to the first vowel. 
There are at least two possible explanations of this observation: (a) There may 
be a stress effect involved such that the contrast between primary stress on the 
first syllable and secondary stress on the second syllable correlates with the 
extension of the contacted EPG area; (b) in the dialect of Swedish spoken by 
the present subject, stressed tense vowels are, as mentioned, pronounced with 
diphthongization involving a relatively prominent offglide (Fant, 1973 ;  Eng
strand, 1988). In VI, this offglide may be coproduced with the following 
consonant (thus explaining part of the trough effect), whereas the offglide in 
V2, which is not followed by a consonant, is entirely to be observed within the 
vocalic segment. This would result in the lower average rate of electrode 
activation during the V2 interval as observed in these data. 

Finally, data such as those presented in Tables V and VI should be sum
marized more efficiently. One of several possible data reduction procedures is 
as follows: For each individual utterance of a given type (e.g. lipi/ or libi/), (1)  

Table VI I .  "Trough index" (TI) based on mean rates of electrode activation in  the data 
pertaining to the utterances fipi/ and fibi/o Further explanation in text. 

Mean EV1 4 52.38 58.88 
Mean EC4 2.00 22.88 
Mean EV24 35.88 37.50 
Mean V4 44. 1 3  48. 1 9  
Trough index 
(TI) 22.07 2. 1 1  
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identify the EPG row displaying the highest rate of electrode activation at a 
given frame during VI; let this be the i'th row; count the number of activated 
electrodes (EVli) at this row; (2) count the number of activated electrodes at 
the i'th row for a given point during C (ECi); (3) count the number of activated 
electrodes at the i'th row in a given frame during V2 (EV2i); (4) define 
EVi = (EVli + EV2i)/2; (5) define a "trough index" 11 = EVi/ECi; (6) calculate 
mean and standard deviation for 11 across the given number of repetitions for 
each utterance type. The resulting trough index efficiently reduces the amount 
of tongue relaxation in these utterances to one single figure. The indices for 
/ipi/ and /ibi/ are shown in Table VII. 

In these data, the highest average rate of electrode activation for VI was at 
row no. 4 for both utterances (Mean VI in Table VII); thus, Mean C and Mean 
V2 were also taken from row no. 4. The trough indices express the difference 
between /ipi/ (11 = 22.07) and /ibi/ (11 = 2. 1 1) in a concise way. Note, however, 
that the indices given in Table VII are based on the mean values given in Tables 
V and VI; in a statistically satisfactory implementation of the algorithm, TI 
should, of course, be calculated for each individual utterance as indicated 
above. 

3 Summary and conclusions 
This study was undertaken with several objectives in mind. Since we intend to 
use the EPG method as a complementary experimental technique in future 
research, some direct experience was necessary to judge the usefulness of the 
method in relation to our purposes. A second major objective was to lay the 
ground for a reference material relevant to the specific aims of our current 
research projects. 

In summary, the results of Experiment 1 showed that the EPG correlates of 
constriction place for fricatives reflect the expected order /s � s;. §J in the 
front-back dimension, and that the post-alveolar retroflex /r/ is related to its 
fricative cognate /�. Constriction width was highly correlated with place for the 
fricatives. The depth of the fricative constriction was significantly greater for 
/p/ than for the other consonants and strongly tended to be smaller for the 
retroflexes than for the non-retroflexes. 

Experiment 2 used the back gradient parameter to investigate consonant
vowel coordination in voiceless, voiced, and sonorant consonants. We found 
evidence of consonant-related effects suggesting less vowel-context sensitivity 
in the voiceless obstruent /t/ than in the voiced obstruent /d/, and less sensitivity 
in the obstruent /d/ than in the sonorants /n! and /1/. The vowels /a! and /ul 
influenced the back gradient parameter more strongly than did /i/. 
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In Experiment 3, investigating EPG correlates of the voiced vs. voiceless 
feature in symmetrical VCV utterances (fiti/, lidi/), we found differences in the 
duration of consonant closure and CV transition, in the rate of the CV transi
tion, and in the size of the EPG contact area during the closure interval. The 
VC transitions, on the other hand, were not affected by the voiced/voiceless 
contrast. However, spectrographic data displayed a vowel shortening effect in 
the voiceless context as expected. This finding was interpreted in terms of 
acoustic segment truncation by means of an early glottal devoicing gesture. The 
finding that the CV transition interval for Id/ had a smaller duration and a 
higher rate of change than the CV transition for It! was seen in relation to 
compatible EMG data on labial articulation suggesting that the release com
mand for fbI is usually stronger than that for Ip/. A possible but, admittedly, not 
entirely convincing explanation would be that the lower intraoral pressure 
typically associated with the voiced stops would be overcompensated for by 
muscular action, the net result being a more forceful release in the voiced than 
in the voiceless stops. The finding that the It! closure interval was longer and 
showed a larger EPG contact area as compared to Id/ is also compatible with 
previous reports. Voiceless consonants are known to be longer than voiced 
consonants. The finding is also compatible with observations on "force of 
articulation" and voicing. 

Experiment 4, finally, investigated EPG correlates of intervocalic tongue 
relaxation in symmetrical VCV utterances (/ipi/, libi/). A "trough index" was 
defined which brought out a clear voicing effect on the contact patterns related 
to the respective consonants Ipl and fbI (less trough during fbI than during Ip/) . 
It was also shown that the only robust difference between lipi/ and libi/ were 
related to the extension of the EPG contact areas during the Ipl and fbi 
intervals: less contact (deeper trough) for Ipl than for fbI. The fact that the 
respective trough durations for Ipl and fbI were not statistically significant was 
taken to weaken the hypothesis that a greater trough in lipi/ than in libi/ would 
be a purely mechanical consequence of trough interval duration. On the other 
hand, our original hypothesis - that the greater trough in lipi/ than in libi/ can 
be explained as a consequence of different aerodynamic requirements on the 
respective consonants Ipl and fbi - was also not conclusively supported by this 
small set of EPG data. 

In conclusion, with the provisos touched upon in section 1, the outcome of 
the present study was felt to be encouraging in that the main objectives were 
largely reached. Departing from a number of questions that are also of interest 
in their own right, we have gained some basic experience of administrating 
various phases of an EPG experiment, and we have made a start in building up 
a reference data base relevant to a number of projects. Also, the preliminary 
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data summarized here turned out to provide some reasonable and significant 
evaluations of independently motivated parameters. We are currently planning 
new series of experiments with several purposes in mind: to replicate the 
present study using additional subjects, to synchronize EPG and audio signals, 
and to combine the EPG channel with aerodynamic and movement channels. 
The successful outcome of those experiments will be crucial to the possibility 
of establishing reliable articulatory-acoustic correlations in dynamic speech 
processes. 
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APPENDIX: TABLES A-I - A-V 
Table A-I. Position (CP) and width (CW) of articulatory constrictions, and back gradients 
(BG) 1 -4  for the voiceless fricatives Is @ � 6t and the approximant Irl in ICVlI utterances wh ere 
V = II a uf. Pooled vowel contexts; n = 1 5. 
CONSONANTI N MEAN S.D. 
PARAMETER 

s,CP 1 5  1 . 1 3 0.35 
�,CP 1 5  3 . 1 3 0.35 
,s,CP 1 5  5.73 0.96 
D,CP 1 5  8.00 0.00 
r,CP 1 5  3.20 0.41 

s,CW 1 5  1 .67 0.72 
@,CW 1 5  2 .67 0.72 
�,CW 1 5  3.73 0.46 
5,CW 1 5  2.73 0.59 
r,CW 1 5  1 .87 0.64 

s,BG 1 1 5  0.40 0.74 
�,BG 1 1 5  1 .47 1 . 1 3  
£,BG1 1 5  0.33 0.49 
6,BG 1  0 (All values missing.) 
r,BG1 1 5  1 .40 1 .35 

s,BG2 1 5  2.60 1 . 1 8  
�,BG2 1 5  3.47 0.83 
';, BG2 1 2 0.25 0.45 
6, BG2 0 (All values missing.) 
r,BG2 1 5  4.20 1 .08 

s, BG3 1 5  4. 1 3  0.74 
�, BG3 1 5  4.47 0.83 
p, BG3 5 0.60 0.55 
6, BG3 0 (All values missing.) 
r, BG3 1 5  5.20 0.86 

s,BG4 1 5  4.33 0.72 
�, BG4 1 5  4. 1 3  0.74 
,s, BG4 2 0.00 0.00 
O, BG4 0 (All values missing.) 
r,BG4 1 5  4.60 0.91 
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Table-All .  Position (CP) and width (CW) of articulatory constrictions, and back grad ients 
(BG) 1 -4  for the voiceless fricatives /s rs c xl and the approximant Irl In ICVII utterances 
where V = II a uf. Separated vowel contexts. 

UTIERANCEI N MEAN S.D.  
PARAMETER 
sll ,CP 5 1 .20 0.45 
sal,CP 5 1 .20 0.45 
sul ,CP 5 1 .00 0.00 
�II ,CP 5 3.00 0.00 
�I,CP 5 3.40 0.55 
�ul ,CP 5 3.00 0.00 
�il ,CP 5 4.60 0.55 
�I,CP 5 3.60 0.55 
.cul ,CP 5 6.00 0.00 

t,cp 5 8.00 0.00 
I ,CP 5 8.00 0.00 

5ul,CP 5 8.00 0.00 
rll ,CP 5 3.00 0.00 
ral ,CP 5 3.40 0.55 
rul ,CP 5 3.20 0.45 

sil ,CW 5 1 .20 0.45 
sal,CW 5 1 .80 0.45 
sul ,CW 5 2.00 1 .00 
�iI ,CW 5 2.00 0.71 
�I ,CW 5 3.00 0.00 
�ul ,CW 5 3.00 0.71 
�iI ,CW 5 3.40 0.55 
�I ,CW 5 3.80 0.45 
�ul ,CW 5 4.00 0.00 

ECW 5 2.80 0.8 
I ,CW 5 2.80 0.45 

ul ,CW 5 2.6 0.55 
ril ,CW 5 1 .20 0.45 
ral ,CW 5 2.00 0.00 
rul ,CW 5 2.40 0.55 

sil ,BG 1  5 0.60 0.89 
sal, BG 1  5 0.60 0.89 
sul ,BG 1  5 0.00 0.00 
@iI ,BG 1  5 2.00 1 .22 
�1 ,BG1 5 1 .20 1 .30 
�ul ,BG1 5 1 .20 0.84 
,sil ,BG1  5 0.40 0.55 
�1 ,BG1 5 0.60 0.55 

,Gul ,BG1  5 0.00 0.00 tBG 1 0 (All values missing.) 
I ,BG 1  0 (All values missing.) 
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UTIERANCE/ N MEAN S.D.  
PARAMETER 

Qul , BG1  0 (All values missing.)  
rll ,BG 1  5 1 .60 1 .34 
ral ,BG1  5 1 .80 1 .48 
rul ,BG1  5 0.80 1 .30 

sll , BG2 5 3.00 1 .22 
sal ,BG2 5 2.60 1 .52 
sul , BG2 5 2.20 0.84 
�iI , BG2 5 4.20 0.45 
�I,BG2 5 3.00 1 .00 
�ul ,BG2 5 3.20 0.45 
sll , BG2 5 0.60 0.55 
sal ,BG2 2 0.00 0.00 
�ul ,BG2 5 0.00 0.00 �BG2 0 (All values missing.) 

I ,BG2 0 (All values missing.) 
bul ,BG2 0 (Al l values missing.) 
ril , BG2 5 4.40 1 .34 
ral , BG2 5 4.60 0.89 
rul ,BG2 5 3.60 0.89 

sll , BG3 5 4.40 0.89 
sal ,BG3 5 4.20 0.45 
sul ,BG3 5 3.80 0.84 
�II , BG3 5 4.60 1 . 1 4  
�I,BG3 5 4.20 0.45 
�ul , BG3 5 4.60 0.89 
sll , BG3 5 0.60 0.55 
pal, BG3 0 (All values missing.) 
�ul ,BG3 0 (All values missing.) t, BG3 0 (All values missing.) 

I ,BG3 0 (All values missing.) 
5ul,BG3 0 (All values missing.) 
ril , BG3 5 5.40 1 . 1 4  
ral , BG3 5 5.60 0.55 
rul , BG3 5 4.60 0.55 

sll , BG4 5 4.60 0.55 
sal,BG4 5 4.20 0.45 
sul ,BG4 5 4.20 1 . 1 0  
�II , BG4 5 4.00 0.71 
�I ,BG4 5 4.00 0.00 
�ul , BG4 5 4.40 1 . 1 4  
,cil , BG4 2 0.00 0.00 
pil,BG4 0 (All values missing.) 
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cul ,BG4 a (All values missing.) 
UTIERANCEI N MEAN S.D. 
PARAMETER 

511 , BG4 a (All values missing.) tl ,BG4 a (All values missing.) 
I ,BG4 a (All values missing.) 

rll , BG4 5 4.80 0.45 
ral ,BG4 5 5.40 0.55 
rul ,BG4 5 3.60 0.55 

Table A-I I I .  Back gradients (BG) 1 -7 for It d n II in ICVlI utterances where V = II a u/; n = 5. 
UTIERANCEI MEAN S.D. 
PARAMETER 

tll ,BG1  2.40 0.89 
tll ,BG2 5.00 1 .00 
tll , BG3 6.00 0.00 
tll ,BG4 6.00 0.00 
tll ,BG5 6.00 0.00 
til ,BG6 6.00 0.00 
tll ,BG7 6.00 0.00 

dll ,BG1  1 .60 0.55 
dll ,BG2 3.80 0.45 
dll, BG3 5.00 1 .00 
dll ,BG4 5.80 0.45 
dil , BG5 6.00 0.00 
dll ,BG6 6.00 0.00 
dil ,BG7 6.00 0.00 

nll ,BG1  2.40 1 . 1 4  
nil, BG2 4.60 0.89 
nll,BG3 5.40 0.55 
nil, BG4 5.80 0.45 
nil, BG5 5.80 0.45 
nll,BG6 6.00 0.00 
nll ,BG7 6.00 0.00 

l iI ,BG1 2.40 1 .52 
I i I ,BG2 4.60 1 . 1 4  
Ii I ,BG3 5.20 1 . 1 0  
I i I ,BG4 5.80 0.45 
III ,BG5 5.80 0.45 
li I ,BG6 6.00 0.00 
I i I ,BG7 6.40 0.55 

tal , BG1  1 .80 1 .64 
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tal, BG2 3.80 1 .48 
UTIERANCE/ MEAN S.D. 
PARAMETER 

tal ,BG3 5.60 0.45 
tal ,BG5 6.20 0.45 
tal ,BG6 6.00 0.00 
tal ,BG7 6.00 0.00 

dal ,BGl 2.60 0.89 
dal ,BG2 5.40 0.89 
dal ,BG3 6.80 1 . 1 0  
dal ,BG4 7.00 1 .00 
dal,BG5 7.00 1 .00 
dal ,BG6 6.20 0.45 
dal ,BG7 6.40 0.55 

nal ,BGl 3.00 0.71 
nal ,BG2 6.20 0.84 
nal ,BG3 7.40 0.89 
nal ,BG4 7.80 0.45 
nal ,BG5 8.00 0.00 
nal,BG6 8.00 0.00 
nal ,BG7 7.40 0.55 

lal ,BGl  4.00 1 .22 
lal ,BG2 6.60 0.89 
lal ,BG3 7.80 0.45 
lal ,BG4 8.00 0.00 
lal ,BG6 8.00 0.00 
lal ,BG7 7.60 0.55 

tul ,BGl  1 .80 1 .30 
tul,BG2 3.40 1 .34 
tul,BG3 5.20 1 . 1 0  
tul,BG4 6.20 0.45 
tul ,BG5 6.20 0.45 
tul,BG6 6.00 0.00 
tul ,BG7 5.40 0.89 

dul ,BGl  2.20 1 .30 
dul,BG2 5.00 1 .41 
dul ,BG3 6.20 1 .79 
dul,BG4 6.80 0.84 
dul ,BG5 6.40 0.89 
dul ,BG6 6.00 0.00 
dul ,BG7 5.80 0.45 
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UTIERANCEI MEAN S.D. 
PARAMETER 

nul ,BG1 3.40 0.55 
nul ,BG2 5.80 0.45 
nul,BG3 6.80 0.83 
nul ,BG4 7.20 0.84 
nul,BG5 7.00 1 .00 
nul,BG6 6.40 0.89 
nul ,BG7 6.40 0.55 

lul ,BG1  3.60 1 .52 
lul,BG2 5.80 0.84 
lul,BG3 7.00 0.71 
lul ,BG4 7.40 0.55 
lul ,BG5 7.60 0.89 
lul ,BG6 6.40 0.55 
lul, BG7 6.20 0.45 

Table A-IV. Extension and timing of EPG contacts In the central palatal region in the 
utterances lipll and libl/ (Il lustrated in Figure 1 2) ;  n = 5. Statistically significant d ifferences 
between lipil and libil are Indicated by asterisks. Further explanation in text. 

VARIABLES 

U T T E R A N C E S  
Ilpil libil 

Extension of contact area (number of activated electrodes) at: 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 

V1 max 1 5.4 0.9 6.4 1 . 1 
Ampl drop 6.0 0.7 8.4 2.9 
First min 0.0 0.0 4.6 1 .5 * 
Last min 0.4 0.9 4.6 1 .5 * 
Acoust rei 2.2 0.4 5.4 0.5 * 
V2max 1 3.2 0.8 1 4.4 1 .5 

Difference in extension of contact area (number of activated electrodes) between: 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 

V1 max-first min 1 5.4 0.9 1 1 .8 1 .6 * 
Last mln-V2max 1 2.8 1 .3 9.8 2.0 * 

Duration (ms) of interval between: 
MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D. 

V1 max-first min 96 1 7  1 36 45 
First min-last min 1 40 46 1 1 0 53 
Last mln-acoust rei 44 25 1 4  38 
Acoust rel-V2max 1 88 23 1 74 27 
Last min-V2max 232 31 1 88 59 
V1 max-V2max 
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(complete interval) 468 24 434 25 
Rata of electrode deactivation/activation (number of electrodes/frame) between: 

MEAN S.D. MEAN S.D.  
V1 max-first min 1 .6 0.3 1 .0 as 
Last min-V2max 0.6 0. 1 0.5 0. 1 
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Abstract 

An acoustic-perceptual study 
of Swedish vowels produced by' a 
subtotally glossectomized speaker 

Ann-Marie Alma, Eva Oberg and Olle Engstrand 

Perceptual and acoustic data are presented for Swedish vowels produced 
by a subtotally glossectomized speaker. The overall intelligibility scores 
obtained from 10 listeners were 53% for isolated vowels, 40% for long 
vowels in words, and 49% for short vowels in words. In general, listeners 
scored higher in the second listening seSSion, suggesting a possible 
learning effect. Acoustic analyses revealed considerably less differentia
tion between vowels and a highly reduced vowel space, where distances 
(in Bark) between front and back vowels were substantially shorter for the 
glossectomee than for a normal speaker. This pattern was reflected in 
listener confusion data. Further confusion analysis indicated, however, that 
vowels were confused less along the height dimension than along the 
front - back and rounded - unrounded dimensions even when the acoustic 
distances were comparable. This was interpreted as (a) the glossectomee 
having normal ability in contrOlling jaw movement and thereby the degree 
of opening in vowels, (b) the human ear being particularly sensitive to 
variations in vowel height. 

1 Introduction 
In a recent study (Alme and Engstrand, 1989), we showed that two speakers , 

one totally glossectomized female speaker and one sub totally glossectomized 
male speaker, were able to produce acoustically distinct formant frequency 
patterns for the vowels Ii: a: u:/, both in isolated word forms and connected 
speech. The acoustic distances between those vowels were, however, consider
ably smaller than in a group of normal control subjects. This was particularly 
true of the F2 range as compared to the Fl range. The perceptual part of the 
experiment, which tested listeners' identification of Ii: a: u:/ as produced by the 
subtotally glossectomized speaker, nevertheless showed that listeners could 
easily identify the three vowels. The complete Swedish vowel inventory is a 
fairly crowded one, however, with 9 phonologically long (tense) and 9 phono- ' 
logically short (lax) vowels. We therefore hypothesized that the articulatory-
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acoustic space available to the glossectomee would be too small to allow for 
the intermediate vowel distinctions. 

The purpose of the present experiment was to investigate a larger set of 
Swedish vowels produced by the subtotally glossectomized male speaker to see 
to what extent it was possible for listeners to identify these vowels in isolation 
and in real words. Also, we wanted to examine the spectral characteristics of 
the vowels in an attempt to clarify to what extent these characteristics can be 
used to explain possible vowel confusions on the part of the listeners. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Subjects 

The glossectomized subject (as) was a 63-year-old male native Swedish 
speaker with a relatively pronounced Stockholm accent. Following radio ther
apy to treat carcinoma of the tongue, as was subjected to subtotal glossectomy 
and right side partial neck dissection. A grafted skin flap was inserted through 
the chin to cover the floor of the mouth and was sewn to the residual tongue 
tissue. The subject wore upper and lower jaw prostheses. The recording was 
made approximately 7 years after surgery. Data from as were compared to 
perceptual and acoustic data from a normal male native speaker of a similar 
Eastern Central Swedish dialect (NS, the third author). 

2.2 Speech material 

The speech material consisted of ( 1) the 9 long vowels, Ii: y: e: 0: H: e: a: 0: u:/ 
produced in isolation (short vowels do not occur in isolation in Swedish 
phonotax), (2) a set of minimally contrasting bisyllabic words made up of the 
above long vowels and the frames lrV:ta/ and lrV:ka/, and (3) a similar word 
list containing the short vowels /1 Y ere s/ in the frames /xhVt:a/ and lrVt:a/. 
All these words occur relatively frequently in the Swedish language. The choice 
of frequent words, rather than less frequent or nonsense words, was considered 
to be of some importance since, in a previous recording session, subject as had 
experienced some initial difficulty in pronouncing words that were unfamiliar 
to him. The word lro:ka/ with /k/ could be chosen despite the difference from 
the other words with/tI, since subject as makes no audible differences between 
those consonants (Alme and Engstrand, 1989). The test words all have the grave 
tonal word accent (accent 2). The grave accent is characterized by a tonal fall 
in the primary stressed syllable and, when the word is in sentence-focus 
position, by a tonal high associated with the secondary stressed syllable (Bruce, 
1977). The full word lists are shown in the Appendix. 
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2.3 Recording procedure 

159 

The recordings were made in a sound screened studio using a Revox PR 99 
tape recorder, set to run at a tape speed of 19 cm/sec. A free-standing dynamic 
microphone (Sennheiser MD 211  U) was placed approximately 25 cm in front 
of the subject's mouth. The subject read the test utterances from numbered 
cards. The utterances were written in standard orthography and presented to 
the subject one at a time, in random order and at a comfortable pace. There 
were 3 blocks of isolated vowels and 4 blocks of words. 

2.4 Test of vowel intelligibility 

A stimulus tape was prepared to test the intelligibility of the recorded mater
ial. With one exception, only vowels appearing in phonologically identical 
frames were used, i.e., all isolated vowels (no frame), all long vowels in words 
and the five short vowels in the !h - t/ context. The reason is, of course, that a 
variable frame might easily introduce a confounding factor into the experiment. 
The tape-recorded speech samples were digitized at 20 kHz, edited and D/ A 
converted. The test tape was organized in 6 blocks comprising 3 vowel condi
tions and 2 speakers: (1)  isolated vowels produced by as, (2) isolated vowels 
produced by NS, (3) words with long vowels, as, (4) words with long vowels, 
NS, (5) words with short vowels, as, and (6) words with short vowels, NS. Two 
sequences of the 6 blocks were created: one sequence in the order mentioned, 
and another sequence in the reversed order. The order of the presentation 
within the blocks was random. Thus, there was a total of 332 stimuli (9 isolated 
vowels x 3 productions + 9 long vowels in words x 4 productions + 5 short 
vowels in words x 4 productions; x 2 speakers x 2 sequences). There was a 2 
second silent interval between the stimuli in each block, a 5 second pause 
between the blocks, and a 2 minute pause between the two block sequences. 

A group of 10 listeners, out of whom 8 had verified and 2 self-reported 
normal hearing, listened to the test tape in a sound treated room. Eight of the 
listeners, undergraduate students of logopedics (beginners) or electrotechnics, 
were phonetically untrained, while two were graduate students of linguistics. 
Both oral and written instructions were given and the listeners were accus
tomed to the task by listening to, and trying to identify, a set of 40 items 
randomly selected from the main test list. The stimuli were presented from a 
Revox B 77 tape recorder via headphones (AKa K45) at a comfortable 
listening level. Since the majority of the listeners were not familiar with 
phonetic transcription, they were all instructed to write down the perceived 
vowels in conventional orthography. There was no forced choice involved other 
than the obvious restriction that the test dealt with Swedish vowels. The 
responses were to be given on a specially designed form. The listeners were 
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asked to give an answer to each stimulus and encouraged to guess when 
uncertain. 

2.5 Data analysis 
The above procedure resulted in a total of 3320 responses (332 stimuli x 10 
listeners). These responses were organized in confusion matrices, one for each 
vowel condition and speaker (Le., the glossectomized speaker and the normal 
speaker). To enable correlations to be made between the perceptual and the 
acoustic data, a spectrographic analysis was made of all vowels. This analysis 
was based on segmentation and measurement of broad-band spectrograms 
(Voice Identification, Inc., Series 700 Sound Spectrograph, 300 Hz filter band
width). Vowel segments were identified according to conventional spectro
graphic landmarks (Peterson and Barney, 1952; Fant, 1973). The mid-frequen
cies of the first three formants (F 1 - F3) were measured at the first point in time 
within the vocalic segment where F2 had achieved its maximum or minimum 
value for that segment. The formant frequencies (in Hz) were converted to the 
Bark scale using the equation 

Z = 26.81 / ( 1 + 1960 / f) - 0.53 (1) 

where f is the frequency in Hz and Z the corresponding value in Bark (Traun
muller, 1988). 

3 Results 

3.1 Vowel identification 

3.1.1 Listener scores 
We have hypothesized, in view of the relatively extensive Swedish vowel 
inventory, that the articulatory-acoustic space available to the present glossec
tomized subject would be too small to allow for the production of clear vowel 
distinctions. The data to be presented in this section provide us with partial 
corroboration of this hypothesis. Thus, the mean intelligibility (Le., rate of 
correct identifications) of vowels produced by the glossectomized speaker GS 
was 47% (53% for the isolated vowels, 40% for the long vowels in words, and 
49% for the short vowels in words). These data are in close agreement with 
previous results by Leonard and Gillis ( 1982) and LaRiviere et al. (1972) who 
reported overall vowel intelligibility scores of one totally and one subtotally 
glossectomized subject of 48% and 45.8% respectively. Figure 1 summarizes 
the average scores for all listeners (pooled vowel conditions). The responses 
to the two sequences have been separated in the figure such that the responses 
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to the second sequence are plotted against the responses to the first sequence. 
In such a way, possible learning effects can be evaluated. Thus, when all vowel 
conditions are pooled, we note an apparent tendency to improvement from the 
first to the second sequence (as suggested by the fact that a majority of the data 
points fall above the y = x line). A t-test reveals that the scores pertaining to 
the second sequence were significantly higher (t = 3.079; P < 0.01, one-tailed) 
for listeners as a group, suggesting a possible learning effect. However, count
ing each condition separately, the tendency was less clear. Thus, the scores for 
the second sequence of short vowels in words were significantly higher than the 
scores pertaining to the same vowel condition in the first sequence (t = 1.934; 
P < 0.05, one-tailed). There was a similar, but not statistically significant 
tendency for the isolated vowels. The difference between the first and the 
second sequence of long vowels in words was also not significant. Identifying 
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Figure 1. Summary of percent correct average scores for ten listeners with listening 2 plotted 
against listening 1 for all vowel conditions (glossectomized speaker). 
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the long vowels in words also seemed to be the most difficult task, as revealed 
by the relatively low scores (cf. Table I). 

The listener-dependent variation is illustrated in Figures 2a for isolated 
vowels, 2b for long vowels in words and 2c for short vowels in words. Data from 
both sequences have been plotted in the same figure to illustrate the difference 
between the first and the second sequence. We find here that, although higher 
scores were generally received for the second sequence (diamonds, dotted 
lines) than for the first sequence (x's, solid lines), there is a fair amount of 
listener-dependent variation both in absolute scores and in the hypothesized 
learning effect. 

3.1.2 Vowel scores 

Figure 3 shows percentages of correct vowel identification scores with 
listeners, vowel conditions and sequences pooled. The figure suggests that the 
front vowels /y e/ and the back vowels /0 u/ were particularly difficult to identify 
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Figure 2. Percent correct responses from 10 listeners In listening session 1 (x) and 2 (0) for 
Isolated vowels (a, previous page) , long vowels In words (b, previous page) , and short 
vowels In words (c, this page). 
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reaching average scores below 30%. The vowels 10 E aI, on the other hand, were 
identified better with average scores ranging from 73% to 90%. Again, how
ever, conditions have to be separated. Thus, Figures 4a -c, showing percent 
correct identifications for each vowel and condition, display different patterns 
both for vowel conditions and sequences. The vowel condition effects will be 
further discussed in the next section (3. 1 .3, Confusion analysis). 

As expected, vowels produced by the normal speaker were well identified. 
It should be noted, however, that the vowel identification is far from perfect 
even in this rather careful reading pronunciation. For long vowels in words, for 
example, the scores were found to range between 84% and 100%. (cf. 
Nearey, 1989). 

JOO 
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III It 60 
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III 
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0 40 0 
I-Z 
III 0 
It 20 III � 

Iyl lei I¢I IHI III lal 101 lui 

Figure 3. Average vowel identification scores (in %) for vowels produced by the glossec
tomlzed speaker GS (pooled vowel conditions). 
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3.1.3 Confusion analysis 
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Confusion matrices for each vowel condition are given in Tables la for the 
glossectomized speaker and Ib for the normal speaker. Target vowels are 
represented in the rows and perceived vowels in the columns. All figures stand 
for percentages of listener responses. It can be seen, for example, that the 
glossectomee's isolated target /i:/ was correctly heard as /i:/ in 55% of the cases 
and incorrectly as /y:/ in 13% of the cases (top leftpanel). lnTable II, all vowels 
have been grouped into the following broader categories: (1)  high vs. low, (2) 
front vs. back, and (3) unrounded vs. rounded. The following observations can 
be made: 

a) Degree of opening seemed to be rather easily perceived by the 
listeners. Equally high vowels were mostly confused within class, (i.e. 
with each other, rather than with lower or higher vowels ). However, long 
/e:/ and/0:/ are exceptions to this rule. They were often perceived as the, 
in this accent, just slightly lower /e:/. The difference in degree of opening 
is here apparently too small to be easily perceived in the glossectomee's 
speech. With the conditions pooled, high vowels were correctly iden
tified in 87% of the cases and incorrectly as low vowels in 13% of the 
cases. Low vowels were correctly identified in 89% of the cases and 
incorrectly as high vowels in 1 1  % of the cases. Looking at the separate 
conditions the tendency is similar; in particular, high isolated vowels 
were identified within class to almost 100%. 
b) Front isolated vowels were correctly identified in 99% of the cases, 
whereas back vowels were correctly identified in only 44% of the cases. 
The back low vowel /a:/ was correctly identified in 79% of the cases and 
incorrectly identified as front high in 17 % of the cases and as back high 
in 4% of the cases. /'d:/ and /0:/ received a high percentage of responses 
totally (15% and 22%, respectively). In most cases they were not really 
heard as front vowels but rather as more central ones, qualitatively 
resembling the short /9/ and /re/. 
c) For all vowel conditions taken together, unrounded vowels were 
correctly identified in 69% of the cases and incorrectly as rounded 
vowels in 31 % of the cases. 26% of the rounded vowels were perceived 
as unrounded and 74% were correctly perceived. Rounded long vowels 
in words were correctly perceived to a lesser extent (53%). In this 
condition the unrounded vowels showed a considerably higher rate of 
correct identifications (88%) compared to the other conditions. In 
summary, then, the height dimension thus appeared to be perceptually 
more salient than the front-back and lip-rounding dimensions. The 
vowels /e:/ and /a:/ were identified with the greatest accuracy (89% and 
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79%, respectively), which is not surprising, since these vowels have no 
counterparts with the same degree of opening. 
d) There was a clear asymmetry in the confusion pattern. The back high 
vowels were heard as front high vowels in 79% of the cases, whereas 
front high vowels were heard as back high vowels in only 2% of the cases. 
There was also a difference between the three conditions. For example, 
long /y:/ in words was heard as /i:/ but /i:/ was seldom heard as /y:/; for 
short vowels the relationship was the reverse: /Y/ was not heard as /1/, 
but /1/ was often heard as /Y/. 
The asymmetry can be explained in terms of the acoustic data. Of the 
phonologically long vowels, /il received a high percentage of correct 
responses (55% for isolated vowels and 93% for long vowels in words) 
compared to /ul (22% and 5%, respectively) .  If we, for example, com
pare acoustic distances in Bark between isolated vowel pairs for the two 
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Figure 4. Percent correct identification scores for each vowel in both listening sessions and 
three vowel conditions: Isolated vowels (a, previous page), long vowels in words (b, previous 
page), and short vowels In words (c, this page). x = first listening; 0 = second listening. 
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Table I. Confusion matrices for vowels produced by the glossectomlzed speaker GS (a) , 
and the normal speaker NS (b); isolated vowels (ISV). long vowels in words (LVW). and 
short vowels in words (SVW). The figures show percent of listener responses. 

(a) Ib) 

ISV I Percei ved vowel m ISV I Percei ved vowel (Y.) 

Target Target 
vOMel i e e II a 0 u vowel i y e j II a 0 u 

55 13 3 3 22 98 
45 12 5 18 20 Y 2 98 

e 3 90 2 2 e 2 98 
8 95 2 3 e 100 

tt 13 87 u 100 

E 100 12 B8 
18 2 77 a 100 

2 52 17 25 5 0 100 

5 68 22 u 3 97 

Ii) (i) 

LVN I Percei ved vowel (I) LVN I Percei ved vowel IX) 

Target Target 

vOMel i y e 8 II E a 0 u vowel i e • II E a 0 u 

93 6 99 I 
Y 88 I 2 II> 84 

6 13 BI e 100 

2 39 43 11 5 e 100 

tt 71 10 19 u 100 

E 8 4 80 1 E 10 '10 

15 5 80 a 4 91> 
2 70 28 0 100 

u 19 30 46 u 100 

(iil Iii) 

SVN I Percei ved vOMel II) SVN I Percei ved vowel IX) 

Target Target 
vOMel I E 8 B a 0 u vOMel I E • 9 a 0 u 

I 14 34 50 2 I 96 3 
Y 8 38 1 48 6 Y 4 91> 
E 71 28 1 E 1 99 
e 10 84 1 8 2 98 

9 56 38 6 B 1 4 95 

(i ii )  (i i i) 
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speakers, we find that for speaker as the distance between Iii and lui is 
2.02 Bark, while for speaker NS it is 7.26 Bark. The distance between 
NS's Iii and as's lui is smaller (3.47 Bark) than the distance between 
NS's lui and as's lui (4.2 Bark). This means that as's lui is closer to a 
normal Iii and consequently more liable to be perceived as Iii. (Acoustic 
distances will be further discussed in section 3.3). 
e) The percentage of misidentifications for the normal speaker was very 
low (3%) with a tendency to asymmetry, prefering unrounded to 
rounded identifications. For all vowel conditions taken together, 40% 
of the misidentifications involved rounded vowels being mistaken for 
unrounded, 32% were unrounded vowels mistaken for rounded, and 
28% did not involve rounding. 

3.2 Vowel spectra 

Mean frequencies and standard deviations (in Hz) for the first three formants 
of each vowel, vowel condition and speaker are summarized in Table III. The 
F2 and F3 data in Table III were averaged in terms of F2 prime (F2'), using the 
formula 

Table II. Confusion matrices for vowels produced in three vowel contexts by the glossec
tomlzed speaker GS. Percentage of response rate is shown for the dimensions high vs. low, 
front vs. back, and unrounded ( - R) vs. rounded (+ R). 

T 

A 

R 

G 

E 

T 

ISOLATED 
VOWELS 

HIGH LOW 

HIGH >99 <1 

LOW 11 89 

FRONT BACK 

FRONT � 
BACK 56 44 

-R +R 

-R 

BEffij +R 14 86 

LONG VOWELS SHORT VOWELS POOLED 
IN WORDS IN WORDS CONDITIONS 

P E R C E I V E D (%) 

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW 

BEffij 17 83 effiE 6 94 BEffij 11 89 

FRONT BACK FRONT BACK FRONT BACK 

~ 63 37 ffi@ ~ 60 40 

-R +R -R +R -R +R 

BEffij 47 53 effiE 6 94 8ffiE 26 74 
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Table III. Means and standard deviations (Hz) for F1, F2 och F3 for isolated vowels 
(n = 3) , long vowels In words (n = 4) , and short vowels in words (n = 4) . An asterisk means 
that only one production of the third formant was measurable. The glossectomlzed speaker 

= GS and the normal speaker = NS. 

GS NS 
F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 
X s.d. x s.d. X s.d x s.d. S( s.d. x s.d. 

Isolated vowels 

li:1 308 29 1 625 25 2808 1 4  233 1 4  1 917 80 3192 29 
ly:1 308 1 4  1 608 1 4  2775 25 250 0 1 833 1 4  2975 90 
le:1 392 1 4  1 71 7  29 2900 0 292 1 4  2133 29 2525 43 
101 408 1 4  1 567 1 4  2658 38 317 1 4  1 692 1 4  2183 29 
1'd:1 317 1 4  1 508 14 2675 0 250 43 1700 25 2300 43 
le:1 683 1 4  1 733 1 4  2733 63 533 1 4  1 758 76 2308 29 
la:1 575 25 967 95 2625 * 550 25 850 25 2683 * 

10:1 333 29 1075 25 2575 * 292 1 4  583 38 2700 * 

lu:1 31 7 29 1 2 1 7  29 2517 29 1 92 1 4  608 29 2283 * 

Long vowels in words 

li:1 388 1 4  1 700 20 2925 35 300 0 1 788 43 2838 43 
ly:1 369 13 1 675 20 2863 25 300 20 1706 52 2450 50 
le:1 444 1 3  1 71 3  14 2919 38 33 1 24 2006 47 2342 52 
101 481 1 3  1 469 38 2644 72 444 1 3  1 6 1 3  52 21 69 1 3  
IlJ:I 369 1 3  1 588 1 4  271 3  48 319 24 1 669 24 2313 25 
le:1 469 38 1700 35 2869 63 519 24 1744 31  2331 24 
la:1 550 0 1 025 20 2663 48 58 1 1 3  9 1 3  25 2581 * 

10:1 425 50 1 025 35 2556 66 394 24 681 52 21 81 * 

lu:1 344 1 3  1 1 56 31  2669 24 31 9 1 3  700 35 2219 * 

Short vowels in words 

II/ 381 24 1 600 35 2675 94 275 29 21 1 3  32 2650 1 52 
/VI 369 38 1 538 25 2650 74 263 25 1 881  94 2263 85 
lei 531 24 1656 43 2725 84 500 20 1 781 1 3  2369 55 
lrel 506 24 1 531  55 2625 54 488 32 1606 38 221 9  1 3  
lei 494 1 3  1 294 3 1  2669 38 400 41 1 231  31 2242 1 04 
Ia! 669 24 1 294 43 2819 1 1 8 625 35 1 281 43 2531 1 07 
III 5 1 3  1 4  1 081 43 2638 1 03 500 0 863 1 4  2556 * 

NT 356 24 1 1 44 63 2706 133 344 38 788 25 2281 * 
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Fi = F2 + 0.5 (F3 - F2) * (F2 - Fl) I (F3 - Fl) (2) 

also used by Morrish ( 1984) in a study of speech following glossectomy. In 
Figure 5, Fl has been plotted against Fi for both speakers. The figure clearly 
shows the highly reduced vowel space for the glossectomized speaker com
pared to the normal speaker. 

The same data, now converted to Bark, are illustrated in Figure 6a for the 
isolated vowels, 6b for the long vowels in words and 6c for the short vowels in 
words. As can be seen, the frequency range ofF 1 for the glossectomized speaker 
is rather close to the range for the normal speaker. For F2, however, there are 
differences, especially for Ie: 0: u:/. F3 frequencies for as are higher and less 
variable between vowels than for NS. It should be noted, however, that these 
differences are less when plotted on a Bark scale than a Hz scale (cf. Fig. 5) 
thus suggesting that the auditory effect might be less salient than suggested by 
the formant frequency data given in Hz. 

3.3 Acoustic and relative perceptual distances 

Formant-based Euclidean distances in Bark between all possible vowel pairs 
were calculated using the equation 

D = [(Zla-Z1b)
2 + (Z2a-Z2b)

2 + (Z3a-Z3b)
2
]I
O
.
S (3) 

where a and b are different vowels. 
Acoustic distances between vowel pairs produced by as correlate to some 

extent with distances in the same vowel pairs produced by NS. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient for all vowel pairs and conditions is r = 0.76 (t = 11.599; 
P < 0.001). The correlations in each vowel condition are r = 0.64 (t = 4.797; 
P < 0.001) for the isolated vowels, r = 0.89 (t = 1 1.139; P < 0.001) for the 
long vowels in words, and r = 0.77 (t = 6.145; p < 0.001) for the short vowels 
in words (Table IV). In each vowel condition, we have compared vowel pairs 
differing in the dimensions high-low, front-back, and unrounded-rounded. The 
results are summarized in Table IV. The lowest correlation (r = 0.11; t = 1.77; 
non-significant) is found in the front-back dimension for long vowels in words 
and the highest correlation (r = 0.92; t = 10.273; P < 0.001) in the unrounded
rounded dimension in the same vowel condition. 

The average distance in Bark between vowels produced by as (x = 2.06, 
s.d. = 1.07) is approximately 55% of the distance between the same vowels 
produced by NS (i = 3.76, s.d. = 2.04). The greatest difference between the 
normal and the glossectomized subject is found in the distances between the 
categories front high/mid-high and back high/mid-high vowels (the mean dis-
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tance for as is 40% of the mean distance for NS, Figure 7). For the normal 
speaker, these vowels have greater distance from each other than other vowels. 
For the glossectomized speaker, however, they are rather close. The smallest 
difference between the normal and the glossectomized subjects is found in the 
distances between fa! and the other vowels. The average distance for as (x = 

2.89 Bark, s.d. = 0.89) is 70% of the mean distance for NS (i = 4.14 Bark, s.d. 
= 1 .3). 

In order to relate acoustic distances to the confusion data obtained for the 
glossectomized speaker, relative perceptual distances (D) were calculated 
using equation (4). 
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Figure 5. F1 vs. F2' (prime) for both speakers and three vowel conditions; isolated vowels 
(a, previous page), long vowels in words (b, previous page), and short vowels in words (c, 
this page). GS = solid line; NS = broken line. 
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n 

DiJ = L I Xi,k - X j,k I 
k=l 

DiJ = distance between the vowels i and j 
X�k = percent of listener responses in row no i, column no k 
Xj,k = percent of listener responses in row no j, column no k 
n = no of vowel categories 

1 75 

(4) 

The calculations are based on the confusion patterns illustrated in Table la. 
Thus, for each vowel pair, we computed the relative perceptual distances to all 
of the other vowel pairs. This resulted in 82 relative perceptual distances (36 
for isolated vowels and long vowels in words, respectively, and 10 for short 
vowels). A low value indicates a high rate of perceptual confusion, i.e. a small 
relative perceptual distance. 
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Figure 6. Mean formant values (in Bark) for the glossectomized speaker GS (solid line) and 
the normal speaker NS (broken line) in three vowel conditions: isolated vowels (a, previous 
page) , long vowels In words (b, previous page), and short vowels in words (c, this page) . 
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The relative perceptual distances were then correlated with the acoustic 
distances in Bark for each vowel pair (Figure 8). For all vowels and conditions, 
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient was rs = 0.38 (t = 3.669; P < 0.001,  
one-tailed), suggesting a relatively weak relationship between the magnitude 
of acoustic distance and rate of confusion, Le., relative perceptual distance. This 
is not always true, however. Between vowels with the same tongue position in 
the front-back dimension, but with different degrees of opening, there was a 
small acoustic but a large perceptual distance (e.g. for li:1 -le:1 the acoustic 
distance was 0.52 Bark and the perceptual distance 197; for 10:1 -/u:1 the 
distances were 1 . 1 1  Bark and 200, respectively). Between vowels differing in 
frontness-backness but with the same degree of opening, there was a large 
acoustic but a small perceptual distance (e.g. for le:1 -10:1 the acoustic distance 
was 3. 17 Bark and the perceptual 89 and for /rid -10:1 2.53 Bark and 87, 
respectively.). Excluding the latter two categories of vowel pairs (Le. (a) front 
vowel pairs and back vowel pairs with different degrees of opening and (b) 
vowel pairs differing in frontness-backness but with the same degree of open
ing), we obtain a significantly higher correlation between acoustic and relative 
perceptual distances (rs = 0.77, t = 7.598; P < 0.001, one-tailed) which is 
shown in Figure 8. Thus, in this figure, the data points (filled squares) refer to 
distances between (a) front vowels with the same degree of opening (e.g. Ii -yl, 
Ie -0/) and (b) front and back vowels with different degrees of opening (e.g. 
li-o/, le-uf). A low value on the y-axis means a small relative perceptual 
distance and consequently implies large perceptual confusion. All distances 

Table IV. Pearson correlation coefficients for acoustic distances (in Bark) between the 
normal speaker NS and the glossectomized speaker GS for vowel pairs differing in the 
dimensions: degree of opening (H/L), frontness/backness (FIB), and unrounded/rounded 
(-R/+R). Vowel conditions: Isolated vowels (ISV) , long vowels in words (LVW), short 
vowels in words (SVW), and all three vowel conditions together (Total). Significance at the 
0.001 level Is indicated by an asterisk. 

ISV LVW SVW Total 

H/L 0.67* 0.88* 0.80* 0.79* 
FIB 0.28ns 0.11ns 0.49ns 0.19ns 

-R/+R 0.68* 0.92* 0.79* 0.79* 

Total 0.64* 0.89* 0.77* 0.76* 
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Vowel pairs 

1 .  /I:/-/y:/ 
2. /1:/-/tJ:/ 
3. /y:/-/t:J:/ 
4. /e:/-/(lJ:/ 
5. /I:/-/e:/ 
6. /Y:/-/(lJ:/ 
7. /e:/-/e :! 
8. /1:/-/£:/ 
9. /(lJ:/-/t:J:/ 

10. /1:/-/(lJ:/ 
1 1 .  /y:/-/e:/ 
12. /e:/-/,,:/ 
13.  /y:/-/e :! 
14. /(lJ:/-/e:! 
15. l'd:/-/e :! 
16. /o:/-/u:/ 
17. /a:/-/o:/ 
18. /a:/-/u:/ 
1 9. /y:/-/u:/ 
20. /tJ:/-/u :/ 
21 .  /(lJ:/-/o:/ 
22. /I :/-/u:/ 
23. /e:/-/o:/ 
24. /y:/-/o:/ 
25. /t:J:/-/o:/ 
26. /(lJ:/-/u:/ 
27. /1:/-/0:/ 
28. /e:/-/u:/ 
29. /I :/-/a:/ 
30. /y:/-/a :/ 
31 .  /tJ:/-/a :/ 
32. /e:/-/a :/ 
33. /(lJ:/-/a :/ 
34. /£:/-/a:/ 
35. /e:!-/o:/ 
36. /e :!-/u:/ 
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Figure 7. Acoustic distances (In Bark) between vowels produced by the normal speaker NS 
(x) and the glossectomlzed speaker GS (diamond). Vowel pair 1 -4 = front vowels with the 
same degree of opening, 5-15 = front vowels with different degree of opening, 16-18 = 

back vowels with different degree of opening, 19-23 = front-back vowels with the same 
degree of opening, 24-36 = front-back vowels with different degree of opening. The 
numbers to the left show each specific vowel pair. 
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between vowel pairs are presented in the Appendix. Vowel pairs marked with 
asterisks are those shown as filled squares in Figure 8. 
4 Discussion 
Our null hypothesis was that, in view of the relatively extensive Swedish vowel 
inventory, the articulatory-acoustic space available to the present glossec
tomized subject would be too small to allow for the production of clear vowel 
distinctions. We now find that this hypothesis was only partially corroborated 
by the data. It was corroborated in the sense that the overall rate of perceptual 

Figure 8. Relative perceptual distances for the glossectomlzed speaker GS are plotted 
against acoustic distances (in Bark) for all vowel pairs and vowel conditions. Filled squares 
refer to distances between (a) front vowels with the same degree of opening and (b) front 
and back vowels with different degrees of opening. 
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confusion among the vowels produced by the glossectomized subject was high 
compared to the rate of perceptual confusion among the vowels produced by 
the normal speaker. It was not corroborated in the sense that certain vowel 
categories, particularly the front high, front low and back low vowels showed a 
high rate of correct identification. These categories were also overrepresented 
among the incorrect identifications (80% of the errors fell into these catego
ries). There are, in other words, clearly asymmetric patterns in the data. This 
response pattern could be partly explained by the acoustic data. 

The acoustic data also demonstrated, as expected, substantially smaller 
differences between vowels produced by the glossectomee than for those 
produced by the normal speaker. But, also as expected, the range of variation 
of Fl is much closer to the normal data than that of F2. In all likelihood, this 
difference is related to constraints on the underlying articulatory mechanism. 
Thus, the narrow F2 range would reflect the glossectomee's inability to effi
ciently move an articulatory constriction along the front-back dimension (cf. 
Morrish, 1984; Alme and Engstrand, 1989). On the other hand, the relatively 
unimpeded mobility of the jaw allows a certain flexibility in the Fl-related 
high-low dimension (Lindblom and Sundberg, 1971).  

The perceptual evaluation of the high - low and front -back dimensions 
further showed a clear high-low advantage, i.e., for comparable acoustic dis
tances, high-low distinctions were perceptually more salient than front-back or 
rounded/unrounded distinctions. This finding draws attention to typological 
observations of the world's languages suggesting that vowel inventories are 
generally more differentiated in the high -low dimension than in the front 
back or rounded -unrounded dimensions (Maddieson, 1984) . It may be specu
lated that perceptual constraints of this kind contribute to the uneven distribu
tion of vowels across the space available demonstrated in simulation 
experiments by Liljencrantz and Lindblom (1972) and Lindblom (1986). 

In view of the reduced acoustical vowel space with associated perceptual 
confusions in combination with previously reported evidence of a highly nar
rowed consonant space (Alme and Engstrand, 1989), it is remarkable that the 
connected, conversational speech of this subject is quite intelligible. Also, our 
previous study showed that the vowels Ii : a: u:/ produced by the same speaker 
spanned a smaller acoustic space in connected speech than in isolation. Ap
parently then, given adequate contextual information, comprehension of con
nected speech can occur in spite of a vowel space that is even further reduced 
than the one observed in the present study. It thus appears that the speaker 
makes use of his compensatory possibilities only to the extent that perceptually 
sufficient contrasts are made. Such a behaviour would be compatible with a 
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principle of "adaptive dispersion" underlying the observable variability in 
vowels (Undblom, 1986; Lindblom & Engstrand, 1989). 

On the other hand, the speech of radically glossectomized subjects is clearly 
abnormal. We do not know, however, to what extent the deficient vowel 
qualities are responsible for this. We are presently considering the possibility 
of using digital speech synthesis techniques to evaluate the possible effects of 
improved vowel distinctions in the speech of our glossectomized subjects. In 
such experiments, spectral properties of vowels produced by the glossectomee 
would be synthetically approximated to the subjects' preoperative values or, if 
such data are lacking, to some normal standard. Possible improvements in the 
overall quality of the speech could then be evaluated in listening tests. Such 
studies would certainly be useful to clinical speech therapy following glos
sectomy. 
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Appendix 

A. Speech material 

1. Isolated vowels 

[I:, y: , e: ,  121: ,  t:f., e: ,  a : ,  0: ,  u:] 

2. Long vowels In word list 

[xrl:ta] 
[Xry:ta] 
[xre:ta] 
[xm:ta] 
[xrt:t:ta] 
[xre:ta] 
[xra:ta] 
[xru:ta] 
[xro:ka] 

rita 
ryta 
reta 
rota 
ruta 
rata 
rata 
rota 
rAka 

3. Short vowels In word list 

[Xhrt:a] 
[xhvt:a] 
[xheta] 
[xhCBta] 
[xhet:a] 
[xrata] * 

[Xr" ta] * 

[Xgrtrd:ar] * 

hitta 
hytta 
hetta 
hOtta 
hutta 
ratta 
rAtta 
groddar 

Alma et a1. 

(draw) 
(roar) 
(tease) 
(rot) 
(square) 
(straighten) 
(despise) 
(dig up) 
(rook) 

(find) 
(smelting-house) 
(heat) 
(shake one's fist at somebody) 
(sip) 
(drive a car) 
(rat) 
(sprouts) 

* These words are not Included In the perception test. 

B. Acoustic and relative perceptual distances 

1. Isolated vowels 

Acoustic Relative 
No. Vowel distance perceptual 

pair In Bark distance 

1. II - yl 0.10 34 ** 

2. 11 - el 0.93 180 
3. 11 - 1211 1.07 190 
4. 11 - t:J1 0.59 130 ** 

5. Ii - el 3.32 196 
6. 11 - al 4.12 187 * *  
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7. Ii - 01 2.73 1 53 ** 
8. Ii - U/ 2.02 1 39 
9. Iy - el 0.98 1 54 

10. Iy - 01 1 .03 1 60  
11. Iy - 'd/ 0.50 1 34 ** 
12. Iy - tl 3.33 200 
13. Iy - al 4.06 1 61 ** 
14. Iy - 01 2.64 1 27 ** 
15. Iy - U/ 1 .92 1 47 
16. Ie - 01 0.84 1 2  ** 
17. Ie - t1/ 1 .25 1 96  
18. Ie - tl 2.49 1 94  
19. Ie - al 4.05 153 ** 
20. Ie - 01 3.17 89 
21. Ie - U/ 2.54 193 ** 
22. 10 - t1/ 0.92 196 
23. 10 - t/ 2.41 200 
24. 10 - al 3.39 157 ** 
25. 10 - 01 2.53 87 
26. 10 - U/ 1 .90 193 ** 
27. I'd - tl 3.33 200 
28. Itj - al 3.67 197 ** 
29. Itj - 01 2.18 163 ** 
30. I'd - ul 1.44 55 
31. It - al 3.83 197 ** 
32. It - 01 4.34 201 ** 
33. It - U/ 3.98 201 ** 
34. la - 01 2.28 158 
35. la - ul 2.75 190 
36. 10 - U/ 0.80 150 

2. Long vowels in words 

Acoustic Relative 
No. Vowel distance perceptual 

pair in Bark distance 

37. Ii - yl 0.25 18 ** 
38. 11 - el 0.52 200 
39. 11 - 01 1 .45 200 
40. II - tl/ 0.69 44 ** 
41. II - tl 0.76 1 92 
42. 11 - al 3.61 200 ** 
43. 11 - 01 3.38 200 ** 
44. Ii - ul 2.61 148 
45. Iy - el 0.73 198 
46. Iy - 01 1.45 198 
47. Iy - tJl 0.50 36 ** 
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48. Iy - el 0.93 1 95  
49. /y - al 3.57 1 98  ** 
so. Iy - 01 3.28 198 ** 
51. Iy - u/ 2.46 140 
52. Ie - 01 1.25 84 ** 
53. Ie - ttl 0.99 200 
54. Ie - el 0.26 1 3  ** 
55. Ie - al 3.48 1 64 ** 
56. Ie - 01 3.41 1 70 
57. Ie - u/ 2.79 200 ** 
58. 10 - ttl 1 . 1 7  200 
59. 10 - el 1.11 93 ** 
60. 10 - al 2.36 138 ** 
61. 10 - 01 2.35 108 
62. 10 - u/ 2.00 200 ** 
63. I'd - el 1.10 192 
64. I'd - al 3.23 200 ** 
65. I'd - 01 2.87 200 ** 
66. ItJ - U/ 2.07 104 
67. Ie - al 3.36 173 ** 
68. le - 01 3.36 181 ** 
69. Ie - u/ 2.81 192 ** 
70. la - 01 1.13 170 
71. la - u/ 2.01 200 
72. 10 - ul 1.11 200 

3. Short vowels In words 

Acoustic Relative 
No. Vowel distance perceptual 

pair In Bark distance 

73. II - vI 0.29 18 ** 
74. II - el 1.38 198 
75. II - fBI 1.18 193 
76. II - 61 1.73 120 ** 
n. tv - el 1.56 196 
78. tv - fBI 1.26 191 
79. tv - 91 1.61 110 ** 
80. Ie - fBI 0.61 121 ** 
81. Ie - 91 1.65 142 ** 
82. IfB - 81 1.11 83 ** 

** Vowel pairs In Figure 8 (filled squares). 
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